Abstracts of round tables
(as far as not listed as personal ones)

Thursday 10-07, 9 am
Christoph Graupner and the Cantata at the Court of Hesse-Darmstadt
see Erdmann, Heyerick, Pegah, Kramer, Sorg

Thursday 10-07, 2 pm
Bach’s Thomaner – Results of a Research Project (Bach-Archiv Leipzig)
see Bärwald, Koska, Maul

Friday 11-07, 9 am
From Philip V and Archduke Charles of Habsburg to the Borbonic Consolidation:
Instrumental Music in the Iberian Peninsula and Areas of Mutual Influence (the Spanish
Indies, Italy and Vienna)
To the Spanish crown the War of Succession marked a change in musical paradigm, with the
consolidation, following the introduction of a new dynasty, the growing and best supported
reception of music and musicians from other European countries. The Peace of Utrecht meant in
this sense a new international order, not only from a political point of view, but most particularly in
regard to cultural transfers. The study of the historical-musical documentary heritage, preserved
today in areas of the Iberian and Latin American context (often called panhispanic), increasingly
throws new light on such exchanges and practices of this musical and cultural environment in
which some prominent figures such as Domenico Scarlatti and José de Nebra are considered the
bearers of a much broader and extended reality.
see also Ezquerro Estebán, González Marín, Yáñez Navarro, Carvalho Mendes Dos Santos

Saturday 12-07, 9.15 am
Transalpine Geminiani
Chair: Christopher Hogwood
Participants: Enrico Careri, Peter Holman, Mark Kroll, Peter Walls

In the introduction to Geminiani Studies (Bologna: Ut Orpheus, 2013), Christopher
Hogwood noted: “Dilemmas and disagreements are also beginning to appear – a sign of

health in research and a symptom of ‘cognitive discord’ to be encouraged. Was Geminiani
promoting the Corellian model or disputing it? [...] Was he more French than Italian?”
In A Treatise of Good Taste in the Art of Musick Geminiani speaks about his personal
discussions with Corelli on the one hand while asserting the preeminence of Lully on the
other. On his arrival in England in 1714, Geminiani was regarded as an accomplished
exponent of the Corellian school. Over time, his identification with the musical values of
that school seems to have become less strong. This panel, whose participants are all
editors of volumes in the Francesco Geminiani: Opera Omnia, bring different perspectives
to bear on a series of questions that are all ultimately concerned with the composer’s
changing stylistic orientation:









How much continuity do we find in the later compositions with the composer of the original
Ops. 1–3?
What do the revised versions of Ops. 1–3 reveal about Geminiani’s evolving stylistic
allegiances?
What do Geminiani’s concerto arrangements of his own and Corelli’s sonatas tell us about
his conception of these genres?
Do the Op. 5 cello (and violin) sonatas signal a significant change in direction?
Where do the Pièces de Claveçin fit within the context of mid-18th-century keyboard
compositions?
Given that the didactic works were completed in the latter part of his career, do we need to
develop a more precise sense of their stylistic orientation and their applicability to various
genres and styles?
Both The Art of Accompaniment and The Art of Playing on the Violin appeared in English
and French editions. Is it significant that Geminiani appears not to have attempted to bring
out editions in his native Italian?

The round table offers an unparalleled opportunity for those involved in Geminiani studies
to explore the underlying drivers for this important composer’s stylistic development.

Saturday 12-07, 12.15 am (as part of a session)

The Role and Aims of Bach Network UK in Bach Studies Today
Round-Table Bach Network UK Advisory Council and Trustees
Chair: Ruth Tatlow
Participants: Peter Smaill (Chair of Trustees), Szymon Paczkowski, Yo Tomita
Dialogue Session Groups (DSG) are the channels through which Bach Network UK
(BNUK) encourages collaborative research networking. Dialogue meetings have been
organised so every participant makes a valuable contribution to the discussion. In
developing the Dialogue paradigm, Bach Network UK has attempted to push the
boundaries of scholarly communication, collaborative research and open access into the
21st century. Bach Network UK is evolving and our desire is that it does so in such a way
as to positively influence the direction of world-wide Bach scholarship. In this session the
vision for Dialogue meetings, the BNUK journal Understanding Bach and other BNUK

activities will be explained in a ten minute presentation, and then the discussion will be
opened to the public for reactions, ideas and contributions.

Abstracts of papers and lecture recitals
(following the delegates’ names in alphabetical order)

Katharina Aberer
The Graz Court Chapel on Its Way into the Baroque Era
In December 1595 Ferdinand II of Habsburg became Archduke of Inner Austria. Since he was
raised at a Jesuit Monastery his Catholic faith was strong and his musical taste was refined. In
1596 he established a new court chapel with Antonio Bianco, a Venetian, as the court chapel
master. Bianco traveled to Italy to find appropriate musicians, music and musical instruments. As a
result, with few exceptions, the majority of the musicians in the court chapel were Italian. They led
the way to the new style of monody and modern compositions, like those in Venice. Many of his
musicians composed and made valid contributions to the development of the Baroque style north
of the Alps.
In the second decade of the 17th century three major collections of monodic compositions were
created in Graz. As a result Graz became the most progressive cultural center in the Habsburg
Empire. The composers who contributed to these collections included Reimundo Ballestra,
Alessandro Bontempo, Francesco Degli Atti, Bartolomeo Mutis, conte di cesana, Heinrich Pfendner,
Georg Poss, Giovanni Priuli, Michelangelo Rizzio, Giovanni Sansoni, Alessandro Tadei and
Giovanni Valentini.
In 1619 when Ferdinand II became Emperor of the reunited Habsburg lands, he moved his entire
court to Vienna.

Martin Adams
Poetry for Reading or Singing? Purcell, Dryden, Dramatic Opera and the Musicality of the
Iambic Pentameter
In the preface to The Siege of Rhodes (1656), widely regarded as the first English opera, Davenant
apologised for verse in which “numbers are so often diversify'd and fall into short fractions;
considering that a continuation of the usual length of English verse would appear more Heroical in
reading.” His justification was that “frequent alterations of measure [...] are necessary to Recitative
Musick for variation of Ayres.”
This paper will explore two general issues raised by Davenant and other dramatists – notably John
Dryden. Firstly, dramatic poetry should be apt for reading in private, because its highest qualities
are those that “a judicious Reader will discover in his Closset” (Dryden) – qualities to be found
especially in the iambic pentameter. Secondly, the iambic pentameter is not amenable to lengthy
musical setting.
The core issues have been discussed on various levels by scholars ranging from E.J. Dent in the
1920s to, in recent years, Ian Spink, James A. Winn, Bruce Wood and Andrew Pinnock. However,
this paper will contend that the tension between poetry apt for reading and apt for music is far more

important than has generally been recognised. Through an examination of examples from the
small number of works in iambic pentameter set by composers as varied as Lanier and Purcell, the
paper will suggest that this tension played a central role in the development of dramatic opera – a
dramatic genre in which music and spoken poetry are deliberately separated into different realms,
each addressed to different areas of human nature.

Rebekah Ahrendt
The Most Beautiful Italian Arias (Amsterdam 1691)
In 1691 Savoyard singer, impresario and music pedagogue Amedée Le Chevallier published
Amsterdam’s first collection of Italian arias: the Scelta delle più belle ariette, e canzoncine italiane.
Le Chevallier claimed to have selected these “most beautiful arias” from operas by the “most
famous authors” – and yet not a single author is named. To date, only ten of the twenty-four arias
have been attributed: Carl B. Schmidt identified three arias from Cesti’s Il Tito, four arias from
Lully’s Psiché, and three from Lully’s Le Bourgeois gentilhomme.
My research has identified nearly every other aria in the collection and demonstrates that Le
Chevallier’s source base was in fact quite limited. Five arias derive from Claudio Cesare (Venice
1671), an opera composed by G.A. Boretti, but with additional arias from Il Novello Giasone (Rome
1671) of Cavalli and Stradella – some of which are included in the Scelta. Surprisingly, Steffani’s
La Superbia d’Alessandro (Hanover 1690) provided Le Chevallier with four arias, making the
Scelta the first printed source to include music from Steffani’s operas. The swiftness with which
Steffani’s arias traveled from Hanover to Amsterdam suggests that Le Chevallier had an inside
connection to the Hanoverian court.
Le Chevallier’s limited sources enable a clear picture of his network across Europe to emerge.
Based on extensive archival research, this paper will trace the routes taken by Le Chevallier and
his Scelta. I establish connections between the Italian Peninsula, Hanover, Brussels, Amsterdam
and even London, where the print became a source for a pedagogical manuscript.

Patricia Alessi
Performing as One of English Opera’s First Bitches, Witches and Women in Britches:
Re-Creating the Emotive Performance Practices of Mary “Moll” Davis
Today’s opera singer who wishes to access, interpret and re-create early English opera via
emotionive performance practices often finds herself in an unusual musical quandary. This is due
to the genre’s unique development from the English theatrical tradition. As such, its premiering
female performers performed in a variety of genres, from drama to opera. This required them to
sing, act, dance and even orate a range of roles, encompassing a broad emotional palette. With
such an exceptional past, today’s (modernly trained) opera singer wonders: How can she begin to
recreate the work of these women in establishing the early operatic roles and their emotional
artistic repertoire for today’s audiences?
The purpose of this paper is to provide the first steps in accessing, analyzing and re-creating the
performances of these early female performers and their corresponding emotional repertoire. This
will be accomplished by using one of the first early English female public performers, Mary “Moll”

Davis, as a re-creative case study. By unpacking her full artistic canon, we can begin to understand
not only her unique performance career but also explore early English treatments of the female
opera singer (or, rather, female artist/performer). Her canon will also help us to delve into her voice
and the music she sang as well as the role types she portrayed and the emotions assigned to
them. In particular, this will help to bridge the emotional gap for today’s female opera singer,
providing her with the tools she needs in order to approach singing this repertoire. This paper will
offer a new emotive historically-informed performance practice approach to the interpretation and
re-creation of these works, particularly identifying the possible historical vocal ornamentations and
gestures Davis may have used in her original performances.

Konstantinos Alevizos
Hidden Forms of Inversion (Mirror) inside the Contrapunctus “in stylo francese” of The Art
of Fugue of Johann Sebastian Bach (BWV 1080, 6)
The paper has the aim to demonstrate that Johann Sebastian Bach had already elaborated the tool
of total inversion, inside the contrapunctus “in stylo francese” of The Art of Fugue (BWV 1080, 6).
The counterpoint tool of total inversion is typical for the two later pairs of fugues BWV 1080, 12-13
a, b, the so called “mirror” fugues.
The presentation begins with a demonstration of the global asset of the contrapunctus by its
morphologic, harmonic and rhythmic means. Particular attention is drawn to the position of the
contrapunctus vi (BWV 1080, 6) inside the whole work and to the latest musicological
documentation on the fugue. After a brief methodical analysis, the author succeeds to demonstrate
and present the existence of totally symmetrical subject expositions (stretto) inside the
contrapunctus vi (BWV 1080, 6).
The existence of total inversion inside an earlier contrapunctus (in relation with the two later pairs
BWV 1080, 12-13 a, b) can indicate the level of premeditated elaboration in the whole work,
especially as far as the concept of theoretical progression inside it is concerned. In addition, it
could also suppose a parallel or contiguous time of the compositional process between the BWV
1080, 6, 12 and 13, which could reimpose a new examination of the correct order of the
“contrapuncti”.
Under this new light, further examination is needed as far as this compositional process is
concerned.

Suzanne Aspden
Burney’s ‘Boors’: Discovering ‘Real National Music’ in 18th-Century Europe
Charles Burney’s original “scientific plan” for his History of Music included a chapter on “the
national music of Italy, Germany, France, England, Scotland …”. This chapter never materialised
but, as examination of Burney’s manuscripts at the Beinecke Library reveals, his research into
“national music” was a significant interest, continuing to absorb his energies well after the History
was complete, and betraying an abiding fascination with questions of the origins and progress of
music.

One of the most telling aspects of that interest (though by no means unique to him) was Burney’s
tacit assumption of a distinction between advanced, central European musical culture and a more
primitive periphery. Thus he contrasted the uniformity of old German, French Huguenot and
English hymn and psalm tunes with the “Melody [...] of Scotland or other places where there is a
real National Music”, and drew connections between Scottish and Chinese music, as occupying a
similarly primitive stage of cultural development. But Burney’s travels throughout continental
Europe encouraged him to draw comparisons there too, and – surprisingly – he felt primitivism was
present even in the heart of Europe, in German lands.
How Burney developed and modified his conception of “national music” and its relation to the
European art-music traditions he loved, as he traversed Europe both physically and intellectually,
and how his theories tallied with a philosophical tradition dating back at least to the mid-17th
century, are the subjects of this paper.

Claudio Bacciagaluppi / Angela Fiore / Rodolfo Zitellini
“Musico Napolitano” – an Online Biographical Index of Music Professions in Naples
For centuries the city of Naples has been a turning point for musicians coming from different parts
of Italy and Europe. Particularly during the two centuries of Spanish domination and the
subsequent Austrian domination, from the early 16th to the early 18th centuries, the intense
circulation of music and musicians gave birth and steadily increased the reputation of Naples as a
capital of music. However, an organic reconstruction of the musical activities and especially of the
circulation of musicians between different institutions of both civil and religious character is lacking
to date. The ‘Musico Napolitano’ online biographical index, a database to be hosted by the
University of Fribourg (Switzerland), aims to gather, extract, and establish connections in the great
amount of biographical data contained in sources of different nature, such as chronicles, account
books, deeds, documents internal to the institutions, correspondence etc. Information is classed in
different indexes, including transcribed names (as on the source), standardized names, institutions,
and professions. A ‘fuzzy search’ function permits to retrieve data despite the different spellings of
personal names in historical sources. The ‘workers’ appearing in the database are not only
musicians in a strict sense (singers, instrument players, composers, choirmasters), but also belong
to all those related professions (librettists, impresarios, etc.) that prove essential in reconstructing
the network of musical and theatrical activities in Naples. The creation of a continually updated
index of simple reference, open to further contributors and giving access to more detailed
biographical information for each name, allows to map the presence, integration and mobility of the
music personnel in the urban texture of Naples.

Manuel Bärwald
From Bach to Galuppi – Musical Transfer across the Alps and Its Influence on Leipzig
Concert Life
After the end of Bach’s Collegium Musicum in the early 1740s Italian repertoires increasingly
became an essential part of Leipzig’s concert life; especially since beginning in 1744 Italian operisti
started to perform brand new operas from Venice and Naples during the Leipzig trade fairs. Bach’s
students were significantly involved in the reception of this music; and the Leipzig music publisher

Breitkopf was interested in collecting the musical sources relating to the Leipzig performances of
the Italian musicians.
Based on a general overview of the development of Leipzig’s concert stages until the outbreak of
the Seven Years’ War in 1756, I will discuss several Central German musical sources, especially of
Galuppi operas, and show that they are related to Breitkopf, the repertoire of Italian operisti or both.

Michael Baker
A Dorian Middleground Schema in Bach’s Minor-Key Fugue Expositions
Many modern textbooks on fugue explain the subject/answer relationship in terms of contrasting
keys, with the subject centered ‘in the tonic’, the answer ‘in the dominant’. Others describe this
more neutrally as a matter of transposition from subject to answer. These descriptions are
commonplace in modern accounts of fugue; however, it is worth remembering that fugue originated
in a modally-oriented musical style. As music transitioned from modality towards tonality, vestiges
of modal organization remained a significant aspect of the musical language of various composers,
particularly the music of Bach and his circle.
This paper proposes that a Dorian middleground schema exists in many of Bach’s minor-key
fugues, where the characteristic division of the Dorian mode into a species of fifth and a species of
fourth resembles the pairing of structural linear progressions guiding the subject and answer in
many minor-key fugue expositions. Following a critical review of prior Schenkerian writings on
fugue, especially the work of William Renwick, I will present analyses of several minor-key fugue
expositions, demonstrating structural characteristics of four subject/answer paradigms common in
many minor-key fugues. The Dorian middle ground schema pursued in this paper suggests a
nuanced explanation of certain anomalous chromatic pitches in countersubjects and linking music,
based in modal thinking rather than abrupt modulation or simple transposition, and illustrates the
persistent influence of 17th-century modal approaches to fugue on the music of Bach and his
contemporaries.

Matjaž Barbo
Music Accompanying the Public Celebrations of Baroque Ljubljana
Janez Gregor Dolni ar, a chronicler and one of the central figures of the Ljubljana cultural life of his
time, celebrated the idea of Ljubljana in the Baroque period as a “revitalized and triumphant Rome”.
The idea stressed the spirit of re-Catholicization and the antique tradition of the former Aemona,
symbolized by the construction of the new Ljubljana Cathedral in 1707.The architectural and
artistic models of Salzburg, the so-called ‘Northern Rome’, inspired the construction of the dome.
The music, on the other hand, directly followed Italian musical ideals. The members of the
Academia philharmonicorum, established just a few years before, conducted the musical
celebrations. The Academia philharmonicorum was the most prominent representative of the
musical life of Baroque Ljubljana along with some other similar learned societies (Society of S.
Dismas, i.e. Die Gesellschaft der Vereinigten, and in particular Academia Operosorum
Labacensium). They all followed Italian models and their members maintained permanent contact
with similar Italian societies. The ceremonies, intended for a celebration of the glittering majesty of

the ecclesiastical court, were then a step in what became the gradual integration of the basic
democratic principle of ‘Kenner und Liebhaber’, which announced the flowering of the institution of
the bourgeois concert.

Naomi J. Barker
Stadium Baroque: 17th-Century Horse Ballet as Source for Improvised Instrumental
Ensemble Music?
The role of the Renaissance court festival in the emergence of opera is well documented, but
scholarly research on the music in the outdoor performances of jousts, mock battles and horse
ballets is scarce. Much work has been done in the field of cultural history to understand the scope
and nature of the early modern court ‘festival’ and there have also been some significant
exhibitions of visual material. Music was evidently a necessary and integral part of these
celebrations, but the lack of notated scores suggests that much of it was improvised or used preexisting material. The music for only two complete horse ballets has been identified. The earlier of
the two is from the court of Louis XIII (1612) and the other, Arie per il balletto a cavallo (1667) by
Schmelzer, is also the only volume of instrumental ensemble music to be printed in Vienna in the
17th century. Both scores preserve an essentially Italian cultural practice that was taken up
elsewhere, and it is Italian sources that provide much of the documentary evidence for outdoor
spectacles, but no music. By focusing on the horse ballet in Italian sources, this paper seeks to
connect visual and documentary sources, dance and dance music and equestrianism in order to
suggest possible uses of music in outdoor spectacles.

Gregory Barnett
Arcangelo Corelli in 18th-Century American Musical Culture
My essay focuses on the transmission and performance of Corelli's music in America during the
Colonial and Federal periods, from advertisements of Corelli sonatas by Benjamin Franklin
(Pennsylvania Gazette, late 1730s) to Gottlieb Graupner's inclusion of an Op. 5 gavotte in his
piano primer (Rudiments of the Art of Playing the Piano Forte, 1806). Because of the close cultural
ties between America and Great Britain, the British affection for Corelli's music carried over to
America, and to such a degree that Corelli was second only to Handel in popularity among early
Americans and second to none as the oldest composer they knew.
To a violin-playing connoisseur, such as Thomas Jefferson, Corelli's music was eminently familiar
as the foundation of an Italian violin school, a tradition perpetuated by Francesco Geminiani and
Carlo Zuccari, whose violin treatises Jefferson also owned. The American dissemination of Corelli's
music, however, touched a larger population of musical amateurs in diverse ways: as melodies for
singers; as etudes for the German flute, keyboard, and violin; and as accompaniment for dancing
minuets. This broader transmission is evidenced by both printed and manuscripts sources that are
presented in this essay. As I will detail, these sources reveal, first, the remarkable adaptability of
Corelli's tunes to a variety of uses and performing circumstances, second, variant readings and
scorings that suggest specific habits of performance, and third, the existence of unidentified and as
yet unverifiable attributions.

Kimberly Beck
“Where a String Harmonizes with a Human Voice, There the Hearts of Heavenly Ones Are
Easily Moved towards Thanksgiving and Praise”: Heinrich Biber, Instrumental Music, and
the Liturgy
In the dedication of Heinrich Biber’s 1693 printed collection, Vesperae longiores ac breviores, Biber
writes, “Where a string harmonizes with a human voice, there the hearts of heavenly ones are
easily moved towards thanksgiving and praise.” While Biber is well known for his sophisticated
sonatas and his virtuosic use of scordatura, few are familiar with his liturgical works for voices and
instruments. In addition to the published collection of Vespers Psalms and manuscript Offertories
held in the Salzburg Cathedral Archive, three compositions by Biber were recently discovered in
the Berlin Singakademie archives in the Staatsbibliothek zu Berlin. These pieces, all unica, provide
important insight into the role of idiomatic and virtuosic instrumental writing in settings of sacred
texts in the late 17th century. Among these works is a setting of Quasi cedrus exaltata for five-part
choir and instruments for the feast of the Assumption of the Virgin Mary. The other two works are
both for solo voice accompanied by a single violin. While Maria Jungfrau is Biber’s only extant
setting of a German text, Hic est Panis is the only surviving work in Biber’s oeuvre composed for a
voice part accompanied by a violin in scordatura tuning. In this paper I discuss the burgeoning role
of instrumental music in liturgical contexts in the late 17th century and examine how Biber used
idiomatic string parts to complement sacred settings. Finally, I argue that instrumental music
served a devotional purpose to enhance the experience of Catholic meditation in the period.

Graydon Beeks
“Sweet Bird”: The Story of Dame Nellie Melba’s 1907 Recording
On March 30, 1907 the famed soprano Nellie Melba entered the studios of the Victor Talking
Machine Company to record Handel’s aria “Sweet Bird” from Il Penseroso. The instrumental
obbligato was played by the American flutist Charles Kelsey North, who accompanied her on tours
in 1895 and 1904–05 and in concerts in 1906–07. Although she recorded this aria on two other
occasions, the 1907 recording is particularly interesting.
North had a successful early career as a teacher and freelance player in the Boston and New York
areas. He was then briefly the principal flute of the Detroit Symphony after World War I, before
ending his career playing with a movie theater orchestra in Chicago during the 1920s. His surviving
collection of music includes the flute parts from his 1904–05 tour with Melba.
This paper will discuss the differences between what Melba actually sang in concert and what she
recorded. It will also examine the range of articulation and dynamics available to the performers,
but not conveyed by the early recordings; in particular it will look at Melba’s famous double
cadenza which was published without any dynamics at all by Estelle Liebling in her famous
collection of coloratura soprano arias. Finally, it will encourage us to hear through the obstacles of
limited technology and surface noise to catch a glimpse of the technique and musicianship that
caused admiring players to liken Melba to “another instrumentalist”.

Marco Beghelli
The Manly Voice of Castrati: A Hypothesis
During the Napoleonic era, the dramatic and musical role of castrati in the Italian opera was
gradually taken over by female contraltos. Contemporary audience was well aware of such
historical baton-pass: the voice of some contraltos recognisably held the typical heritage of the few
castrati still singing. Many of these contraltos were in fact pupils of those same last castrati and
very likely they had acquired some peculiarities from such teachers, first of all, the contralto ‘double
voice’.
Double voice was a voice with two ranges: clear and treble in the high pitches, dark and manly in
the low pitches, with no concern for homogeneity; on the contrary, double voice had a manifest
fondness for great melodic skips from high to low pitches, which allowed the singer to display the
timbric differences of her voice.
There is much evidence of some of the major 19th-century contraltos (Maria Malibran, Rosmunda
Pisaroni, Marietta Alboni, etc.) exerting a manly voice; a few of them actually devoted their careers
to tenor roles in tenor voice (such as Marianne Schönberger Marconi and Ruby Helder). As some
women among the castrati’s successors were also gifted with a manly voice, we can think that
perhaps the castrati themselves (genetically men) did not always lose their male voice, and that
they could resort to it for a purpose of timbric differentiation while dipping into the lowest notes – a
frequent feature in many 18th-century arias. Some circumstantial evidence testifies to the tenor or
bariton voice of many famous castrati, such as Farinelli, Carestini, Pacchierotti, Marchesi, etc.

Vincent P. Benitez
A Passacaglia Principle for the North German Baroque? Distinguishing between
Passacaglia and Ciaccona in the Organ Works of Dieterich Buxtehude
Dieterich Buxtehude’s Passacaglia in D minor and Ciacconas in C minor and E minor stand out as
exceptional ostinato organ works in German Baroque music. Unlike the ostinato keyboard works of
Girolamo Frescobaldi, these pieces mandate the use of the pedal, accordingly exhibiting more
textural variety than that found in Italian or South-German manualiter keyboard pieces built on a
ground bass. Closer examination of these works reveals even stronger differences related to
formal structuring and the use of harmony.
Buxtehude apparently did not distinguish between passacaglias and ciacconas when labeling his
ostinato organ works. But as argued by Alexander Silbiger (1996), passacaglias and ciacconas can
be considered as genre-pairs, displaying both shared features and subtle distinctions. This
association has merit with respect to understanding Buxtehude’s pieces. Kerala J. Snyder (2008)
has noted that Johann Gottfried Walther (1708) defined a passacaglia as similar in compositional
style to that of a ciaccona. We can thereby open a window into Buxtehude’s compositional practice
by comparing his ostinato organ works with each other to better grasp their similarities and
differences.
In this paper, I examine Buxtehude’s passacaglia and two ciacconas for organ in order to develop,
however narrowly, a “passacaglia principle” for seventeenth-century North German organ music.
Addressing questions as to what might constitute a passacaglia and a ciaccona, I will show how

Buxtehude’s pieces can be distinguished from each other through differences in formal design,
texture, and harmonic practice, which can help us uncover what lies behind Walther’s statement
regarding passacaglias and ciacconas. I will then compare Buxtehude’s compositional approach
with that of Bach, focusing on the younger master’s passacaglia in order to discern how Bach both
incorporated and extended Buxtehude’s passacaglia principle. Finally, I will argue for a stronger
appreciation of Buxtehude’s legacy with respect to his ostinato organ works in both Baroque music
and beyond.

Michela Berti / Emilie Corswarem
A Particular Case of Exchange: The National Churches in Rome and Their Related ‘Nations’
Research about music in Rome’s national churches mainly consists of monographic studies which
tend to describe the musical life of certain chapels. Accounting and administrative documents
inform us about extraordinary music organized by the churches. These documents also reveal the
use of a ‘festive Roman model’. During the 17th century, music used by national churches on such
occasions cannot clearly be distinguished from ‘Roman’ music. Positions of musical responsibility,
particularly the choirmaster, were, moreover, entrusted to Italian musicians, in spite of the foreign
nature of the institutions.
This paper considers the links between the national churches and the nation they represent in
Rome. Two kinds of exchange will be analysed. The first one considers the festive calendar in use
in the national institutions. The second, drawing on little-studied sources including the sacred texts
set to music, aims to verify the conformity, or lack of, to the Roman liturgical practice. Could the
musical homogeneity that seems to emerge in the extraordinary celebrations then be questioned?
Moreover, the liturgical analysis allows us to examine the ‘ordinary music’ through the prism of the
way a national identity constructed itself in a foreign country.
The study of cultural transfers between the national churches and the country they represented in
Rome is one of the main issue of the research project called Le modèle musical des églises
nationales à Rome à l’époque baroque (Université de Liège / Marie Curie Program). For this
conference some methodological considerations will be presented through concrete examples
resulting from archival research.

Chiara Bertoglio
LECTURE RECITAL
Instructive Editions of Bach’s Well-Tempered Clavier in Italy
This lecture-recital presents the editorial history of Bach's Well-Tempered Clavier in Italy during the
19th and 20th centuries. The all-important pianistic and musical context of 19th-century Italy will be
compared with the international panorama, specifically the cultural and musical relationships
between Italy and Germany, the emergence of positivistic musicology as a reaction to neoIdealism, and with the contrasting publishing phenomena of instructive editions and of the scholarly
Bach-Gesellschaft-Ausgabe.
Several publishing houses issued Czerny’s edition, followed by many Italian editions; among them,

the edition by Francesco Lanza, which has hitherto been neglected by preceding listings and
probably mistaken for one by Sigismund Thalberg. Particular importance is given to the
anthologies by Bix and Cesi, which were transmitted widely among teachers and students.
Between 1890 and 1940, many Italian musicians made instructive editions, some of which are
highly valuable documents of performance practice history (Busoni, Mugellini, Casella...). They will
be analysed in their characteristic features, demonstrating how the study of instructive editions
may be fundamental to preserve, transmit and understand the aesthetics, technique and
performance details of an interpretive tradition. Editorial additions within some of the most
important Italian instructive editions are thus compared through a specifically designed method of
graphical analysis: a characteristic interpretive style will thus emerge, whose principal features will
be demonstrated through live performances of Bach works as edited by Italian pianists.

Ruta Bloomfield
The French Connection: Influence of François Couperin on the Music of Bernard de Bury
The first decade of the 18th century opened with a surge of ten harpsichord publications in France
which slowed to a trickle after François Couperin issued the first of his four Pièces de clavecin in
1713. Perhaps due to the long shadow cast by the eminent composer, in the succeeding
seventeen years ending with the issue of Quatrième livre, only three contemporaries issued new
works for solo harpsichord, while conversely, in the following decade no fewer than fourteen
composers published. With this outpouring in the 1730’s, it is understandable that Premier livre de
pièces de clavecin, the work of fifteen-year-old Bernard de Bury (1720–1785) would be overlooked
today, in particular since his career took him from composing for keyboard to writing for the theater.
A towering figure such as Couperin would be expected to impact succeeding composers and the
young de Bury was no exception. Further, as Couperin expressed the ideal that “… the bringing
together of French and Italian styles must create musical perfection” (L’Apothéose 1725), Bernard
de Bury emulated Le Grand by skillfully incorporating Italian characteristics into his four suites,
sometimes by juxtaposing the styles, but more frequently by integrating them in a tasteful manner.
An examination of the suites of de Bury and the influence of François Couperin on them provides a
more complete picture of clavecin music in the generation succeeding Couperin, and argues for
including Bernard de Bury in a long line of eminent French harpsichord composers.

Patrick Bonczyk
Nursing the Soul: Spiritual Hunger in Henry Purcell’s “With Sick and Famish’d Eyes”, Z200
In Henry Purcell’s (d. 1695) declamatory song “With sick and famish’d Eyes”, a hungry soul “Cries”
and “Groans” for Christ’s breast from which “all pity flows.” When not heard, the soul beseeches
more tenderly: “my Love, my Sweetness, hear”. The soul then grows “hoarse” and “dyes” at the
Lord’s feet. Published in Henry Playford’s first book of sacred “hymns and dialogues”, Harmonia
sacra (London 1688), the song is a recitative setting of George Herbert’s (d. 1633) devotional lyric
“Longing” (1633), in which Christ is metaphorically a mother, while the soul is a tumbling baby
screaming to be fed.
Potent religious images of Christ’s body with maternal organs, as in Herbert’s poem, “Longing”,

emerged from the early modern reverence for breast milk as a cure-all. While Purcell’s “With sick
and famish’d Eyes” leaves out the stanzas with maternal imagery, it may not have obscured the
poem’s meaning entirely. With complaints of sickness, demands for attention, and cries to be
healed, I argue that Purcell’s setting still articulates spiritual hunger for Christ. I draw from medical
manuals, recipe books, and theological treatises, such as the 1670 English translation of Agrippa
von Nettesheim’s (d. 1535) theological treatise, Female pre-eminence, to situate Purcell’s musical
setting within the cultural knowledge and social practice of breastfeeding. My reading imagines a
community of listeners who actively read devotional literature, understood the medicinal properties
of breast milk, and recognized a maternal God as the accumulation of early modern discourses on
parenting, public health, and religious identity.

Elisa L. Bonner
Revising Opera seria Conventions in Pantomime: Gasparo Angiolini’s Debut at the Russian
Court
Six months after Baldassare Galuppi debuted at the Russian court with La Didone abbandonata in
1766, choreographer Gasparo Angiolini had his Russian debut and set the same libretto to
pantomime ballet. These productions shared the same costumes, sets and machinery. They also
pushed the libretto to extremes – using music and dramatic revisions to clarify the myth’s moral
ambiguities further and emphasize the spectacular consequences of Dido’s impropriety. While
Galuppi set the libretto variant used in 1724, Angiolini altered it significantly and claimed to have
done so without ever losing sight of the poet's vision and taste. Although they shared a text, the
ballet was among the first productions to present Russian audiences an alternative dramaturgy for
a musical drama in which, for example, introspective musical numbers were interrupted by
pantomime action.
In this paper, I argue that Angiolini’s scenario presents an unstudied and radical revision of poetic
conventions that evoked ideas associated with the choreographer’s former collaborators, Calzabigi
and Gluck. This paper discusses the relation between Galuppi’s and Angiolini’s debuts and then
focuses in detail on the Angiolini’s revision that earned Metastasio's approval, who claimed that no
one had ever made such admirable use of his Dido. In a capital more than three thousand
kilometers away from the libretto’s premier, Angiolini's Dido may present the most extreme
example of so-called opera reform and illuminates a dialogue between opera and dance that fueled
subsequent innovations through the following quarter century.

Carlo Bosi
Stage and Literature: Interconnections between Librettos and Other Literary Genres in Early
Venetian Operas
In few other periods has musical theatre been as intimately associated with literary history as in the
very first decade of commercial Venetian opera. That some of the very first Venetian librettists (G.F.
Busenello, G. Badoaro, G. Strozzi) were members of the foremost literary academy of the time, the
Academia degl’ Incogniti, is surely no accident and indeed until the late 1640s different opera
librettos were put together by members of this distinguished literary club’, not to mention the fact,
that the brief but intensive and influential vicissitudes of the Teatro Novissimo (1641–45) are

directly linked with incogniti activity.
Several important studies (by, among others, Rosand, Bianconi, Heller) have in the past dealt with
the more or less direct influence of the Academia degl’ Incogniti on the very creation of the
Venetian opera as a genre’, but fewer have explicitly tackled the relationship between purely
literary output and libretto production by the accademici. Since most of the incogniti were extremely
active and prolific writers (many of whom were successful novelists), it would be of interest to
investigate the possible thematic and structural connections between librettos and contemporary
incogniti novels and short stories.
Prompted by a very interesting observation made years ago by Lorenzo Bianconi and Thomas
Walker, this survey will include the Cento novelle amorose dei Signori Accademici Incogniti, Venice,
Guerigli (1651), as well as the literary production by the likes of Ferrante Pallavicino and G.F.
Loredan.

Lysiane Boulva
LECTURE RECITAL
Between Contrast and Fusion: Jacques Duphly’s Use and Incorporation of the Italian Style
in His Second Livre de pièces de clavecin (1748)
The Rouen-born composer Jacques Duphly (1715–1789) established himself as a harpsichord
master in Paris in the 1740s. Dedicating his time solely to the harpsichord, his corpus of
compositions, published between 1744 and 1768, is made of a series of four books of pieces
composed exclusively for this instrument (with the exception of a few movements that ask for a
violin accompaniment). This lecture-recital features pieces taken from his second publication (1748)
in order to demonstrate Duphly’s integration of the Italian style to the French aesthetics. The works
contained in this book not only demonstrate the changes that took place on the musical scene in
mid-18th-century Paris, they also convey Duphly’s musical sense of innovation. While his corpus
incorporates the traditional, grand French harpsichord style inherited from François Couperin and
Jean-Philippe Rameau, Duphly contrasts is by integrating stylistic characteristics taken from Italian
music, which became gradually more popular in Paris in the 1750s. Surprisingly, Duphly’s second
book, published as early as 1748, already features many Italian-inspired traits and pieces, making
him a ground-breaking composer for his time. For instance, in this book are showcased one of the
first instances in French instrumental music of Alberti bass (La Lanza), and one of the earliest – if
not the earliest – example of a written-out, unmeasured cadenza à l’italienne (La Damanzy).
Duphly’s use and integration of Italianisms to his French musical heritage make this second book a
true fusion of the French and Italian tastes.

Charles E. Brewer
Echos of Valentini
Based on earlier source and stylistic studies by Saunders, Wollny and Weaver, a fresh examination
of Giovanni Valentini’s instrumental music reveals passages with unusual harmonic motion,
asymmetrical phrases, and modular motivic and dynamic structures. From early examples in the
canzoni published in 1609 through his later canzoni and sonatas, Valentini’s style moved toward

the synthesis of compositional techniques that distinguished later Hapsburg instrumental music but
always retained markers of his unique musical style.
Though Leopold I may have studied music with Bertali and Ebner, his ‘Sonata’ (1656) shows the
clear influence of Valentini’s harmonic and modular style. Valentini’s influence is also evident in the
sonatas by Bertali, though these works demonstrate that a process of transformation was already
apparent in their more regular phrase and harmonic structures. The strongest echos of Valentini’s
unique style are found in the sonatas of Johann Heinrich Schmeltzer and his contemporaries, in
which the more startling aspects of Valentini’s phrasing and harmonic usage are fully assimilated
into the Hapsburg style. That Valentini was of continuing significance is demonstrated by the
copies made of his works by Pavel Josef Vejvanovský in the 1670s.
This examination of Valentini’s unique significance for the development of the Hapsburg style and
the ways that his compositional techniques were modified by later composers forms an essential
foundation for a deeper understanding of the musical role played by the Viennese court in both
Central and Northern Europe.

Bella Brover-Lubovsky
Representation of the Greek Monody in 18th-Century Italian Music
During the Settecento, the pan-European neo-classical movement reached its zenith. In Italy,
starting from the vital Humanistic tradition, utter veneration of the Greek heritage remained central
to the ‘antica–moderna’ philosophical and aesthetical polemic. Its importance obliged musicians to
develop a certain degree of consciousness with regard to the ethical concept and social function of
the Greek music and to its power over the human soul.
Starting from the Florentine ‘Camerata’, such a perfect expression of ancient music was the
idolized Greek monody. Its scanty specimens had been enthusiastically promoted as models
worthy of emulation. Among them, the most known became four Mesomedes’ hymns, discovered
and deciphered by Girolamo Mei and reproduced by Vincenzo Galilei in his Dialogo della musica
antica et della moderna (1581), and the (later proved to be a counterfeit) Pindar’s first Pythian ode
introduced in Athanasius Kircher’s Musurgia universalis (1650).
My paper explores the vogue for drawing from antique sources for both aesthetical motivation and
music material and the problem of the authenticity of such reconstructions of ancient Greek
monody in the mid-Settecento music. It spans from actual quotations, imitations in numerous
compositions, and extensive discussions by men of letters.
These discussions address the rigid structure of various genres of the Attic poetry, coupled with
their ethical and emotional qualities, typical imagery of their texts, their inherent poetic meters and
rhythmic patterns and melodic types. My central question is the 18th-century policies of
interweaving these qualities within the contemporaneous musical idiom.

Donald Burrows
Following Handel across the Alps, between Germany and Italy (and Eventually to London)

Since 2007 the Handel Documents project, based at the Open University’s London Regional
Centre, has been gathering and editing materials for a new collection of documentary texts relating
to the life and music of George Frideric Handel, to replace Otto Erich Deutsch’s Handel: A
Documentary Biography (1955). The expansion in the known documentary materials relating to
Handel in the last sixty years means that George Frideric Handel: Collected Documents will be
published in five volumes, each one the size of Deutsch’s book. Fundamental to the project has
been the principle that original documents should be located and transcribed afresh: document
texts in German, Italian and French are given in the original languages and in new English
translations. The author team of Donald Burrows, Helen Coffey, John Greenacombe and (until his
death) Anthony Hicks has fortunately enjoyed the active co-operation of researchers with expertise
in many relevant areas.
The first volume, recently published by Cambridge University Press, covers Handel’s early career
in Germany and Italy. This paper will report on the experience of gathering materials relating to the
period 1700–1710, which took Handel from his birthplace in Halle to Hamburg, Florence, Naples,
Rome, Venice, Hanover, and finally to London. The documents from this period pose particular
types of problems, as for example the rebarbative German texts relating to the controversies in the
Hamburg opera house, and the unequal coverage of surviving archival materials from Handel’s
patrons in Rome. While much of the task for ‘Handel Documents’ has involved collecting and
synthesizing the products of research since 1955, some new discoveries have been made, and
questions have arisen about the interpretation and chronology of known document texts. There
also remain many questions about topics and time-areas of Handel’s life in this period for which the
known documents provide no certain information.

Katherine Butler
Changing Attitudes to Classical Mythology and the Powers of Music in 17th-Century England
Early modern apologists for music often drew extensively on classical mythology for exemplars of
its distinguished history, powerful effects and importance to society (particularly the tales of
Orpheus, Amphion and Arion). Interpreting the potential truths that were believed to lie behind the
mythological fictions was far from straightforward, however. Varying historical and allegorical
methods might be applied, following traditions stretching back to classical antiquity. Allegorical
explanations provided moral and philosophical justifications for music, while the historical tradition
turned these stories into benchmarks against which the efficacy of modern music was judged and
found wanting.
This paper investigates the changing significance of classical mythology in the musical discourse
of 17th-century England in the light of increasing rationalist tendencies, and the challenges from
empirical and experimental philosophy. During the 17th century there were increasing attempts to
provide rationalised interpretations for myths and the astonishing musical effects they described.
Furthermore, the turn towards empiricism and experiment changed the status of myths as
evidence of music’s effects. While the tradition of the powers of music was tenacious, some natural
philosophers and music critics were beginning to question whether ancient music had achieved
greater effects than contemporary music. Authors and playwrights became less reverent in their
portrayals of mythical musical heroes. Moreover as their expectations of music’s powers declined
some writers even began to question the importance of moving the passions, regarding music’s
ability to give entertainment and pleasure as sufficient.

Enrico Careri, see p. xxx

Zachary Carter
J.S. Bach’s Violone and the Fundamental Texture: The Contrabass-Bowed Instrument in the
Bach Cantata
Although current performance practices may have a double bass accompany the continuo of his
cantatas, Johann Sebastian Bach (1685–1750) did not utilize this instrument. Confined by certain
circumstances of his employment, the contrabass-bowed instrument of Bach’s cantatas was the
German violone. The term violone is ambiguous in its definitions in relevant treatises. Bach’s use
of the violone is problematic due to continuo markings (or lack thereof) and instrumental evidence
in performance sources. References to the use of the violone only appear in a fraction of the
sources for Bach’s cantatas. Drawing from Laurence Dreyfus’ examination of Bach’s string
instruments in Bach’s Continuo Group: Players and Practises in His Vocal Works (Cambridge:
Harvard University Press, 1987), there are noteworthy examples in Bach’s composing that outline
a fundamental contrabass texture. Short examples from the Leipzig Cantatas Gleichwie der Regen
und Schnee vom Himmel fällt (BWV 18), Jesu, der du meine Seele (BWV 78), and Herz und Mund
und Tat und Leben (BWV 147) demonstrate instances where Bach has the violone divert from an
ever doubling role, allowing itself and the violoncello to embrace their own identities. In composing
for a lower fundamental texture, Bach foreshadows the independence later enjoyed by the double
bass.

Nuno Jorge Carvalho Mendes Dos Santos
LECTURE RECITAL
Chamber Music and Violin Repertoire (Spain, Portugal and International Connections till the
Peace of Utrecht) through Documentary Sources Preserved in the Biblioteca de Catalunya
My recent research has focused on different aspects, namely: the Biblioteca de Catalunya
maintains a collection of instrumental chamber pieces, handwritten and unpublished, belonging to
the period in which the Habsburg Archduke Charles, pretender to the Spanish crown as Charles III
of Austria, kept his court in Barcelona, before moving to Vienna as emperor. This is international
music, Italian for the most part, that most likely will be heard in the Catalan capital, alongside local
productions (by Francisco Valls) under the ‘academies’ which are then held in the houses of the
nobility and the civic aristocracy, reflecting the novelties and foreign musical tastes, particularly in a
type of literature in which the violin began to lord Philharmonic starring all evening. Beyond some
well-known authors, such as Arcangelo Corelli, production here presents authors like Chelleri,
Torrelli, Capelli, Motta or Albinoni, and contrasts with the paucity of precedent and contemporary
violin repertoire, both in Spain and in Portugal, where research shows an instrumental interexchange: the organ (Cabanilles) absorbs borrowed materials taken from the literature and
idiomatic resources of the violin and this, in turn, sets itself apart from all kinds of bondage
(Nogueira). Other notable cases (Scarlatti, Té y Sagau), witness the Iberian, always complex, as
well as little known relationships.

Marie-Louise Catsalis
A Collection (or Collaboration?) of Serenatas from Naples, July 1696
In late 17th-century Naples, opera theatres were closed during summer months. Instead, serenatas
were performed in the open to enjoy the beautiful climate. Recently four of these works have been
edited and in some cases published, and all four complete the two volume bound manuscript held
in the Abbey of Montecassino (5-F-15 a & b). The beautiful presentation, style binding and hand of
the manuscripts underlie the intention of these works: a gift to the celebrated person.
Two of the works are serenatas by the celebrated Alessandro Scarlatti: Venere, Adone e Amore
and Il Genio di Partenope, la Gloria del Sebeto, il piacere della Mergellina. It would be easy to
imagine that Severo de Luca (fl. 1684–1734), a Roman composer who was active in Naples and
often identified as part of Alessandro Scarlatti's circle, felt dwarfed by the inclusion of his serenata
Aglaura e Corebo. But Dialogo: Mergellina e Zefiro was left unclaimed. It is likely that these works
were presented together because of proximity of performance and venue.
The works of Scarlatti are dated 1696 and name performers, whose vocal qualities were detailed in
contemporary accounts. An investigation of the works by Scarlatti reveals that they are not of the
same quality, indicating the existence of a 'Scarlatti Workshop'. Examining vocal lines, instrumental
and harmonic patterns and performance accounts will raise questions as to authorship,
collaboration and the creativity intrinsic to the serenata tradition in Naples at this time.

Cathérine Cessac
Airs italiens à 3 voix: A Recently Authenticated Charpentier Autograph
In the mid 1660s, the young Marc-Antoine Charpentier spent three years in Rome. Deeply affected
by all that he heard, he remained throughout his life strongly influenced not only by Giacomo
Carissimi and his oratorios, but also by the numerous other composers active in Rome at that time,
among them Francesco Foggia and Alessandro Melani. His admiration for Roman music is clear
from the numerous copies that he is known to have made of it, although until now only two were
thought to have survived: the Missa mirabilis elationes Maris sexdecimus vocibus by Francesco
Beretta and the oratorio Jephté by Carissimi.
However, the recent authentification of an autograph manuscript entitled Airs italiens à 3 voix
sheds new light on Charpentier’s taste for the music of Rome, in this case secular. This source,
conserved in the Music Department of the Bibliothèque nationale de France, contains pieces by
Carissimi and Lelio Colista on secular Italian texts, as well as two airs by Charpentier himself.

Andrew Cheetham
Conflict and Contradiction in Porter’s Mottets
During the 17th century in England, a ‘progressive’ musical culture existed – largely confined to
Royal and court-related circles – that was interested in appropriating and assimilating the latest

compositional techniques of the stile nuovo, exhibited by their Italian contemporaries. One such
composer was Walter Porter (c. 1587 / c. 1595–1659), whose oeuvre shows strong signs of Italian
influence, exemplified by the Italianate concertato-style music contained in his Madrigales and
Ayres (1632). It is surprising to learn, then, that his Mottets of Two Voyces (1657), published two
decades later, are comparatively uninteresting. An examination of the music contained in this
volume reveals a prosaic assimilation of the techniques of the stile nuovo, eschewing a musical
language with which he was conversant.
Moreover, the title of the publication Mottets is misleading, since they are, in point of fact, settings
of metrical psalms by George Sandys (1578–1644). Porter’s Mottets betray a Puritan style,
suitable for domestic/devotional use, and settings of psalms were inherently a Puritan tradition. It
seems peculiar that a Royalist – most likely Laudian – composer should choose to publish a
seemingly antithetical collection: not Italianate and not Laudian. On closer inspection, however,
Sandys’ psalms reveal an anti-Calvinist theological outlook, although he does maintain a dual role
of panegyric and admonition of Laud and the Caroline government. In this paper I attempt to
address the contradictions that are central to Porter’s collection. The Mottets offer a conduit into
the complexities of the period and the multivalent musical and religious contexts of the Caroline
Court and Commonwealth.

Jen-yen Chen
Maria Theresia and the ‘Chinese’ Voicing of Austrian Imperial Selfhood: The Contexts of
Metastasio’s China Operas
Best known in its setting by Christoph Willibald Gluck, Metastasio’s Le cinesi (The Chinese Ladies)
received its first performance in 1735 in a private imperial context featuring Austrian
archduchesses in the vocal roles, among them the future Empress Maria Theresia. On this
occasion, the music was provided by the Vice-Kapellmeister Antonio Caldara, whose setting, less
familiar than Gluck’s, nevertheless belongs firmly at the center of a paradigmatic milieu of Baroque
court opera, that of Emperor Charles VI which appointed Metastasio as court poet. Nearly two
decades later, the librettist returned to the theme of China with L’eroe cinese (The Chinese Hero)
of 1752, which premiered at Maria Theresia’s new summer residence of Schönbrunn Palace in a
setting by the court composer Giuseppe Bonno, and with the reworking of 1754 for Gluck of Le
cinesi, whose version formed part of the elaborate public festivities for Maria Theresia and the
imperial family offered by the Prince Sachsen-Hildburghausen at Schloßhof Palace. This paper
investigates the function of Austrian imaginings of China in articulating imperial legitimacy and
strength, during an era of severe challenges to Habsburg pre-eminence which included resistance
to Maria Theresia’s accession to the throne and military conflict with Frederick the Great of Prussia.
It argues that ‘China’ provided a dialectical space which allowed reflexive self-exploration within
hegemonic contexts, private and public alike, by channeling critique through the perspective of
fantasized virtuous outsiders. The contrasting nature of Metastasio’s two libretti, one parodistic and
the other celebratory, particularly embodies this dialectical self-engagement.

Teresa Chirico
The Imperial Ambassador Johann Wenzel von Gallas, Patron of the Serenata Sacrificio a
Venere by Giovanni Bononcini (Rome 1714)

Some reports describe in detail an unforgettable party, sponsored by the imperial ambassador
Johann Wenzel von Gallas, held in Rome on 28th August 1714 in occasion of the Empress
Elisabetta Cristina’s birthday. During this party a lot of music was played, among others the
serenata Sacrificio a Venere by Giovanni Bononcini (referring to the beauty of the Empress)
performed in front of the residence of the ambassador, Palazzo Odescalchi, in Piazza Santi
Apostoli.
Nowadays, the manuscript of the serenata music is conserved in Österreichische
Nationalbibliothek in Vienna and it is classified as unidentified; recently, the music was associated
to that serenata and it represents the first use of hunting horns in Rome, introduced by Giovanni
Bononcini since influenced by the Viennese court and maybe as it was requested by the Count von
Gallas.
The essay aims to retrace the staging of the serenata Sacrificio a Venere as a key event of the
impact by the Viennese musical culture over the Roman one and the exchange between these two
musical cultures; aims to analyze the music of the serenata, focusing on the function and the use
of wind instruments, since then more frequent in the Roman music (for example the case of
Caldara in Ruspoli Palace in 1715); considers the musical patronage by Gallas referring to other
imperial ambassadors (as Giuseppe Bolagnos in Venice in 1729) to pinpoint common acts and
features, as for example of the typical connotation of culture and life at the Austrian Court.

David Chung
French Harpsichord doubles and Creativity in the 17th-Century Keyboard Tradition
17th-century French harpsichord music evolved largely from an improvised art in which the notation
serves like an aide-mémoire to a highly-sophisticated notation in which the meticulous details
carefully marked by the composer were expected to be closely adhered to by the performer.
Through an in-depth study of the doubles, this paper delves into performance practice issues
pertinent to this repertory, and explores the creative processes of how 17th-century musicians in
the quasi-improvisatory tradition played and taught. Three key issues will be considered in detail:
(1) the possible variants (melodic, rhythmic, textural) between performances; (2) the role of
improvisation; and (3) the ways how 17th-century musicians cultivated their individual, artistic
voices. The close relationship between imitation and creativity, as espoused by Jean Le Gallois
(1680) and other seventeenth-century writers, is illustrated in this paper by a case study of
concordant versions of Hardel’s Gavotte, which inspired Louis Couperin’s famous “double”. By
identifying elements of the music that are decorative and those that are structural and integral to
the musical fabric, the modern performer can nurture ways to be spontaneous yet stay faithful to
the original spirit of the music through an increased awareness of the knowledge creativity
embedded in the performance.

Carrie Churnside
“Che Roma viva di Sensi priva è van pensier”: Depictions of the Senses in Mid-Seicento
Roman Sacred Song
The climax of Loreto Vittori’s dialogo “Invitto de’ Sensi” (from Dialoghi sacri e morali, 1652) sees

the following confrontation between Sensi and Penitenza:
Sensi: “Che Roma viva/ di Sensi priva/ è van pensier.”
Penitenza: “Ch’ella stia senza/ la Penitenza/ non sia mai ver.”
The lines neatly encompass 17th-century Rome’s attitude towards the arts, which were used to
attract the faithful through appeals to the senses, in order to spread more widely a message of
repentance. This is particularly the case with cantate morali e spirituali, which used the most
popular form of secular vocal chamber music – the cantata – to inspire devotion in the listener.
However, warnings not to be deceived or distracted by sensuous pleasure abound in the poesia
per musica of the period. This paper examines how composers respond to texts specifically
condemning the senses when setting such sentiments to the most sensuous of the arts: music.

Georg Corall
The Lilien Partbooks in the Sonsfeld Collection: A Primary Source of Music for Hautboisten
in 18th-Century Prussia
Hautboisten are known to have been one of the major suppliers of musical entertainment in the
German-speaking lands in the first half of the 18th century. Derived from the French word hautbois
(oboe), the term Hautboistenbande has often been translated by contemporary scholars as ‘oboe
band’; however, these musicians were originally routinely trained to perform on a number of
different wind instruments as well as on string instruments. The examination of music from the
Lilien Partbooks in the Sonsfeld Collection (now held in the Bibliotheca Fürstenbergiana in
Herdringen) shows the similarities present in the musical repertoires composed for an ‘orchestra’
and for Hautboisten, respectively. The analysis of works written for Hautboisten and scorings
featuring wind ensembles – either alone or within larger groups – allows conclusions to be drawn
regarding the number of musicians employed and the sound balance of wind sections and string
sections, respectively. The findings of this study demonstrate that the widely-held conception of a
‘standard’ Baroque orchestra as nowadays often employed, that is, a string ensemble with a
harpsichord, and joined by two oboes and one bassoon for timbral colour, was the exception rather
than the norm in Prussia at the beginning of the 18th century.

Patricia Corbin
Dazzling Divas of Dresden: Selected Solo Repertoire of Singers Associated with the
Dresden Augustan Court in the Mid-18th Century
The Dresden court of August the Strong and his son Friedrich August II employed some of the
finest musicians in Europe during the mid-18th century. Although the history of the Dresden court
opera at this time was somewhat volatile, many fine internationally known singers were brought to
Dresden to perform in operas by Antonio Lotti, Johann Adolf Hasse and Nicolo Porpora. These
singers included Faustina Bordoni, Margherita Durastanti, and castratos Senesino, and Domenico
Annibali.
The first consideration of composers of opera seria at this time was to determine which singers
would be available to them. The composers then had to tailor the music for these singers

according to the strength of their individual vocal and/or dramatic abilities. This deferential
relationship gave the singers enormous influence over opera composition during this period.
This presentation will examine selected solo repertoire written for, or inspired by, singers
associated with the Dresden court to gain insight into the common compositional elements of
Baroque arias at the time as well as the stylistic considerations and/or accommodations
composers made for individual singers.

Emilie Corswarem, see p. xxx

Francesco Cotticelli / Paologiovanni Maione
“Commedejape’ Museca”: A New Database, a New Approach to the History of a Musical
Genre
Thanks to the Neapolitan Fondazione Pietà de’ Turchini, a new database containing accurate and
reliable transcriptions of all the extant libretti from the theatre seasons 1707–1750 in Naples (both
in public or private venues) is now available. The aim of this project is to make this significant
production accessible to the scholarly world as well as to performers and practitioners, providing
insight into a repertoire which is being successfully rediscovered. What is more important from a
scientific perspective is the precious opportunity to pay attention to its serial dimension, which
sheds light into a sophisticated theatre system, and to observe changes, nuances, differences in
style and creativity. Those performances were deeply influenced by performing techniques which
had established themselves over centuries: they owe their hidden complexity to the strategies of
the Commedia dell’Arte and the stylistic patterns of the opera seria, the contemporary prose
theatre, and the late Baroque literature. On the other hand, in spite of similar plots and/or narrative
and musical structures, they reflect more themes, echoes and contents than expected (see for
example Gennarantonio Federico’s works, ranging from routine librettos – showing nevertheless
his linguistic and theatrical skills – to undisputed jewels of the comic genre). The usual
interpretation of the “Commedejape’ museca”, which certainly constituted a major model in the
18th-century context, should be reconsidered in light of thorough comparisons among all these
sources, observing alterations, adaptations, multiple levels of interpretations, and an intense
dialogue with the European theatrical theory and practice of that age.

Tim Crawford
Matthias Siegmund Biechteler as Lute Teacher
By the end of the 17th century the main centre of lutenistic activity had moved east from Paris to
the ‘Austrian’ Empire, where – it seems – émigré French lute players had already spread the
special style and technique of the instrument. Several Austrian players left manuscripts (and a few
prints) explicitly communicating features of French lute style, albeit with a local flavour. Some of
these had well-documented careers as performers and teachers in aristocratic circles, including
service to the Imperial family itself (Andreas Bohr). Less well known, however, are the activities of
the Salzburg Kapellmeister, Matthias Siegmund Biechteler (1668–1743), as teacher of the lute (in
his youth he had twice played before Leopold I).

This paper reviews the lute MSS which Biechteler wholly or partly wrote out for pupils, identifying
one of these (from the Kremsmünster monastery library) for the first time as a partial autograph,
reviewing their common repertory and highlighting their didactic aspects. This reveals a slightly
different emphasis from other lute sources: in their organization Biechteler pays closer attention to
the church tones than the normal, pragmatic approach based on tunings. Analysis of Biechteler’s
‘marginal’ annotations to the musical contents gives a certain insight into what was admired –
particularly concerning extempore elaboration of slow movements – in a dilettante’s playing. There
are fleeting glimpses of the method of teaching, for example in a few ground-bass pieces which
strongly suggest the occasional participation of a second player, presumably Biechteler himself. A
set of ‘thorough-bass examples’ written out in tablature for the Harrach family seems to be a
unique parallel to the tradition of the keyboard partimento, showing a somewhat more rigorous
attitude towards musical training than is usually to be found in lute MSS.

Robert Crowe
LECTURE RECITAL
Asserting Barbara Strozzi’s Ownership of “Oleum effusum est” (GB-Lam/MS42)
The motet “Oleum effusum est”, for soprano and continuo, is attributed to Giacomo Carissimi in its
only known source, the mid-18th-century GB-Lam/MS 42. The source is a single-scribe collection of
(mostly) Carissimi, sacred music manuscripts bound in the late 18th century. Though Andrew V.
Jones (1982) states definitively that the motet is not Carissimi, the true composer has remained
unknown. Recently however, I discovered that the first half of this motet is virtually identical to a
work of the same name, published in 1655 by Barbara Strozzi in her collection of sacred music,
Sacre Musicali Affetti, Opus 5.
Many of the works falsely or questionably attributed to Carissimi are from later English sources, but
“Oleum effusum est” presents an instance, fairly rare, of an opportunity to partially reveal a false
Carissimi’s true past. If the resulting motet were an indifferent Frankenstein’s monster, the question
of attribution would be uninteresting, beyond reasserting Strozzi’s rightful ownership of the first half.
“Oleum” is, however, in its complete, pastiche form, a masterpiece. The two sections, though
stylistically and textually distinct, work together musically and dramaturgically to complete an
astounding sacred monodrama. In this performance with soprano, theorbo and portativo, we intend
to combine the original Strozzi with its lengthy addendum – probably by an English Restoration
composer. Program notes will consist of an in-depth treatment of both sources, including their
history, stylistic markers and intertextual linkages between the two halves of the later whole,
including some possible identities for the second, mystery composer.

John Cunningham
Revision and Revival: William Boyce’s David’s Lamentation over Saul and Jonathan
William Boyce’s setting of John Lockman’s David’s Lamentation over Saul and Jonathan premiered
on 16 April 1736 at a private performance at the Apollo Society, which met at the Devil Tavern in
London’s Fleet Street. A public performance was advertised in August of the following year as part
of “A Concert of Vocal and Instrumental Musick”, at the Town-Hall, Windsor, though it appears not

to have been performed again until 1744. Although there is no evidence to suggest that he made
the trip across the Irish Sea, by the early 1740s Boyce’s compositional reputation had spread to
Dublin. His St Cecilia Day ode See fam’d Apollo and the Nine was performed in 1740; this appears
to have been followed by his ‘serenata’ Solomon during the 1742–3 season. In 1744 Boyce was
evidently asked to supply more music for Dublin: David’s Lamentation was one of four works
provided. According to an advertisement in Faulkner’s Dublin Journal, it was to form part of a
concert series of music by Handel and Boyce presented by the Dublin Philharmonic Society.
Although in large part occasioned by the abilities of the new performers, Boyce used the Dublin
performance as an opportunity to make several refinements to the work. Fortunately, manuscripts
(autograph and partly autograph) survive for both versions, allowing an opportunity to see Boyce’s
process of revision. This paper will consider Boyce’s oratorio, exploring his approach to the
process of revision in light of the changing performance context.

Adriana De Feo
Extemporanea theatri (1678) and the Tradition of Baroque Theatre Life in Salzburg
The Baroque drama in Salzburg appears diverse and multi-faceted. From the late 1670s the
annals and printed librettos document a number of music theatre works of unknown authorship. On
22 March 1678, a highly interesting hybrid, combining elements of spoken theatre and opera,
entitled Extemporanea theatre in universitate Benedictino-Salisburgensi exhibitio... was performed
at the theatre of Salzburg University during the visit of Duke Charles of Lorraine and his wife
Eleonora, daughter of Emperor Ferdinand III.
The libretto, which does neither disclose the librettist nor the composer, displays an original
trilingual text: An Italian operatic libretto with recitatives and arias, as well as a quite coarse
German Intermezzo (probably spoken throughout) is embedded in a Latin drama.
In my paper I will analyze this unusual libretto, a copy of which has been preserved in the
University Library Salzburg, and the piece will be placed in the context of the tradition of Baroque
theatre life in Salzburg.

Thérèse de Goede
“After Observing the Rules Exactly, You May Take Some Liberties”: How to Enhance the
Continuo Accompaniment of an Air by Our Choice of Harmony and Ornament
In her fascinating study Music and the Language of Love (2011), Catherine Gordon-Seifert poses a
number of questions about the realization of the basso continuo part of French 17th-century airs, for
which she takes Bacilly’s air “Vous ne pouvez Iris” (1668) as an example. Although many of these
airs are to some extent figured it is clear that the figures do not represent harmony in the same
manner as is done by 18th-century continuo figures. They are incomplete or confusing and the
performer often needs to make decisions about playing either 5/3 or 6/3, or whether a 3rd or 6th
should be major or minor. Similar questions arise with regard to dissonances and cross relations.
Of course this insecurity also opens possibilities for the continuo player to influence the affective
character of an air, but to what extent can this be done?
My research in the field of unfigured 17th-century basses has led me to examine contemporary

French treatises on composition and basso continuo, including those by Voye Mignot (1656), De
Cousu (1658), Nivers (1667), and Charpentier (c. 1690), as well as those by Fleury (1660),
D’Anglebert (1689), Nivers (1689), and Delair (1690). The continuo treatises teach the realization
of figured and unfigured basses while the counterpoint treatises provide rules about voice-leading
which support and clarify the guidelines of the continuo treatises.
In my presentation I will apply the rules given in the treatises and present some options for the
realization of Bacilly’s air “Vous ne pouvez Iris” and of Charpentier’s Stances du Cid. Texture and
style will be taken in account as well.

Marko Deisinger
The Hofkapelle of Empress Eleonora II: Source-Related Difficulties in Researching the
History of an Italian-Dominated Institution in Vienna
After the death of her husband, Holy Roman Emperor Ferdinand III in 1657, Eleonora of the ducal
family of Gonzaga from Mantua founded her own ‘Kapelle’ of 25 musicians, most of whom were
from Italy. With her musicians, the widow, due to her fine sense of artistry, became a focus of
cultural life at the Viennese court until her death in 1686. She arranged concerts and performances
of dramatic musical works and had religious festivals adorned with celebratory music.
The fact that Eleonora’s court archives have been lost presents some difficulties in reconstructing
the history of her ‘Kapelle’. Some of the few remaining sources providing insight into the Empress’s
court include an undated list of names and salaries of people engaged at the court, including
musicians, as well as a collection of decrees including letters of passage and testimonials for
individual members of the ‘Kapelle’.
Due to the scarcity of primary sources, research into Eleonora’s court music must turn to
secondary sources such as letters or envoy reports. To some degree, the members of the ‘Kapelle’
can be derived from the court accommodation records (Hofquartierbücher), and various parish
registers provide biographical details. Finally, it is often necessary to draw on materials from Italian
archives, for example to determine when someone joined the ‘Kapelle’. This is demonstrated in a
case study of Eleonora’s maestri di cappella Pietro Andrea Ziani, Antonio Draghi and Giovanni
Battista Pederzuoli.

Louis Delpech
Musical Transfer from France to Northern Germany (1694–1696): New Sources and
Perspectives from the Bokemeyer Collection
The diffusion of French music in Early Modern Europe is often considered a marginal phenomenon
limited to secular music. In contrast to the spread of Italian music all over Europe, French musical
exports appear to be limited both in quantity and in variety, and have therefore received very little
attention.
A few sources from the Bokemeyer collection cast a new light on the issue, revealing a surprising
musical transfer across the Rhine in the realm of church music during the 1690s. Three casestudies will be provided in this paper, each of them illustrating a different pattern. A copy of

Lalande’s Audite caeli in Georg Österreich’s hand exemplifies the circulation of French manuscript
sources among German musicians. A Mass by Stéphane Valoix reveals that French musicians
hired in the court of Hanover could occasionally compose church music, and not only theater or
chamber music as was thought hitherto. Last but not least, two Latine cantatas by Johann
Sigismund Kusser show how the ‘petit motet’ has been emulated by some German composers.
Taking the history of the Bokemeyer collection as a starting point, this paper will present new
musical sources in the light of religious and musical life in Northern-German courts. It will also put
them into the broader context of musical transfers between France and Northern Germany at the
end of the 17th century, addressing cultural, confessional, and stylistic issues. It aims thus to
complete our current knowledge about the diffusion of French music, providing a glimpse into an
unexplored musical and confessional transfer.

Valeria De Lucca
Two Operas about Silence and the Power of the Voice: La Tessalonica (1683) and Il silentio
d’Arpocrate (1686) in Rome
This paper explores notions of early modern women’s virtue, silence, and proper behavior by
discussing two operas on librettos by Nicolò Minato, La Tessalonica and Il silentio d’Arpocrate,
performed at Palazzo Colonna in Rome in 1683 and 1686 respectively. The librettos, which had
previously been set to music by Antonio Draghi and were produced in Vienna in 1673 and 1677,
reached Rome at a moment of intense exchanges between the Colonna family and the Imperial
court and were dedicated to Lorenza de la Cerda, Prince Lorenzo Onofrio Colonna’s Spanish
daughter-in-law. The two works deal with the power and virtue of silence. La Tessalonica, in
particular, presents the story of a woman who cannot use her voice in front of the man she loves so
as not to reveal her real identity. She ‘borrows’ the voice of one of her maids and spends most of
the opera as a ‘body’ whose voice can be heard only when she is not seen. Recently discovered
documents – including private correspondence and secret reports – reveal that Lorenza de la
Cerda was reduced to silence by her father-in-law and her husband, and that she was not voicing
her distress about the ill-treatment she was receiving in Rome, opening the path to new
interpretations of these works.

Marie Demeilliez
The Jesuit College ‘Louis-le-Grand’: High-Place of Music and Dance in the 18th Century
During the 17th and 18th centuries, there were regular performances given by the French Jesuit
colleges in which music and dance took a significant role. In Paris, the theater of the college run by
the Company of Jesus, the College ‘Louis-le-Grand’, became as prestigious as the other theaters
of the French capital. Often praised, sometimes strongly censured, its performances were
appreciated by the theater lovers as well as by the press until the 1760s.
The study of the Parisian Jesuit production reveals the originality of the Jesuit ballets, which
appear to be among the most magnificent of the capital, as they gathered a large number of
participants (up to a hundred dancers, thousands of spectators, full orchestra) with luxurious
decorations and costumes. With the presence of numerous professional dancers and musicians

from the major Parisian stages (‘Académie royale de musique’, ‘Comédie française’, ‘Comédie
italienne’, ‘Foires’) who usually didn’t work together, the Jesuit college furthered new artistic
experiences. Additionally, it represented an interesting network for many musicians, as the major
figures of music and dance contributed to its artistic activity: among them Rameau, Campra, Royer
and Dornel for the music, the brothers Malter, Laval, Blondy, Pécour, Dupré, Noverre, etc. for the
dance.
My paper will emphasize the importance of the Jesuit stage of Paris as a place of multiple
assimilations with a few examples of artistic practices from various origins and styles. The College
‘Louis-le-Grand’ became a high-place for musical and chorographic creation as well as for
numerous artists’ careers.

Alison DeSimone
“All’s Made up Abed”: The Comic Collaborations of Richard Leveridge and Mary Lindsey in
London Operas (1705–1710)
“Tho’ we wrangle / and jangle / All’s made up abed”, sings Neralbo to his lover Serpetta in the 1708
London pasticcio Love’s Triumph. Such suggestive – and comical – sentiments were crucial to the
English-language, Italianate operas produced in London between 1705 and 1710. In many of these
productions, the celebrated English singers Richard Leveridge and Mary Lindsey played witty,
oftentimes bawdy, lower class characters. The two singers united their trademark English humor
with music adapted from previously composed Italian operas. Their amusing roles and lighthearted music provided much-needed comic relief from hybrid productions that were otherwise
unenthusiastically received. As Italian opera and singers grew more popular with audiences, most
of these comic scenes and characters were struck from libretti in favor of more serious plots and
more virtuous characters. By the mid-1710s, comic characters had almost completely disappeared
from Italian operas in London.
Despite their short-lived careers on the opera stage, comic English singers were essential to the
musico-dramatic profiles of Italian pasticcios and adaptations in early 18th-century London. This
paper links Leveridge’s and Lindsey’s comic roles in late 17th-century English semi-operas and
spoken plays to their comic collaborations in London’s first Italianate operas performed the
following decade. By analyzing excerpts from Arsinoe (1705), Camilla (1706), Rosamond (1707),
Thomyris (1707), and Love’s Triumph (1708), I argue that these collaborations represented an
audible connection to England’s comic theatrical traditions from the previous century – a
connection integral to establishing and promoting Italian opera in London. Leveridge and Lindsey
not only provided a humorous link to the past; their entertaining scenes may have also inspired
out-of-work comic singers to pursue alternative kinds of performance, offering another possible
dramatic connection to the pantomimes and ballad operas that flourished in the 1720s and 1730s.

Anne Desler
Nicolini and Metastasio’s Meteoric Rise to Fame
Whereas literary and philosophical influences on Metastasio have been studied extensively,
singers’ impact on the poet has received little attention. The importance of the Roman diva,

Marianna Benti Bulgarelli, as an artistic inspiration has been acknowledged in scholarship (Savage
1998; Beniscelli 2000). However, the crucial role played by Nicola Grimaldi ‘Nicolini’ in Metastasio’s
early career has so far been overlooked by musicologists and philologists alike.
The admiration for Nicolini’s expressive acting elicited in contemporary audiences undoubtedly
contributed significantly to Metastasio’s rapid rise to fame: Nicolini created the ‘primo uomo’ roles
in the highly successful first settings of Metastasio’s earliest three libretti, Siface (1723), Didone
abbandonata (1724) and Siroe (1726), which he performed both in Venice and in Naples, as well
as in the fifth, Ezio (1728). Until his death in 1732, Nicolini, who influenced the choice of libretti for
operatic productions throughout most of his career, took prominent roles in all first productions of
Metastasian libretti in Venice, encouraging their swift distribution across Northern Italy.
However, it seems likely that Nicolini also impacted on Metastasio’s conception of stage direction.
Productions for whose direction Nicolini was praised in the Avvisi di Napoli for his imagination,
good taste and the unity he inspired among the cast (Libby 1999) were probably witnessed by the
young poet, who, in addition, may have been affected by Nicolini’s unusually character-specific
notion of verisimilitude.

Cathérine Deutsch
Jamais il n’y eut Musique si armonieuse”: French Reception of the Florentine Celebrations
for Maria de’ Medici and Henri IV’s Wedding
In the Chronologie septénaire de l’Histoire de la paix entre les roys de France et d’Espagne,
published in 1605, chronicler Pierre Victor Cayet provides a detailed account of Maria de’ Medici’s
and Henri IV’s wedding by proxy (Florence, October 1600), as well the Queen’s journey toward
France and her encounter with the King (Lyons, December 1600). This narration, intended for a
French audience, offers new insights on the musical and theatrical festivities that accompanied the
Queen’s wedding and journey. Cayet focuses particularly on the representation of Il Rapimento di
Cefalo by Gabriello Chiabrera and Giulio Caccini, performed at the Palazzo Pitti on October 9.
Cayet’s description provides an interesting perspective on the French reception of one of the first
Florentine operas. Putting the emphasis on the glorification of the French dynasty, Cayet’s
metaphorical interpretation of Il Rapimento significantly differs from the political message originally
intended by the Medici.

Benjamin Dobbs
Of the Dreadful Rock and the Tiger’s Milk: The Stylus luxurians of Heinrich Schütz
Heinrich Schütz was viewed, by himself and by others, as the bringer of the Italianate style to
Germany, and his Il Primo libro de madrigali (1611) symbolizes an important point in that
transmission. Published in Venice during the composer’s period of study with Giovanni Gabrieli,
the collection reflects Schütz’s mastery of the Italian language and compositional style. Following
Gabrieli’s death in 1612, Schütz returned to Germany, where he embarked on a career in
composing and teaching that spanned seven decades. Though he himself never published a
manual on theory and composition, his ideas on these topics were transmitted in the treatises of
his student Christoph Bernhard. Chief among these texts is his Tractatus compositionis

augmentatus (begun ca. 1647 and expanded ca. 1650), in which he divides the music of the 16th
and 17th centuries into styles based predominantly on dissonance treatment. Bernhard places his
teacher among the composers of the stylus luxurians communis, of which Monteverdi was the
founder, and in which music and text rule jointly.
My presentation considers Schütz’s first publication, the Italian Madrigals, through the lens of
Bernhard’s stylus luxurians communis. I begin by outlining Bernhard’s system of style organization,
making comparisons with other style classifications, e.g., seconda pratica and Mannerism. I then
apply Bernhard’s theory to Schütz’s treatment of dissonance, focusing primarily on the sixth
madrigal “D’orrida selce alpina”. In doing so, I explore the interaction between practice and theory,
as reflected within the specific context of the teacher-pupil relationship of Schütz and Bernhard.

Michael Dodds
Organ Transpositions in Italian Sacred Vocal Polyphony, c. 1600
For all its multivalent complexity, the path from modes to keys may be described most succinctly as a
shift from vocal to keyboard ways of conceptualizing tonal space. The most dramatic early step in this
long process occurred with the advent of ‘basso continuo’ shortly before 1600, an innovation
immediately adopted not only in music for theater and chamber, but also the church. Ironically, the
very tension sacred music embodies between its conservative modal heritage and the more
progressive idioms it assimilated, helps illuminate the complex forces at work in the transition from
modes to keys.
For sacred music, the mapping of vocal modality onto the keyboard was constrained by vocal range
as well as non-circulating organ temperaments, resulting in new transposition conventions. Numerous
early seicento collections of sacred vocal polyphony (including Masses, Magnificats, and psalms,
often published in modally ordered cycles) continued to follow late 16th-century cleffing conventions
even as they included transposed organ parts and/or transposition rubrics. Particularly revealing are
imprints of late Renaissance vocal polyphony first published without, and subsequently with, ‘basso
per organo’ parts. Consideration of transposition rubrics in these and numerous other imprints clarifies
the relationship between objective tonal types, on the one hand, and the systems of modal
classification then in use: the eight and twelve mode systems as well as the ‘tuoni ecclesiastici’ arising
from psalmody. This paper will focus on vespers imprints by Asola, Belli, Gastoldi, Orfeo Vecchi, and
Viadana from c. 1600, placed within the context of hundreds of other imprints from the 16th and 17th
centuries.

Julia Dokter
Codified Tempo Changes in 17th-Century Germany: Michael Praetorius and Matthias
Weckmann’s Organ Music
The study of 17th-century tempo and tactus changes is still in its infancy: modern scholars have
made great strides in clarifying the often difficult but seminal chapters in Praetorius’ Syntagma
Musicum on this topic, but unresolved issues still remain:
1) Praetorius made the distinction between motet and madrigal style, which he said may be mixed
within the polychoral concerto for great musical effect. He assigned the mensural sign using

white-note notation to the motet, and the mensural sign using black-note notation to the
madrigal. However, he often contradicted these mensural-sign/note-value pairs within his own
compositions. How are we to consider a signature with primarily white notes, or a signature
with primarily black notes? What does this mean for tempo changes?
2) The 17th century saw an increased use of time signatures in the form of fractions. While we have
some descriptions in 17th literature about how fast (in general) each signature was in relationship to
another (for example, the was considered somewhat faster than the ), there is no discussion
about proportional relationships between these numbered time signatures, even though the
foundation of the whole tempo system was proportional mensuration. Can we establish
proportional relationships between these signatures for a more precise understanding of tempo
relationships?
I will extrapolate on the mathematical principles set forth by Praetorius, and apply these principles
to the music of Matthias Weckmann (c. 1616–1674), a ‘next-generation composer’ with close
connections to Praetorius.

Antonella D’Ovidio
Compositional Strategies and Dramaturgy in Jommelli’s First Didone abbandonata in Rome
(1747)
The performance of Didone abbandonata at the Argentina Theatre in Rome in 1747 was one of
Niccolò Jommelli’s most important successes on the Roman operatic scene, and one of the most
significant creations to come out of the long relationship between Jommelli (2014 is the 300th
anniversary of his birth) and the poet Pietro Metastasio. This libretto was set by Jommelli on two
more occasions for equally important courts beyond the Alps: in 1749 for the court in Vienna,
where he wrote a score in close collaboration with Metastasio, and 14 years later (1763) for the
court in Stuttgart. While there have been important contributions on the Viennese Didone of ‘49
and that of ‘63, Jommelli’s first setting of Metastasio’s famous libretto has attracted little attention
so far. The preparatory work for the critical edition of the 1747 score (edited by this author and
slated for imminent publication) highlights some important elements in Jommelli’s style of the
1740s, yet to be properly studied, and the development of innovative compositional solutions (the
use of orchestral writing, the relationship between voice and instruments, preference for particular
tonal schemes, etc.). This paper will analyse these elements. The salient features of the 1747
Didone are even clearer in light of a comparison with the two later scores. From this comparison, it
is possible to see how the composer reworked, changed and/or re-interpreted Metastasio’s poetic
text over time and for different cultural contexts.

Bronwyn Ellis
“Wresteth and Turneth”: Creating and Recreating Music in Early Stuart and Interregnum
England
Creative processes of improvisation and composition in early and mid-17th-century England were
shaped not only by local and imported stylistic preferences, but also by contemporary theological,
philosophical and aesthetic perspectives. Yet these did not always align, neither within the context

of contemporary English musical environments nor beyond. Lexicons such as A New World of
Words (1658) may have defined ‘creation’ as “a making or forming of something, [...] out of
nothing”, but this coexisted and collided with the frequent use (and re-use) of pre-existing material.
Forms such as the fantasia and sets of divisions were highly regarded, despite being built on (and
around) a recently created or earlier known melody. Christopher Simpson declared “playing
division to a ground” to be “the highest degree of excellency” (The Division Violist, 1659) and in A
Plaine and Easie Introduction to Practicall Musicke (1597) Thomas Morley noted that the fantasia
enabled “more art [to] be showne than in any other musicke”. Such respect indicates a focus upon
compositional technique (in contrast with later emphases on expression), and a less individualist
approach to compositional originality. Focusing on major forms of the period and the work of
composers such as Tomkins, Jenkins, Weelkes, Gibbons and the Lawes brothers, this paper will
examine the theory and practice of creating new music in early and mid-17th-century England,
exploring how these processes impacted on musical composition and consumption in the reigns of
the first two Stuart kings and during the Interregnum.

Guido Erdmann
Sacred Dialogue Cantatas by Christoph Graupner (1683–1760)
With the appointment of Graupner as a Kapellmeister at the court of Hessen-Darmstadt, a period
of artistic renewal began in 1709, guided mainly by the claim of theatricality (‘Theatralität’). A
somewhat concept of theatrical church music was established in Darmstadt, even before efforts to
operate a prestigious court opera revealed significant contour. Its essential element, which makes
the intention particularly clear and gives the court church music a significant tendency, is the
corpus of dialogue cantatas composed by Graupner on libretti of the Neumeister follower and
Darmstadt court librarian Georg Christian Lehms. The paper brings together findings of my
dissertation project Theatralische Kirchenmusik am Darmstädter Hof. Christoph Graupners
geistliche Dialogkantaten für zwei Singstimmen. Studien und Kritische Edition.

Tassilo Erhardt
Giacinto Cornacchioli – a Musical Headhunter for Archduke Leopold Wilhelm
Archduke Leopold Wilhelm (1614–1662), the younger brother of Emperor Ferdinand III, was
arguably one of the most ardent supporters of the arts in 17th-century Vienna. Between 1640 and
1642, the priest and composer Giacinto Cornacchioli (1598/9–1673) undertook several journeys to
Italy on behalf of the archduke in order to recruit suitable musicians for his chapel. His headhunting
activities are documented in 17 fascinating letters addressed to Leopold Wilhelm and his
chamberlain Count Maximilian Hermann von Attems, now preserved as part of the Habsburg
family’s correspondence in the Haus-, Hof- und Staatsarchiv in Vienna. These periodic updates
from Cornacchioli illustrate the reality of trans-Alpine musical transfer during the 17th century,
including the evaluation of singers and instrumentalists, negotiations about salaries, the
competition between various musical headhunters, and – not least – an unpleasant encounter with
Giacomo Carissimi.

Amanda Eubanks Winkler
Beyond Chelsea: Music and Dance at Restoration Boarding Schools
Scholars have long been aware that training in music and dance formed a key part of the
curriculum at the Chelsea-based school run by Jeffrey Banister and James Hart (and later Josias
Priest and his wife Franck). But the school in Chelsea was by no means unique. Other boarding
schools for girls offered instruction in the “ornamental arts” in Hackney, Putney, Burchester, Oxford,
Besselsleigh, and other locations around England. In this paper, I bring together a range of sources
– correspondence regarding schools and students, diary entries, payment records, newspaper
advertisements, manuscript and printed musical sources, and pedagogical tracts to understand the
instruction of music and dance at these institutions. Generalizations prove difficult: some schools
catered to the daughters of gentlemen and wealthy merchants while others, such as Mrs.
Crittenden’s school in Hackney, was populated by orphans. Staffing schemes varied widely as well.
Although little is known about the employment of music and dancing masters in provincial locations,
in London professionals with ties to the court and/or public theatres operated or worked at such
schools, while in Oxford musicians from the university were sometimes hired. As suggested by the
names mentioned above, women were frequently proprietors, running the day-to-day operations
and finances. By moving beyond the well-known school in Chelsea and using new categories of
evidence, we can gain a fuller idea of the tuition fees, curriculum, staffing, and students at these
institutions that shaped the performing arts education of many young women.

Antonio Ezquerro Estebán
Dissemination, Meaning and Problems of the Musicians and the Music Output and
Production of the 18th Century between the Iberian Peninsula and Latin America (Nebra,
Scarlatti, Soler): Its Knowledge and Presence in Catalogs and Repertoires
Studies focusing on musical sources from the Pan-Hispanic scope of the available catalogs or in
progress leave, even now, serious gaps. Much of the Pan-Hispanic musical heritage of that period
is unknown, within the Spanish-speaking territories and, particularly, on the outside. Nevertheless,
more specialized works and developed studies are being published, but not always with an
adequate transfer of research advances to the scientific community and society. RISM is a
fundamental tool in this regard, which aims to publicize the work of leading active musicians at the
Bourbon court of Madrid, like José de Nebra, Domenico Scarlatti or Father Antonio Soler. About
Nebra, new research offers an exponentially growing number of Latin American documentary
sources, which were until now virtually unknown. The problem with Domenico Scarlatti, caused by
imprecise, vague cataloging forces todays researchers to follow versatile and/or novel strategies.
Finally, I will talk about Domenico Scarlatti’s sparsely studied student Father Antonio Soler. He was
of theoretical influence as a thinker and scholar, mostly through the diffusion of printed work and
treatises.

Don Fader
Le Régent en Bacchus? French Noble Self-Construction and Philippe d’Orléans’s Penthée
(1703)

Although there has been considerable attention focused on 17th-century opera as a representation
of royal virtue and power, particularly in the case of Louis XIV, and current research in the area of
courtly patronage has continued to uncover the important role played by members of the
aristocracy in fostering musical trends, little attention has been paid to their usage of patronage for
self-construction. In the case of Philippe II d’Orléans (1674–1723), Louis’s nephew and future
regent, his opera Penthée sheds light on his attempts to present himself as a cultural and political
alternative to the king, a tactic that eventually played a role in his appointment as regent. Although
Philippe has the reputation of mere libertine playboy, he in fact embraced the intellectual side of
libertinism, which is evident both in the opera’s libretto and in its music. Orléans’s librettist, the
Marquis de La Fare, a well-known libertine writer, adapted the opera from Euripides’s Bacchai, in
which the victory of bacchanalian ecstasy over the state religion represented by King Penthius
plays out Philippe’s opposition to the religious orthodoxy enforced by Louis XIV. Bacchanalian
ecstasy is represented in Orléans’s music through sensual harmonic effects that trump the musical
heritage of royal patronage represented by Lully’s operas. Penthée thus presents not a literal
personification of Philippe as Bacchus but rather a thematic victory of aristocratic libertine ideals
over royal glory, heroism, and the Lullian musical heritage.

Thierry Favier
Telemann’s Deus judicium tuum at the Concert Spirituel: The French motet à grand chœur
in the Scope of Cultural Transfers
For several decades great emphasis has been placed on cultural transfers by musicologists.
Seminal books and major interdisciplinary research programmes, such as Musical Life in Europe.
1600–1900 (1998–2001) or Musicisti europei a Venezia, Roma e Napoli. 1650–1750 (2010–2012)
have showed the influence of the theoretical frameworks, developed by historians, on our
discipline. Based on the performance of a motet by Telemann at the Concert Spirituel in 1738, this
presentation would like to refocus the issue of cultural transfers on the musical work, and
particularly on the issue of genre.
A first line of inquiry will examine the status of the Deus judicium tuum in Telemann’s Parisian
production. The influence played by this motet on his reputation and career in France will be
examined in the light of the hierarchical system of the French genres.
The second line of inquiry will evaluate the compliance of the Telemann’s motet with the French
standards in terms of style and genre. It will try to determine the expectations of the French public
facing the grand motet of a famous foreign composer and the extent to which Telemann was able
to take them into account.
In conclusion, I will outline how the organisation of the musical genres in France has made
Telemann’s position paradoxical. Finally, I will broaden the scope up to the 1770s and consider to
what extent Telemann’s case can be considered representative.

Gergely Fazekas
J.S. Bach and the Two Cultures of Musical Form
On the deck of the steamship S.S. Tjikembang, travelling from Jawa to Hong Kong in 1923, the

celebrated piano virtuoso Leopold Godowsky finished his piano transcription of the Sarabande of
Bach’s Cello suite in C minor. Godowsky’s transcription, which adds four bars to Bach’s 20-bar
long original, will be used in this paper as a starting point for examining August Halm’s theory on
musical form (first published in his 1913 book Zwei Kulturen der Musik). According to Halm, two
types of formal thinking can be distinguished in Western art music: the ‘culture of theme’
(exemplified by the fugues of Bach) and the ‘culture of form’ (represented by the sonatas of
Beethoven). Halm’s thoughts seem to resonate in Karol Berger’s recent illuminating book Bach’s
Cycle, Mozart’s Arrow (2008), where two different time concepts confront each other: cyclical time
(embodied in Bach’s fugues) and linear time (represented by Mozart’s piano concertos). For
Berger – as for Halm a hundred years earlier and for mainstream Bach scholarship today – it is not
the disposition of the musical material that matters in Bach’s music, rather the theme and the
polyphonic mechanisms with which it is treated; or to use the vocabulary of 18th-century rhetoric,
inventio played a more prominent role in the compositional process than dispositio. Through the
comparison of two versions of Bach’s Prelude in C major (BWV 870 and BWV 870a), the paper
attempts to show that in some cases dispositio was in fact more important for Bach than inventio,
and the two types of formal thinking (whether they be thought of as “cultures of music” or
representations of different time concepts) can be found in Bach’s music.

Fred Fehleisen
What’s Really Crooked and Straight in “Ev’ry Valley”?

The purpose of this paper is to examine how musical figures in “Ev’ry Valley shall be Exalted” work
together with larger structural features that appear to have been designed by Handel with the intent
of expressing and imitating the meaning of the text on multiple levels. The larger units include
prolonged statements of thematic materials and alterations of phrase rhythm that involve metrical
reinterpretation and contrapuntal expansion. Such processes occur in Handel’s non-texted works,
but they can only be clearly illustrated in texted ones that have messages to convey. Without any
precise language of theoretical terminology to connect our current understandings of Handel’s
creative process, we can only guess as to how he approached each compositional choice. That
said, one only needs to consider the example shown above to open the door into the realm of that
process: it is a corrupted form of the opening top line of “Ev’ry” Valley”. Throughout most of the aria,
Handel set his material in pairs of measures. However, the opening phrase is a three-bar unit that
relates to the text in a special way. In the corrupt example shown above, the second measure is
missing – and with that deletion – the “valley” as well. The example shows that, while we cannot
reach back into Handel’s mind, he did make an interesting choice here that resulted in an
extraordinary first song in Messiah that led him to create relationships with subsequent pieces in
the work.

Gioia Filocamo
Women, Food and Music in the 17th Century

The relationship between women and food shows interesting and disconcerting parallelisms with
the relationship between women and music. Longing for food has had different implications: very
good health for men, and shameful sexual voracity for women. This moralistic concept gained
momentum from the end of the 16th century, and in all social classes.
During the Cinquecento the moral disapprobation of women dealing with music became
exacerbated (Castiglione’s Cortegiano did not envisage women composing): they could be
professional musicians only inside the courts; at the end of the century, for example, we find such
groups as the ‘Concerto delle dame’ at Ferrara and Mantua. According to Pietro Aretino, “the
sounds, songs and poetry made by women are keys to unlock their modesty”. He was echoed 40
years later by the teacher Bernardino Carroli, who considered gluttony as one of the greatest moral
dangers for women.
This paper considers the parallelism between the two topics in the 17th century: the desired scarce
interest in food was directed at a model of woman who was herself a kind of food (breast-feeding
or silently feeding others at home), and the permitted practice of music was very limited.
Paradoxically, in only one place women could express a certain degree of personal creativity: the
nunnery; but even there, many musically informed bishops considered polyphony dangerous for
the spiritual well-being of nuns.
Fasting and mortification of the flesh decided by women themselves became an efficient way to
escape the male control of confessors; in the same way, professionalism in dealing with food or
music inside the nunneries became a means of affirming themselves and maintaining relations with
the external world.

Angela Fiore, see p. xxx

Korre D. Foster
The Rhetorical Implications of Charpentier’s Use of Silence
Rhetoric, the system that taught how to organize, construct and deliver thought in order to affect a
listener, influenced musical composition. The study of rhetoric in music is important to understand the
perlocutionary effect it is to have on the listener.
Rhetoric’s influence is easily seen in the music of Marc-Antoine Charpentier, today known as the most
prolific French Baroque composer. In her biography of the composer, Catherine Cessac points out that
he showed understanding of language in his Règles de composition when he described the use of the
Phrygian half cadence “… just as commas in discourse separate the subordinate clauses of a
sentence”. Of the various musical-rhetorical figures of the time, Charpentier uses both silences and
absences of text in his music.
Silence in music is rarely, if ever, meant as a nonappearance of sound; it may also function as a
prolongation of time. In his Messe pour Monsieur Mauroy (1691), Charpentier uses both music notation
and hand-written indications for both rhetorical figures homoioptoton and homoioteleuton; silences for
the listener to assimilate powerful text. The rate at which one delivers text is crucial. The same must be
said for effective communication in music, the rate (both speed and pacing) at which one performs is of
great importance to the overall impact of music.

In addition to Charpentier’s use of silences, we also find use of palilogia. These rhetorical echoes
consist of repeats of music previously set to text. This wordless repetition has a psychological
effect as the listener ‘hears the text’ during the iteration. The importance of this rhetorical figure is
found in the meaning of the words that have been omitted.

Michaela Freemanová
In the Heart of Europe: Oratorios in the Early 18th-Century Prague
Early 18th-century Prague is generally considered to be an important opera centre between
Dresden and Vienna. Apart from opera impresarios, there were, however, other music promoters –
members of ecclesiastical orders, who at Easter organised performances of oratorios by Czech,
German and Italian composers, in the original languages, or in translations into Latin and German.

Matthew Gardner
Handel’s Singers and the Transition from Italian Opera to English Oratorio in the 1730s and
40s
Following the success of the English oratorio, Esther, during his 1731–2 Italian opera season,
Handel subsequently developed the genre during the 1730s leading to it eventually replacing
Italian opera as the main form of entertainment in his London theatre programmes by 1741. As a
result of this change, a need arose for accomplished singers who could perform reliably in English,
rather than Italian. Some of the best sources for educated male singers were the choirs of the
London cathedrals and the Chapel Royal, yet the use of these resources presented several
problems for Handel owing to objections from the church and ordained singers about performing in
the theatre. Handel consequently employed a range of singers from different backgrounds as
soloists in his English oratorios, mostly comprising of Italian professionals, English actors and
actresses and past members of the London choirs, which in some cases resulted in bilingual
performances to accommodate Italians with insufficient English.
This paper explores how theatre singers in London were affected by the demise of Italian opera
and Handel’s transition to English oratorio, considering where Handel could source new singers
suitable for oratorio performances, what the change meant for the careers of Italian singers, as well
as which key events in the London opera scene affected Handel’s programming and casting
decisions. Reference will also be made to singers who performed in oratorios by Handel’s English
contemporaries, such as Maurice Greene and William Boyce.

Olga Gero
The Unidentified Source of the Text in Dietrich Buxtehude’s Fallax Mundus
A newly discovered source of the text in the Latin work Fallax mundus (BuxWV 28) by Dietrich
Buxtehude has brought to light an important connection between the visual, textual and musical
images. The series of emblematic engravings “Cor Iesv Amanti Sacrvm” by Dutch engraver
Antonie II Wierix includes a Latin poem on which Fallax mundus is based. Evidence suggests that

Buxtehude used the devotional book “Cor Deo devotum”, which contained the engravings, while he
was preparing Fallax mundus. The poem shows the influence of Jesuit teaching. On the one hand,
these discoveries shed new light on Buxtehude’s piety and represent him as an open wide
religious thinker. On the other hand, they set his Latin sacred works such as Membra Jesu nostri
(BuxWV 75), Sicut Moses exaltavit serpentem (BuxWV 97) or the settings of St. Bernard of
Clairvaux’ texts in a new interdisciplinary cultural context.

Marie-Claire Gervasoni
Nicola Porpora’s Cantate Op. 1 and the Italian-Language Cantata’s ‘Final Flowering’
Nicola Porpora’s Cantate Op. 1 – a collection of twelve cantatas published in 1735 – was highly
acclaimed during his lifetime, spurring hundreds of print and manuscript copies both of single
favourite cantatas and of the whole set, including a reprint in 1745. Dedicated to the Prince of
Wales, Porpora’s Op. 1 is part of a group of ten Italian-language cantatas published in London
during the 1720s and 1730s having aristocratic dedications and large subscription lists of the
nobility, which made England a principal centre for the Italian cantata at this time. But, curiously,
these cantatas, Porpora’s included, have received little attention from musicologists. This paper
seeks to place Porpora’s cantatas in the context of the cultural conditions that then obtained in
London, and to examine the possible reasons for and consequences of their publication. In this
way, I attempt to illuminate the reception conditions associated with the flourishing of the Italianlanguage cantata generally, thereby discerning its role in Britain’s social and cultural life. I suggest
that the popularity of the Italian-language cantata in England can be understood and explained to a
large extent by the effort to reproduce for a certain English audience the private, elite, intellectually
sophisticated experiences associated with the cantata in Italy. Thus, the cantata’s legacy of
exclusivity and pastoral associations from the conditions of its original Italian setting allowed it to
resonate in another cultural matrix, giving the genre one final flourish in England, “ove si ama tanto
la Musica” (Chelleri, Cantate e arie).

Christine Getz
Meditating at the Sacred Font in 17th-Century Milan
Cardinal Archbishop Federico Borromeo partially reconstructed the existing social framework of
17th-century Milan by reorganizing the city’s scuole around long-standing local cults. Yet many of
these cults and the devotional practices they generated have heretofore escaped the scrutiny
afforded the prominent institutions so deftly researched by Kendrick (2002). Among the little-known
spiritual education projects of Federico Borromeo was the formalization of a cult associated with
the ancient baptismal font of St. Barnabas at the basilica Sant’Eustorgio. Recently discovered
archival documents, early printed chronicles, and extant musical sources reveal that by the 1630s
the cult of the Sacred Font of St. Barnabas had secured its own oratory and become distinguished
for its special polyphony on the feasts of the Resurrection and St. Barnabas the Apostle. They
further indicate that some of the earliest polyphonic works heard in the cult’s devotions on these
and other feasts were commissioned from the Milanese organist Giovanni Battista Cima. Federico
Borromeo wrote extensively about spiritual contemplation, and Pamela M. Jones (1993) has
demonstrated that his approach to meditation was shaped by the potentialities of artistic imagery in
stimulating mental visualization. At the Sacred Font, the performance of Cima’s concerti offered a

temporally alterative dimension for visualization that complemented the static images of the Virgin,
St. John the Baptist, Milan’s first three bishops, and San Carlo Borromeo that decorated the
oratory.

Carolyn Gianturco
Was Corelli, Handel or Stradella the Inventor and Earliest Master of the Concertino-Concerto
grosso Ensemble?
Concerts celebrating Arcangelo Corelli usually feature his use of concertino-concerto grosso
instrumentation. He is occasionally coupled with Handel and his concertino-concerto grosso
compositions. However, works by Alessandro Stradella (1639–82) which also employ similar
instrumentation are rarely mentioned.
Are the Stradella compositions excluded because they are less interesting? Are they later? Are
they fewer? The aim of this presentation is to argue that Stradella should not only be recognized as
having composed the earliest datable work with this instrumentation but that his employment of the
ensemble was far greater and more varied than that of other composers, certainly more than either
Corelli or Handel. Moreover, they are compositions of exceptional musical merit. An explanation as
to why Stradella favored this particular instrumental disposition will also be put forth.

Ronnie Gibson
Folk Meets Baroque: Violin Performance in 18th-Century Scotland
Since before 1700, an indigenous body of fiddler-composers and dancing masters have sustained
a Scottish tradition of violin (or, fiddle) performance which continues to the present day, and is
distinguished by uniquely Scottish repertoire and dance types. There exists a considerable body of
18th-century printed and manuscript music notation, featuring dance tunes such as reels,
strathspeys, and jigs, which complimented the mechanisms of aural transmission commonly
associated with ‘traditional’ (or, ‘folk’) music, such is Scottish fiddle music categorised today. This
paper will attempt to contextualise the performance of fiddle music in 18th-century Scotland by
surveying historical Scottish sources of violin performing practice and interrogating ideas regarding
the status and function of the music. In combining practical and intellectual considerations, an
historically contingent understanding of the music will be presented, incorporating investigations of
the interaction between ‘art’ music and ‘traditional’ music and the tension between aurality and
musical literacy. Further, it will assess the applicability of international treatises on violin playing
(primarily those by Geminiani and Mozart) and present-day ‘traditional’ practices in the study of
historical Scottish performing practices.

Roseen Giles
Jesuit Spirituality and the Fate of Carissimi’s Oratorios
On his deathbed in 1674, Giacomo Carissimi testified in the presence of his confessor that all his
musical works written during his employ at the Jesuit German College of Rome “should remain at

the church and the college, at whose expense they had been made”. Pope Clement V’s brief
issued immediately after the maestro di cappella’s death confirmed the German College’s
exclusive rights to Carissimi’s music, forbidding the removal or copying of the works. The College’s
resolute protection of the composer’s music is striking when one considers that they chose not to
publish the works and reap financial benefits, despite high demand. The fate of Carissimi’s
autograph manuscripts is unknown and the scholarly efforts to recover them have until now been
unsuccessful.
This paper proposes that the Jesuits of the German College intended to control the distribution of
Carissimi’s oratorios since they considered the works to be powerful manifestations of their
teachings. Oratorios were, for the Jesuits, sensual and cathartic works that interpreted scripture
both verbally and musically; Carissimi’s oratorios display a particularly potent musical expressivity
that can be likened to a spiritual exercise. Carissimi’s rhetorical and highly affective music
persuaded listeners into the Jesuitical interpretation of biblical stories by mimicking and thus acting
upon the humoral balance of the body. The Jesuit’s hold on Carissimi’s music was therefore
motivated less by financial concerns, and more by fear that a misunderstanding of the spiritual and
pedagogical purpose of such works would result in misuse.

Giulia Giovani
A Venetian Agent in Rome on Behalf of Grimani: Polo Michiel and the Journey of 1674/75
In June 1674 the Venetian nobleman Polo Michiel (1640–1686) undertook a journey to Rome to
attend the Jubilee ceremonies. He stayed for more than a year, living in the palace of the Venetian
ambassador Mocenigo. Due to his relationship with the impresarios Giovan Carlo and Vincenzo
Grimani, the nobleman was appointed to collect information on Roman singers and musicians that
might be engaged in the Venetian opera house of Santi Giovanni e Paolo. During his stay, Polo
Michiel visited many princely residences in Rome and in the Roman Castles area; he approached
many virtuosos and negotiated with Arcangelo Corelli, Pier Simone Agostini, Alessandro Stradella,
la Maddalenina del Rospigliosi, la Rossina, la Baronessa, the alto Siface, and Nicola and Antonia
Coresi. During his stay in Rome, he also helped the impresarios to obtain a license for organizing
exhibitions by their company of comedians.
The documents relating to Polo Michiel's Roman sojourn consist of a number of letters (now in the
Museo Correr Library in Venice), many of them written by Grimani. The letters allow us a significant
insight into the working of a Venetian opera house. Through their content it is possible to
reconstruct the movements of some of the virtuosos as they travelled across Italy and, in some
cases, to discover details concerning the conditions of their engagement.

Uri Golomb
The Passion Animated, Ritualised and Monumentalised: Expressive Engagement and
Emotional Distance in Productions of Bach’s Matthäus-Passion
In an article on Bach’s Matthäus-Passion, Naomi Cumming quoted a “Serbian-Orthodox deacon”
who claimed that the work “cannot be used for liturgy. It disturbs the inner peace!”. In the terms
suggested by this quote, Bach’s admirers can be divided into two groups: those who claim that his

music does not disturb inner peace; and those who regard its highly expressive character as an
artistic and liturgical advantage. This issue affects performance as well as reception. In this paper, I
will use this prism to examine three audio-visual representations of the Matthäus-Passion. Hugo
Käch’s 1971 televised production, conducted by Karl Richter, offers a monumental vision of the
Passion: the drama of the gospel narrative is strongly, if symbolically, projected, but the emotional
responses to this story – i.e. the arias and chorales – are portrayed in a distinctly impersonal
manner. By contrast, Peter Sellars’ 2010 ‘ritualization’, conducted by Simon Rattle, is intensely
personal, boldly highlighting the Passion’s unsettling intensity. The singers in his version enact
Christ’s followers on the day after the Crucifixion, trying to come to terms with this catastrophic
event. Jonathan Miller (in a series of productions conducted by Paul Goodwin, 1995–2011) offers a
vision of present-day people, in casual dress, narrating the gospel text and contemplating its
meaning. In his quest to “animate” (his term) Bach’s work, he gently underlines its emotional
intensity, but leaves much to the audience’s imaginative minds. In all three cases, the visual
representations match the emotional styles of the musical performances.

Luis Antonio Gonzáles Marín
LECTURE RECITAL
Between Neapolitan Overture and French Suites: A Re-Examination of the Instrumental
Music by José de Nebra (1702–1768)
During the 18th century, the music of Jose de Nebra was much esteemed and enjoyed a wide
dissemination in the Hispanic territories. We don’t know a very large amount of autograph
instrumemtal scores; by contrast, there are many sources attributed to Nebra by copyists. The
contents of the two kinds of sources is often quite different and contrasting. The works attributed by
copyists usually belong to the type of ‘Scarlattian’ sonata, while the music contained in autographs
shows notable influences of both Neapolitan operatic symphonies and French suites of dances.
Determining the authority of the surviving sources is, therefore, vital for our knowledge of the
instrumental production by Nebra and for placing it in the international scene.

Catherine Gordon-Seifert
Combatting the Demons Within: The Role of Jean-Joseph Surin’s Cantiques spirituels (1655)
in Mystical Contemplation and Demonic Exorcism
Beginning in 1634, Jean-Joseph Surin, Jesuit theologian, exorcist, and mystic, gained fame and
influence for successfully exorcizing Mother Superior Jeanne des Anges at the Ursaline Convent in
Loudun, France, and for his own battle to overcome demonic possession. His twenty-year struggle
to extricate himself from a state of damnation through mystical contemplation and music
formulated the basis for his collection of contrafacta, Cantiques spirituels (1655). Unlike other
sacred parodies published after 1650, Surin used timbres and popular songs rather than courtly
love songs, reflecting his belief in “holy ignorance”. He also intended their use primarily by women
in pursuit of divine unification, not by the social elite to be sung during leisure time.
Surin organized his texts according to three levels of contemplation in the mystic’s search for God,
viewing the use of music and the expression of love through erotic images as essential to avoiding

demonic possession and achieving divine grace. Church leaders, however, did not agree, as they
countered the potential danger of the erotic contrafacta to vulnerable souls by taking control over
and altering subsequent publications of Surin’s Cantiques after his death.
No scholar has ever studied Surin’s Cantiques or their importance to the ever-growing debate over
the role of women as spiritual leaders during the 17th century. Drawing on Surin’s autobiography
(Sciences expérimentale, 1663), an account of his experiences at Loudun (Triumphe de l’amour
divin, beginning in 1636), his letters, Church documents, the parody texts, and the original songs,
this study is an analysis of the Cantiques that posits Surin’s work within two important
controversies in 17th-century France: 1) the opposition between learned knowledge of God through
erudition and experiential knowledge through contemplation and 2) the suppression of female
mystics who, by emptying their souls to make room for God, were considered all the more
susceptible to demonic possession. Surin’s Cantiques are not only connected to controversies and
initiatives associated with the Catholic Church, they also underscore the importance of women to
cultural, social, and religious movements and document the power of song to reach the soul and
affect behavior for good or evil.

Ilaria Grippaudo
Women and Music at the Religious Institutions of Palermo (17th/18th Centuries): A
Preliminary Overview
Within the wider context of the study of the musical life at the churches of Palermo, the relationship
between music and women occupies a generally neglected position, especially regarding the
interesting and noteworthy information. Considering only the evidence collected so far, it would
seem that music making at Palermo’s ecclesiastical institutions was the exclusive prerogative of
men. However, music played an essential role within female communities as well, cultivated by
nuns unnamed by the sources, at least until the 18th century. Such monasteries relied mostly on
their own musical resources, sometimes organized in cappelle musicali, but they also hired
professionals from outside the community, such as the maestri, who were called upon to teach
music to the nuns. However, women’s role in the musical activities was not limited only to singing
and instrumental practice – their contribution in terms of musical patronage was equally important.
Recent research proves the role of Sicilian women in the promotion of high-level musical
performances, both during special events and the most important feasts of the liturgical calendar.
This was the case not only for women’s institutions, but also men’s, thanks to the practice of
testamentary legacies for music. It is precisely to a woman – Emilia Aragona Bologna, Marquess of
Marineo – that we owe the founding of the Jesuits’ cappella musicale, the most prestigious among
those active in Palermo in the Baroque period. What comes out of it is a varied and still unrevealed
picture, which considers music as an additional device of assertion of female identity, as well as a
means for consolidating the institutional prestige of the monastic communities in the urban area.

Vera Grund
Operatic Reforms and the Media
In the middle of the 18th century in cities like Parma, Berlin or Stuttgart the idea to change Italian
opera and its customs led to artistic experiments from which the Viennese attempt made music-

history as the opera reform of Christoph Willibald Gluck. Gluck’s popularity in Europe did not only
arise from his artistic works and their success in Vienna but also from a well-prepared media
strategy of the Viennese theatre director Count Giacomo Durazzo and his patron State chancellor
Wenzel Anton von Kaunitz. Their excellent Parisian network allowed them to launch articles about
Viennese spectacles, critics and discussions about the most important works of their theatre
project in the French media. They also achieved the spreading of their operas through scores
printed in Paris or the publishing of the libretti not only in Italian but also in a French translation.
Gluck’s acceptance in Paris, as the cultural center, attracted European wide attention and added to
his reputation. ‘Public relations’ efforts were also part of the cultural politic at other places like
Parma, where the attention from abroad for outstanding events was ensured with the help of
Parisian media, too. The paper focuses on the publicity strategies of the centers of Opera reform
not only researching classical media like journals and newspapers but also pamphlets and
correspondences as a means of advertising.

Hildrun Haberl
Rediscovering Baroque: A Romantic Approach towards Johann Sebastian Bach’s Chaconne
by Felix Mendelssohn Bartholdy and Robert Schumann
In 1837 Felix Mendelssohn Bartholdy installed a new concert series “Historische Konzerte”
(Historical Concerts) in Leipzig Gewandhaus, presenting pieces of Baroque and classical
composers. For one of these concerts, Mendelssohn composed an additional piano part of Bach’s
Chaconne from Partita II d minor, BWV 1004 which he performed together with his long-term friend
and concertmaster Ferdinand David. Inspired by this performance Robert Schumann wrote another
accompagniment, among others Bach transcriptions, during his late Dusseldorf tenure in 1853. A
deciding reason for those versions with added piano accompagniments might lie in the Romantic
understanding that solo pieces for melodical instrument were meant for pure study purposes only,
while an additional accompagniment rose their status to concert pieces.
The paper will deal with diversive approaches towards Bachs Chaconne by both composers, as
well as the question of adequate historical interpretations: how did the composers deal, correspond,
react to and with Bach’s composition? Short selected audio-examples and live demonstrations
show a variety of historical playing techniques, while one full version as a contribution of Baroque
music in Romantic livery could be played in the Delgate’s Concert.

Greta Haenen
Bowing, Slurring and Expression in 17th-Century String Playing
From the late 16th century onwards, a slow and controlled bow stroke is asked for in string playing.
Special exercises to acquire this are documented from the last quarter of the 16th century on for
viols as well as for violins. The art of bowing is supposed to enhance sound qualities. Partly due to
typographic problems, slurring (italian: lirare, lireggiare) is much less documented. The use of
slurring to render different effects as well as a means for expression is known to exist. Sometimes
printed hints at slurring replace actual printed slurs (e.g. tremolo con l’arco). Luigi Zenobi’s letter
already points at slurring at the turn of the 16th/17th centuries.

A comparison of descriptive sources with manuscript or engraved music shows definite types of
slurring linked to specific expressive devices. Progresses in printing (engraving) allow longer slurs
to be drawn more accurately.
My paper documents the importance of the slow and controlled stroke as a way to a more
sophisticated use of the bow; it also questions the relationship between legato playing, slurring and
the woodwind lingua soave as well as the relationship between early keyboard fingering and
bowing: Different lingue with different expressive connotations are documented for woodwind
players. Wind players seem to slur less; string players do have more divers connotations to
different kinds of slurring. Expressive means of playing will always have to be connected to (mainly
meantone) intonation as well as slurring; sound production links these two factors.

Matthew Hall
Contrapuntal Structure as Keyboard Technique in the Pedagogy of J.S. Bach
Recent studies of Bach's technique of multiple invertible counterpoint have focused on their
abstract permutational properties (Harrison 1988; Heinrich 1984; Collins 1993); eighteenth-century
theorists subsumed these properties under the term evolutio. By contrast, Bach's didactic texts on
the contrapuntal art are, notably, musical: the Auffrichtige Anleitung, composed for the education of
his sons and comprising the inventions and sinfonias, as well as the Well-Tempered Clavier, aim
expressly to refine keyboard technique and cultivate compositional invention; Die Kunst der Fuge,
Bach's final statement on the contrapuntal art, is essentially a keyboard work (Moroney 1989). That
Bach, considerated greatest keyboard virtuoso and contrapuntist of his day, should cast his
summas on counterpoint in keyboard music which he used in his teaching is not surprising;
however scholars have not explored the ways in which the practicalities of keyboard technique
relate to contrapuntal structure and compositional invention.
This study addresses ways in which keyboard technique informs and constrains contrapuntal
technique. An ambidextrous technique is necessary for the performance of, and so is conducive to
the conception of, two-voice invertible counterpoint. Similarly, the two-handedness of keyboard
playing constrains the relative ambitus, and so the contrapuntal behavior, of certain of the voices in
multiple invertible counterpoint (for example, of two of three voices in triple counterpoint); in this
way, Bach teaches how to compose through the hands multiple invertible counterpoint as a special
case of double invertible counterpoint. Two-handedness also explains Bach's tendency to deploy
only certain of the possible permutations in triple counterpoint, or, when using all permutations, the
order in which they appear. These concepts will be illustrated using examples from the Sinfonias,
the Well-Tempered Clavier, and The Art of Fugue. Bach's practical approach to evolutio will be put
in dialogue with contemporaneous theories (Mattheson 1739; Marpurg 1753; Kirnberger 1774).

Anita Hardeman
“An Eternal Peace”: Venus and the French Opera Prologue, 1700–1750
The 17th- and 18th-century French opera prologue has often been perceived as extraneous to the
main action, included at first to praise the king and retained as an opportunity for visual and
musical display: its suppression in the 1750s was seen as a progressive development. Within this

context, the 23 prologues written between 1700 and 1740 that feature Venus are worthy of
investigation. The consistent depiction of Venus permits the creation of a prologue typology, in
which specific musical and textual characteristics become signifiers of Venus’s role as preserver of
peace. I will further argue that an examination of such typologies may help explain the
dramaturgical function of the prologue.
Throughout these prologues, Venus is intimately linked to the dramatic conflict which provokes the
action of the scene, equally likely to instigate that conflict as resolve it. My analysis demonstrates
that a specific set of musical and textual ideas can be associated with these roles. For example,
the peaceable Venus is characterized by texts comparing her triumph to military victory, set to
music in triple meter accompanied by recorders. Dramaturgically, by bringing peace to the
allegorical realm of the prologue, Venus creates the space in which the opera can unfold.
Consequently her eventual silencing in the 1730s, accomplished through the usurpation of her
music by characters such as La Virtue in Jephté and L’Amour in Castor et Pollux, could be
interpreted as a precursor to the suppression of the prologue itself in the 1750s.

Kelley Harness
Fighting for Relevance: Guerra d’Amore and Florentine Colonial Aspirations in the First
Decades of the 17th Century
On 11 February 1616 Florentines attended a ‘balletto a cavallo’ organized by Grand Duke Cosimo
II de’ Medici – Andrea Salvadori’s Guerra d’amore. Contemporary accounts describe Cosimo as
both the event’s patron and its principal rider, who directed the actions of over two hundred
participants, including knights, foot soldiers, singers, and instrumentalists. Cosimo also assumed
the role of a fictional ruler in the ballet’s narrative – King Indamoro of Narsinga, who with his troops
battled King Gradameto of Melinde for the love of an Indian princess, Lucinda.
On the surface the work’s ‘argomento’ recalls Ariosto’s Orlando furioso. Indamoro is an anagram of
Norandino, King of Damascus and future husband of the kidnaped Lucina, while his opponent’s
name bears a strong similarity to Gradasso, Lucina’s rescuer. But while Salvadori’s characters and
narrative resemble those of Ariosto, his fictional kings rule actual realms: Narsinga refers to the
Vijayanagara Empire of south India, and Melinde was a kingdom located on Africa’s east coast.
Some Florentines would have known of the locations through Giovanni Battista Ramusio’s
anthology of travel narratives, Delle navigationi et viaggi (Venice, 1550–59), in which numerous
references to Narsinga and Melinde affirm not only both regions’ beauty, but also their wealth and
warm reception of Christian visitors.
Like Ferdinando I before him, Cosimo II hoped to transform Florence into a colonizing power. In
Guerra d’amore’s musical numbers, personages representing the East perform musical obeisance
to Florence and its grand duke, realizing symbolically the Medici grand dukes’ otherwise unfulfilled
aspirations to wider global relevance.

Sigrid Harris
“Women Are As Roses”: Floral Symbolism in Gesualdo and Monteverdi
During the early modern period, flowers presented a means of communicating rich and often

polyvalent messages about love, life, and death. Nonetheless, the significance of the floral imagery
found in countless 16th- and 17th-century madrigals remains largely unexplored. This paper will
examine the lily in Carlo “Gesualdo’s Candido e verde fiore” (Sesto libro di madrigali, 1611) and the
rose in Claudio Monteverdi’s “Questo specchio ti dono” (Secondo libro di madrigali, 1590), with a
special focus on the ways in which these flowers reveal male anxieties about femininity. In each
case, woman is perceived equally as saviour and sinner: in Gesualdo’s madrigal, the beloved is
alternately compared to and contrasted with the “flower fresh and purest white”, while in “Questo
specchio” the identification of a girl with the red rose suggests both her innocence and intrinsic
sensuality. As sacred and secular love traditions remained interlinked at the turn of the 17th century,
this dual vision of female nature may have been intensified by the fact that the lily and rose were
long-standing symbols of the Virgin Mary. On the one hand, the love inspired by pure womanhood
could easily be sublimated into love for the divine; on the other, embodied femininity served as a
reminder of temporality, mortality, and original sin. Ultimately, I draw on treatises such as
Athanasius Kircher’s Musurgia universalis (1650) and Tommaso Buoni’s I Problemi della bellezza
(1605) to argue that “Candido e verde fiore” and “Questo specchio” are two of many floral
madrigals which problematise the boundaries between secular and sacred.

Rebecca Harris-Warrick
Ringing Down the Curtain
Among the many norms that Lully established for French operas is how they end: with a chorus
that affirms the societal and cosmic hierarchies that have been tested within the work. These final
choruses were almost certainly danced, such that the affirmation was made visible as well as
audible. Only those tragedies that ended in disaster failed to adhere to these norms. Starting in the
early 18th century, however, the genres of opera-ballet and pastorale began to allow instrumental
dances to conclude a work. The celebratory chorus was often pushed back into the early part of
the concluding divertissement, which came to be dominated by solo singing and flashy dances for
the stars of the dance troupe.
Rameau’s operatic career came at a pivotal moment, when the ‘tragédie en musique’ was under
pressure from the lighter genres and when those in turn were incorporating contredanses and
vaudevilles, as in the fair theaters. The endings of Rameau’s first two tragedies respect Lullian
norms, but Dardanus (1739) closes with a purely instrumental chaconne. Moreover, the chaconne
was preceded by binary dances and a solo ariette, in exactly the same construction as the end of
many opera-ballets. Rameau’s subsequent new works and his numerous revisions of old ones do
not follow a single template, but by the 1750s his tendency was to conclude his works, whether
new or revised, with dances, not with a chorus.
This paper will investigate the questions – ideological, aesthetic, and practical – that are raised by
such a profound change in the way operas conclude.

Wendy Heller
“Più propria al drameggiare”: Il favore degli dei, Opera, and Ovidian Dramaturgy in the
Seicento

In 1690, as Crescimbeni and his colleagues in the Arcadian Academy were condemning the
excesses of seicento melodrama, Il favore degli dei, a “drama fantastico musicale”, was produced
in Parma at the Teatro Farnese for the wedding of Prince Odoardo with Dorothea Sofia of Neuberg.
Although the music by Bernardo Sabadini does not survive, Aurelio Aureli’s libretto, with its
numerous engravings, provides a vivid sense of a production whose opulence was excessive,
even by Baroque standards. Indeed, if the wedding chronicler Giuseppe Notari is to believed, the
production lasted a full eight hours, though he claims that the numerous machines, balli, and scene
changes made the time pass quickly.
Even for a poet as experienced as Aureli, the task of unifying some 24 singers, armies of extras,
not to mention satisfying the demands of the architects and machinists, required a novel approach
to dramaturgy. With more than passing reference to a number of earlier operas, Aureli’s libretto
melds together a host of mythic fragments in an irreverent, sensual, Ovidian romp that could not
have been more distant either from the “bon gusto” espoused by the Arcadians or the aesthetic
concerns of the creators of the genre. Considering Il favore degli dei (along with some of its
mythological predecessors), my paper explores the use of an “Ovidian dramaturgy” in seicento
opera and its implications for our understanding of opera’s ambivalent relationship with humanism
and the legacy of the ancients.

Rebecca Herissone
Matthew Locke and “The English Opera”
Matthew Locke’s provocative decision to entitle his 1675 published score of Psyche “The English
Opera” has been seen as a direct response to the 1674 production of Ariane in London, and the
public appeal the French musicians involved had made to Charles II to sponsor their proposed
‘Academy of Opera’s’. Locke was the senior London theatre composer of the 1670s, so it is easy to
see his self-published score of Psyche as a manifesto for English opera. Scholars have largely
interpreted it as “a vigorous defence of the practice of mixing music and spoken dialogue on the
stage” (Price). Yet in the preface to “The English Opera” Locke stated clearly that it was Shadwell
who determined the form of Psyche, as Shadwell’s own preface confirms. Locke placed the
musical emphasis elsewhere: while explaining how he had moulded the musical ‘humour’ to the
text, he focused primarily on its variety, such as “was never in Court or Theatre till now presented
in this Nation”. The concept of variety – which contrasts with modern notions of structural unity –
was central to creativity in this period, and was discussed extensively by contemporary writers on
music, notably Thomas Mace and Roger North. In this paper I use surviving accounts of variety
and ‘humouring’ in the text as a starting point for analysing Locke’s musical vision for English opera,
and as a preliminary means of assessing how we can develop a more historically contextualized
understanding of the structural principles used by Restoration composers for their large-scale
works.

Corinna Herr
Madness between Comedy and Tragedy: Ortensio Mauro’s and Agostino Steffani’s Orlando
generoso (Hanover 1691)
The paper will explore conceptions of madness in the dramma per musica around 1700, especially

regarding the reforms of the Accademia dell’Arcadia. While madness has been depicted mostly in
comic situations in the 17th century, with the turn of the century a stronger emphasis on its
representation as tragic or in a combination of tragic and comic scenes emerges.
The case study is Ortensio Mauro’s and Agostino Steffani’s Orlando generoso (Hanover 1691).
Analysis will be focused on formal and aspects of genre, on the affects and the dichotomy between
ratio and emotional as well as on the exploration of a musical chiffre of the madness, which will be
shown as based on an anthropological background. Questions on the representation of identity
and alterity as well as on the dichotomy of individuality and stereotypes in the dramma per musica
will arise.

Florian Heyerick
The Chorale Settings of Christoph Graupner: Typology and Performance Practice
One of the most exciting facets of the quantitative and qualitative underestimated but highly
interesting output of church cantatas of Christoph Graupner is the vast amount of chorale settings,
in several ways very different of the well-known Bach settings. His way of using the chorale
melodies is as personal as creative, all the way through his more than 40 years of cantata
production as a Kapellmeister at the court of Darmstadt. In this paper, we are looking at some
interesting statistical data, combining and interpreting some results and views, some of them the
choice of the poet, some of Graupner himself. By overlooking all of the more than 1300 chorale
settings, we can organize them into different categories, depending on the use of the chorale
melody in combination with Sunday of the year, tonality, structure, meter, instrumental and vocal
disposition.

Christopher Hogwood, see p. xxx

Peter Holman
Another Long Movement: New Light on Handel, the First Vauxhall Gardens Organ, and the
Direction of His Oratorios
In 1855 E.J. Hopkins and E.F. Rimbault stated that the first “long movement”, an extended set of
trackers connecting a harpsichord to a remotely placed organ, was “said to be that attached to the
organ at Vauxhall Gardens, by [John] Byfield [the elder]”. This made little sense in the face of
evidence that Handel commissioned the first long movement from Justinian Morse in 1738; he
used the system to direct his oratorios, as did his successors until the 1830s. However, the visual
and documentary evidence collected by David Coke and Alan Borg for Vauxhall Gardens: A History
(New Haven CT, 2012) helps us to understand why the first Vauxhall organ needed a long
movement, and how it was used by the keyboard player to play organ concertos and to direct the
orchestra from the harpsichord. The organ was probably built by Richard Bridge with Byfield’s
assistance and was installed at Vauxhall Gardens, London’s first and most prominent pleasure
gardens, for the 1737 season. The long movement was presumably among the “several
considerable Additions and Improvements” to the organ announced in March 1738. I will argue that
Hopkins and Rimbault were probably right to report that the Bridge-Byfield organ was the first with

a long movement; that Handel may had a role in developing the contraption; that the one at
Vauxhall was the prototype for the one he used in his oratorio performances; and that he played a
more important part in the music at Vauxhall in the 1730s and 40s than has been recognised.

Peter Holman, see also p. xxx

Alan Howard
A New Purcell ‘Borrowing’ from Orlando Gibbons
Remarking upon the continuing importance of Renaissance creative strategies including ‘imitation’
and ‘emulation’ in Restoration English music, Rebecca Herissone has recently referred to the
difficulty of distinguishing “generic stylistic similarities [from] the use of explicit models” (Musical
Creativity in Restoration England CUP, 2013, p. 41). This paper explores this perennial problem
alongside a hitherto unremarked-upon connection between Purcell’s third three-part fantazia and
Orlando Gibbons’s five-part “What is our life?” (The First Set of Madrigals and Mottets, 1612). The
melodic similarity itself would be unremarkable, except that the unusually sectional construction of
the opening of Purcell’s fantazia betrays a far deeper engagement with Gibbons’s materials.
Through close analysis I show, as in a recent paper on Renaissance ‘imitation masses’ by Peter
Schubert and Marcelle Lessoil-Daelman, how the composer “perceive[d] the possibilities
suggested by [his] model, its strengths and weaknesses” (Music Theory Online 19.1, March 2013).
Specifically, the connection reveals Purcell's keen polyphonic understanding of Gibbons’s opening
bars, while his manipulation of the expropriated materials shows his concern – as elsewhere in the
fantasias – with compositional artifice: inexact entries and ‘free’ filler voices are excised, brief
imitative snatches transformed into full-blown, strategically-deployed stretti, and Gibbons's paltry
eleven-bar opening effortlessly extended to thirty-six, despite the smaller ensemble. This analysis
adds to our understanding of Purcell’s education and in particular how he acquired his astonishing
(and then unique) contrapuntal facility; it also sheds light on his creative strategies more generally,
as well as on the role of ‘imitation’ and related concepts in wider Restoration musical thought.

Klaus Hubmann
Bassoons in German-Speaking Countries from c. 1685 to c. 1735
Soon after 1685 the new-fashioned oboes and bassoons, which had been developed by
woodwind-instrument makers under the influence of the French court, became known in Germanspeaking countries. Initially these instruments were imported from Paris or Amsterdam, but soon
after skillful German instrument makers as for example Harmen Wietfield in Burgdorf, Johann
Scherer in Butzbach, Johann Christoph Denner or Johann Schell in Nuremberg took up their own
production of woodwind instruments according to French models. In some German workshops
bassoons of different dimensions were developed, very similar to Dulcian ensembles of the 17th
century. Possibly inspired by the Contrabass-Dulcians from about 1680 of Johannes Bohlmann
from Frankenhausen in Thuringia, the Leipzig instrument maker Johann Andreas Eichentopf
developed an imposing contrabassoon around 1710. These type of instrument, named "Bassono
grosso", appears in the latest version of Johann Sebastian Bach’s St. John Passion (1749).

Among other things the paper tries to answer the question which role bassoons played outside
their traditional function as continuo instruments, or could play. Moreover, the really warm and
basic sound of early bassoons should be demonstrated using two original instruments from the
time about 1690–1700.

James Hume
The Use of Restoration Symphony Anthems at the Early 18th-Century Chapel Royal
Twenty Restoration symphony anthems formed part of the performing repertory at the St. James’s
Chapel during the first decade of the 18th century. Originally written with instrumental
accompaniment for use at the Whitehall Chapel Royal during the reigns of Charles II and James II,
these anthems were now performed with an organ accompaniment: in 1691, William III had
decreed that normal Chapel Royal services should contain “solemn music like a Collegiate church”,
which meant that instruments (other than the organ) were not to be used.
Some of these symphony anthems had remained in the Chapel repertory since their composition.
The organ transcription of the instrumental parts enabled performances where string instruments
were not present – such as at the Chapel on weekdays (or after the instrument ban), or at other
ecclesiastical institutions in London (as discussed by Keri Dexter). However, some anthems that
had fallen out of the Chapel Royal’s repertory, including several by Pelham Humfrey, appear to
have been reintroduced during the first decade of the 18th century – as is evident from John
Church’s copying in the Chapel Royal partbooks (British Library R.M.27.a.1–16).
This paper explores the use of symphony anthems at the Chapel Royal in the early 18th century,
and considers the implications of, and rationale behind, the reintroduction of older repertory. It will
show how the use of symphony anthems ties in with the context of the wider Chapel Royal anthem
repertory during this period.

Sarah M. Iacono
“Concertati alla moderna”: New Motets by Giulio San Pietro Del Negro between Pavia
Cathedral and Patrician Circles
Giulio San Pietro del Negro (fl. 1607–1629) is, according to N. Fortune, “one of the most interesting
minor composers of vocal chamber music in early 17th-century Italy”. Nobleman and excellent artist,
he is traditionally related to the geographic and cultural milieu of the Duchy of Milan, but more
recent evidences have proved that he was born and received his musical education in the Province
of Terra d’Otranto (at the time, also under Spanish rule) roughly corresponding to the modern city
of Lecce (Apulia).
This research is based on the new discovery of a large number of his motets: although he is mostly
known for ‘canzonette’ and madrigals, he certainly had a considerable success also in the sacred
field, and this is attested by the inclusion of his pieces in one of the most important musical
anthologies of the early 17th century. Furthermore, the dedications of these motets and of his
Musica ecclesiastica (Milan, Lomazzo, 1616) remark his strict connection with the academic circle
of the Affidati, in Pavia. The investigation has been organised in many study lines (examination of

the sources, analysis of the pieces and of the relationship with Affidati, Lomazzo, etc.), all to
reconstructing the texts and the contexts in which the sacred compositions of the aristocrat Giulio
San Pier di Negro have been originated.

David R. M. Irving
Modern European Music and the Antiquity of the World: Baroque Perspectives on Ancients
and Others
At the height of the Querelle des Anciens et des Modernes, Charles Perrault opined: “today the
music of the Ancients is still the music of all the Earth, with the exception of one part of Europe”
(Parallèle des Anciens et des Modernes, 1688–1697). This ‘one part of Europe’ – ‘modern’ by
implication – referred to nations whose music shared a set of emerging common characteristics,
especially harmony. The other parts of Europe, existing outside Perrault’s ‘exceptional’ region,
included Greece (which lay almost completely under Ottoman rule). Although Western European
scholars revered ancient Greek theory, they wrote disparagingly of contemporary Greek musical
practice, and emphasised its difference from Western European conventions and tastes. For
instance, Athanasius Kircher in 1650 included Greeks in a list of ‘Eastern’ peoples who did not
appreciate the music of Rome; over a century later, Charles Burney reported the story of a Greek
lady who, prior to visiting Paris, had “never heard any European music”. These kinds of comments
exhibit a growing sense of Western European exceptionalism in music historiography of the 17th
and 18th centuries. Furthermore, when Joseph François Lafitau (1724) and other writers drew
parallels between the musical practices of non-Europeans and ancient Greeks, this arguably
reinforced the assumed ‘modernity’ and cultural alterity of the Western European observer. This
paper considers how discourses of ‘modern’ Western European musical identity were shaped by
17th- and 18th-century scholars through contrasts and comparisons with ancient and extraEuropean practices, and explores comments on the ‘Easternness’ of early modern Greek music.

Maciej Jochymczyk
Instrumental Music by Amandus Ivanschiz: Some Remarks on the Formation of the
Symphony and String Trio
The instrumental works by Amandus Ivanschiz (1727–1758) attracted the interest of musicologists
as early as the 1930s. Even though several papers and one longer (unpublished) dissertation have
so far been dedicated to them, and many of the compositions appeared in print, our knowledge
about this part of the composer’s output is still fragmentary and superficial. The main reason for
this situation is the lack of extensive source studies. Many of the printed works are not really
representative of their author’s technique and style, submitted to arrangements (in a varying
degree), some even wrongly ascribed to this composer. Moreover, the recent discovery of the date
of Ivanschiz’s premature death (1758) places his output in a new light, significantly transforming
our knowledge about the stylistic changes between the Baroque and the Classical era.
Leaving out the works of doubtful or erroneous attribution, Ivanschiz’s surviving instrumental
oeuvre consists of 20 symphonies and 13 chamber trios preserved in c. 90 copies on the territories
of Austria, Croatia, the Czech Republic, Germany, Hungary, Poland and Slovakia, as well as in
single manuscripts held in Belgium, Slovenia and Sweden.

The aim of this paper is to present the results of research on Ivanschiz’s instrumental music,
showing his contribution to the formation of the symphony and string trio, as well as to deal with the
problems of source studies and attribution.

Gregory Johnston
Credit, Debt, and Economic Survival in the Electoral Saxon Hofkapelle of Heinrich Schütz
The devastation and misery caused by the Thirty Years’ War (1618–48) were intensely
experienced across Germany. Nowhere was completely immune to the economic woes of the time.
It is known in general terms that Dresden’s court musicians, and others at court, suffered great
financial hardship during this period, often going years at a time without so much as a single
installment of their salaries paid to them by the court. Petitions submitted to the court at times
describe unimaginable suffering at all levels within the Kapelle, from the lowliest musician right up
to the Kapellmeister himself, Heinrich Schütz. That musicians could endure such deplorable
conditions raises an array of questions about the nature of professional appointments, payment of
salaries, and systems of survival when no payment was made.
Drawing largely on archival sources of the Sächsisches Hauptstaatsarchiv in Dresden – letters and
terms of appointment, methods of payment, court and personal financial records, petitions to the
court, and other correspondence – the present paper examines some of these issues at the
Electoral Saxon Court, with a primary focus on the financial conditions of the Hofkapelle. What
soon becomes evident is that personal debt is universal, that no musician at court, including
Schütz, could ever be considered wholly solvent. Credit and debt, and maintaining the delicate
balance between the two, were important and indeed essential to the survival of musicians at court
and, in these desperate times, strengthened the social fabric of the various institutions within it.

Ladislav Ka ic
Emericus Esterházy’s Ensemble in the Years 1725–1745
So far, Archbishop-Primate Emericus Esterházy (1664–1745) is known as a great patron of art and
architecture (G. R. Donner, A. Galli-Bibiena et al.). However, in the years 1725–1745 an excellent
ensemble worked in his court in Pressburg (Bratislava), whose members were many prominent
musicians, several composers, as Joseph Umstatt, Johann Matthias Schenauer, Leopold Carl and
others, but also excellent violinists as Giacomo Calandro and (for a short time) Johann Otto
Rossetter from the ‘Hofmusikapelle’ in Vienna, bassoonist Angelo Cavallari and many other
musicians playing stringed and wind instruments. Even famous Francesco Durante worked for
Esterházy for a short time. This ensemble worked not only with musicians and instrument makers
from Pressburg, but very often with those from Vienna (e.g. court violin-maker Antoni Posch et al.).
This paper reports new, previously unknown knowledge based on current research.

Ikarus Kaiser
Music Practice in the Cistercian Abbey of Wilhering in Late Baroque Times: The Inventory in
the Music Collection Established in the Tenure of Office of Abbot John Baptist IV Hinterhölzl

and His Successors
After the monastery church, destroyed in a great fire in 1733, had been rebuilt abbot John Baptist
4th Hinterhölzl filled the cultural activities in the Cistercian Abbey of Wilhering with new life. He did
so inspired by a late Baroque idea of representation expressed in the arts, especially in the field of
liturgical music. Thus a considerable amount of music copies were purchased. Several of them
have survived and some more titles are still documented by existing covers reused in the 19th
century. The paper will provide an insight into the musical repertory of that time considering the
impact of the dawning era of Austrian Josephinism.

Monika Kammerlander
The Baroque Sacred Songs from the Salzburg Benedictine Monastery Nonnberg
The Archive of the monastery contains about two hundred sacred songs which can be found
among the files of anonymous compositions of the Baroque period. This collection is outstanding in
the upper Bavarian language area due to its wide range of different song types, like monodic up to
cantata forms accompanied by various instrumental formations. The collection gives an intimate
insight in the musical creativity of the nuns.

Robert Ketterer
L’inclemenza di Tito: Noris’ Tito Manlio and the Translation of Imperial Authority
There is a peculiarly Roman narrative about a military commander who, in a time of crisis,
executes his son for disobedience or treachery. The most famous of these from Livy’s narratives
are Lucius Junius Brutus and Manlius Torquatus (Livy 2.5, 8.6-7). Their stories seem suitable for
adaptation as early-modern tragic drama. But the Roman combination of ‘imperium’ and ‘patria
potestas’ with a rigid Stoic outlook made Livy’s stories difficult to present without significant
translation of Roman vocabulary and cultural context.
Matteo Noris’ libretto Tito Manlio (1696) makes such a translation of the Torquatus episode for
Italian ‘dramma per musica’. Noris’s turns Torquatus from a Stoic Roman consul to an inflexible
and tyrannical autocrat of the Baroque type, who invokes the powers of the underworld to support
his harsh judgments against both his son Manlio and his daughter Vitellia. The young Manlio’s
battle against the Latin Geminio is characterized not as arrogant disregard of consular orders, but
as sentimental chivalric heroism familiar from Ariosto or Tasso. The happy ending, in which Manlio
is rescued from execution, becomes a lesson in clemency and public law for the tyrannical ruler, its
arguments influenced by Corneille’s Horace.
This paper will focus on Vivaldi’s setting for a ducal wedding in Mantua in 1719 that was notable for
the lushness and variety of its orchestration and vocal settings. It will then examine briefly the
influence of Noris’ libretto in the later 18th century on operas written about Brutus and on
Metastasio’s very successful La clemenza di Tito.

Katalin Kim-Szacsvai

Tactics of Repertory Compilation of Vocal-Instrumental Ensembles in 18th-Century Hungary
Radical winds of change in the spheres of economy, politics and culture swept throught Hungary
with unprecedented intensity in the 18th century. As a melting pot of nations and varied religious
communities, open to influences from far and wide, this Central European region was more active
and dynamically developing than ever before. Although bilaterally engaged with the rest of Europe,
Hungary was predominantly the recipient of cultural import, welcoming musicians, instruments,
musical influence and finance with great gusto.
The central role of Vienna in the matter of acquisitions may be proved unambiguously, without any
difficulty. By contrast, the question of the circulation of music in 18th-century Hungary takes on a
different guise when viewed from the perspective of the repertoire of the church music ensembles.
In particular, the pivotal role of Vienna becomes questionable. The present lecture is aiming at an
accurate survey of the role Vienna played in shaping the repertoire of vocal-instrumental
ensembles in historical Hungary, at the time of the Imperialstil and over the decades subsequent to
the change of musical style in 1740.
Drawing on the significance of Vienna as an administrative and political centre, generations of
Hungarian music historians probably overestimated the cultural clout of the imperial Käiserstadt.
Abandoning that lofty view and conducting research at ground level, and analyzing again the
legacy of local regens chori (like Gregor Joseph Werner, Carl Kraus, Andreas Mechler, József
Istvánffy, Benedek Istvánffy and so an) however, opens up a whole new perspective. The cultural
import of the common 18th-century Central European multifaceted vocal-instrumental (figural)
repertoire was most probably inordinately prone to personal influence of those contemporaries who
had the talent, erudition, cultural background, ambition, drive, sense of responsibility, and not least
the willingness to overcome the often unfavourable conditions with an uncanny „art of doing”
(Michel de Certeau). All that to a greater effect than we have previously thought, in the shadow of
mainstream musical tendencies.

Larissa Kirillina
Dramatic Implication of Form and Harmony in Handel’s Saul
Handel’s oratorios are usually considered as a kind of musical theatre, especially those indicated
as ‘musical drama’. The impossibility of stage performance granted the composer the liberty to
express dramatic conflicts and to portray the heroes with the help of purely musical means. Almost
always the result was stunningly bold and new, though Handel exercised the general concepts of
the Baroque poetics (striking contrasts, rhetoric, symbols). In Saul, he created a virtual drama,
transforming conventional models into individual forms, whose structure depends on situation and
sometimes expresses the hidden sense of it (broken or composite Da Capo forms, irregular fugues,
disproportional binary forms). Another striking feature of Saul is a very fine and well thought-out
tonal and harmonic development of the whole work and of some important personal characteristics.
Sometimes it results from the Baroque approach to reveal the expressive meaning of various keys,
but more significant is how Handel treats those patterns to show the inner transformation of his
heroes (first of all, David’s Ð from a modest shepherd to a mighty king), and their influence on each
other. Such innovative use of form and harmony was not proper for the Italian opera of the 18th
century till Gluck’s Orfeo and Alceste.

Michael Klaper
Reconsidering the Ballet de la raillerie (1659)
In the 1650s the traditional French ballet underwent a sort of Italianization. This was partly due to
the reception of Italian operas at the French court, and partly due to the presence of Italian artists
who, together with their French colleagues, participated in performances that mixed the French
and Italian languages and styles. A conspicuous example of this is the Ballet de la raillerie (1659)
by Isaac de Benserade and Jean-Baptiste Lully/Jean-Baptiste Boesset, with Italian verses probably
by Francesco Buti, that contained as an Intermedio/Intermède a famous dispute by the
personifications of French and Italian music over their respective merits and deficits.
As I will show in my paper, a close examination and comparison of the sources offers new and
interesting insights into the genesis of this piece. First, its history is partly revealed by the
anonymous translation of the Italian verses into French. The paper can be viewed, therefore, as a
case study regarding the question of the extent to which contemporaneous translations of the
librettos of music-theatrical pieces can contribute to our historical understanding. Second, the
meaning of the Intermedio/Intermède has been altered significantly during the process of its
(re)composition. By its contextualization within the evolving discourse about French and Italian
music, as well as its cultural and political surroundings, the Intermedio/Intermède will be shown to
stand at a turning point in history: it can be interpreted as a witness to changing trends in the selfconstruction of French musical identity.

Kordula Knaus
Opera buffa on the Road: The Dissemination of Baldassare Galuppi’s Comic Operas in
Europe
Baldassare Galuppi’s comic operas are without doubt the most influential and widely disseminated
works of the newly established genre of opera buffa in the 1750s and early 1760s. Mostly
premiering in Venice, his operas were soon performed in a large number of Italian cities and
spread to other countries. Our knowledge about the musical (and other relevant) sources, early
performances, practices of adapting his operas for different cities and venues and dissemination of
Galuppi’s operas throughout Europe is deficient so far.
The paper will present first results of a research project about the performance and dissemination
of Galuppi’s comic operas currently carried out at the Università di Bologna. The first part of the
paper will discuss some of the philological challenges of early opera buffa research. The second
part will present selected case studies of Galuppi’s operas and hereby answer questions about
their performance and dissemination throughout Europe. The paper will focus on the processes of
cultural transfer in Europe, adaptations and transformations of operas and the institutional
prerequisites of operatic performance.

Metoda Kokole
Roman and Neapolitan Opera Arias of 1738 Seasons in the Travelling Case of a Styrian
Nobleman

In 1738 the young Count Ignaz Maria von Attems-Heiligenkreuz (1714Ð1762), member of a mighty
Styrian noble family, was spending the fourth and final year of his educational European tour. In
January and February he stayed in Rome from where he moved to Naples. In both of these towns
he also visited opera houses. The operas performed at the theatres of Delle Dame, La Valle and
Argentina in Rome, and San Carlo and Fiorentino in Naples met with the Count’s full enthusiasm.
He bought a series of arias from these productions and took them home to be reproduced later at
his residences in Graz and possibly also Slovenska Bistrica, which became a seat of his vast
estates. A recently discovered collection of arias, recorded in an original list compiled in 1744 as
Lista delle Arie dell’Illustrissima Signora Signora Giuseppa Contessa d’Atthembs Nata Contesa di
Khuen, comprises in one part also music brought back to Graz by Signora Giuseppa’s husband
“Ignazio Conte d’Attimis”. From this collection it is possible to deduce that both of them were also
amateur musicians; the Count played transverse flute and his wife was a soprano singer. The
paper will uncover details and context on parts of operas by G. Arena (Achille in Sciro), N.
Logroscino (Quinto Fabio), R. di Capua (La comedia in comedia), G. Latilla (La serva padrona), L.
Leo (Il Conte; Il Demetrio) that are preserved within the surviving Attems family music collection
now kept at the Provincial Archives of Maribor.

Evaghelia Kopsalidou
Ways of Teaching Baroque Music in Primary School and University
Baroque is an important period in music due to significant innovations and evaluation in forms,
instruments, music theory and conception of music and musicians in general. It is an interesting
period, easy to be understood by pupils of all ages, especially those at primary school.
The aim of this paper is to deal with teaching Baroque music to a sixth grade classroom (11Ð12
years old) over the period of six month. With this research we wanted to show if and at which level
pupils understand Baroque music and to what extent they are interested in this style of music.
For this purpose we have scheduled a special program based on music listening and creative
proceedings, two hours per week. The sample consisted of 21 pupils. They had to fill out
questionaires concerning their knowledge of Baroque music at the beginning and at the end of the
program. We were checking their progress by filling out special lists for each of them after each
hour. We used, apart from CDs, DVDs and the Internet, small percussions and a violin.
The elaboration of our work was done with Excel and SPSS and showed that Baroque music had
been very well understood by the majority of pupils.
We are convinced that this program concerning the understanding of Baroque music can be
adapted for any educational system, because it does not only interest pupils, but also helps them
to understand music better in general.
Lesson planning based on music listening and creative proceedings for Pre-school and Primary
School education have as well been scheduled for University students Ð not as a special program
or part of research, but as a response (by participation, observation, assessment) to a series of
lessons concerning the understanding of Baroque music.

Bernd Koska

Bach’s Students at St. Thomas School as Church Musicians
Regarding the distinct musical profile of Leipzig’s St. Thomas school, it comes as no surprise that
many of Johann Sebastian Bach’s students were subsequently employed as cantors or organists.
Following their school years, they moved and settled throughout the entire region of central
Germany. In some cases, the former students kept contact with their teacher. To date only those
musicians who demonstrably had a very close relation to Bach, e.g. as they were scribes for his
cantatas, have been of scholarly interest. As a result, little is known about their own musical
activities and the musical life in general at the places they worked.
A research project at the Leipzig Bach-Archiv now explores the environment of Bach’s students
with a systematic approach. This provides us, for the first time, the chance to gain an overview of
the later development of Bach’s choir boys and therefore helps us to better assess his influence as
a teacher. This paper presents a number of significant case studies, discusses biographies, and
describes the musical structures in several towns. In summary, it outlines general results
concerning questions of repertoire, sociocultural backgrounds, and traditions of manuscripts.
Overall it attempts to expand our knowledge of sacred music in Central Germany at the time of
Bach’s sons.

Tanja Kova evi
Bach as an Afterthought or ‘Save the Best for Last’? On the Reception of the Well-Tempered
Clavier in Bohemia
Within the context of Bohemian Bach reception, the fact that the three most prominent Prague
music pedagogues Ð Václav Jan Tomášek (1774Ð1850), Carl Franz Pitsch (1786Ð1858) and
Joseph Proksch (1794Ð1864) Ð favoured Bach’s fugues as a teaching tool is significant. In his
memoirs Tomášek recounts Johann Nicolaus Forkel’s 1801 sojourn in Prague when he played
selected movements from WTC from a neatly written-out manuscript. On Forkel’s
recommendation, Tomášek studied the ‘48’, subsequently incorporating them as a compulsory
element into his teaching. Around 1831, the Prague publisher Marco Berra brought out the
complete edition of WTC as the first of his ventures in the publication of Bach’s works. Its text
appears to have originated from Forkel’s edition published by Hoffmeister and Kühnel as part of
Oeuvres complettes de Jean Sebastien Bach (1801Ð1804). Recent research undertaken in Czech
archives has unearthed many manuscripts and rare prints containing the works of J.S. Bach,
among which movements from WTC stand out. My paper seeks to identify the patterns and
reasons for the selection of these preludes and fugues in a number of collections of keyboard
miscellanea by German and Czech composers, and their function in these compilations. It is hoped
that this information will provide a context for the wide dissemination of WTC in Bohemia and the
importance of the Berra edition.

Ursula Kramer
Performance-Practice at the Court of Hesse-Darmstadt
Apart from the huge amount of surviving compositions written by Graupner as music for the court,
there are few further sources revealing details about the actual state and conditions of music-

making of the day. But the compositions themselves, in particular the individual vocal and
orchestral parts, in fact contain quite a number of secondary hints; thus, the attempt of an acoustic
reconstruction seems to be worthwhile: the number of parts of still existing works (revealing
therefore the ensemble’s size), detailed instructions concerning dynamics, specific instrumentation
in individual parts, as well as basso continuo practice, and the notation of single parts, are just a
selection of various hints towards a more concrete picture of musical life at the Darmstadt court:
Was there a specific ‘Darmstadt sound’ in the first half of the 18th century? The analysis will be
based upon Graupner’s cantata production, the only musical genre with explicit dating which
therefore helps us to follow stylistic changes and development.

Yulia Kreinin
Choosing an Influence, or the Rorschach Test: Images of Bach as Reflected in 20th-Century
Compositions
The famous theory of the “anxiety of influence” (Harold Bloom) seems to be insufficient to explain
the admiration and reverence for Bach which highly different composers such as Mahler and
Stravinsky, Schoenberg and Shostakovich, and Penderecki and Kagel have expressed through
their work. Despite all their differences and possible anxieties, each of these composers
consciously and specifically chose Bach as his desired partner in an imaginary dialogue with the
past. At the same time, the image of Bach that each composer created was very different, as is
typical in interpreting the abstract drawings of a Rorschach test; therefore, each ‘portrait’ of Bach
was also, in a way, a self-reflection of the composer.
The main question to be investigated in this paper is the reason(s) for the unique persistence of
Bach’s influence into the 20th century, incomparable even to that of other major composers of the
past. Several crucial points connected with this Bach-renaissance will be examined in an attempt
to understand why.

Walter K. Kreyszig
“I Hope That This Work Will One Day Bring Me Fame”: On Georg Philipp Telemann’s
Musique de table (Hamburg 1733) as a Testimony of Exceptional Spiritual Nourishment in
the Context of the stilus mixtus
Throughout the Baroque era, the consumption of food, particularly on the occasion of festive meals
of the aristocracy and the bourgeoisie, was often celebrated with vocal and instrumental music.
Already by the middle of the 18th century, the lengthy tradition of solo, chamber and orchestral
works had been formalized in the term ‘Tafelmusik’ (see Johann Heinrich Zedler, Großes
vollständiges Universallexikon, 64 vols., Graz 1997 is second reprint of Leipzig 1744, vol. 41, col.
1436). Among the Baroque compositions destined for banquets, the three “Productions” of
Telemann’s Musique de table, each comprising ouverture-suite, quartet, concerto, trio, solo and a
one-movement “Conclusion”, with the individual genres joined by a principal key and the unified
scoring for the outer movements of each “Production,” exceeded all previous Tafelmusiken in
sheer length and variety of scorings and the plethora of compositional techniques and stylistic
idioms displayed. The latter facet of the Musique de table is summarized in the juxtaposition of
French, German, and Italian styles in the so-called stilus mixtus (borrowed from Johann Joachim

Quantz, Versuch einer Anweisung die Flöte traversiere zu spielen, Wiesbaden 1988 is facsimile
reprint of Berlin 1752, 18. Hauptstück, paragraphs 87Ð89, pp. 332Ð334), obviously in response to
the diverse cultures and social fabric of people in attendance at these lavish gatherings, for the
enjoyment of food and music for mind and body. Already prior to the publication of his Musique de
table, in a written communication with his friend, the publisher of this collection, Johann Reinhold
Hollander, Telemann had openly expressed that “I hope that this work will one day bring me fame”
(as cited in Steven Zohn, Music for a Mixed Taste: Style, Genre, and Meaning in Telemann’s
Instrumental Works, Oxford 2008, p. 431) Ð an aspiration which was fulfilled in the exceptionally
wide dissemination of this publication across Europe.

Marcos Krieger
The Susanas of Manoel Rodrigues Coelho: Finely Woven Baroque Dresses for a
Renaissance Chanson
M.R. Coelho included four intabulations of Lasso’s chanson “Suzanne un jour” in his publication
Flores de Música (Lisbon, Pedro Craesbeeck, 1620), in addition to all the tentos and versets that
constitute the bulk of his compositions. These paraphrases, together with the two by Hernando
Cabezón and the much later one by F. Correa de Arauxo, are the only known Iberian keyboard
settings of this ubiquitous Renaissance chanson first printed in 1560. Coelho’s settings, however,
stand apart because of their intricate Baroque figurations and their unique form, which does not
follow the Renaissance models of intabulations.
Lasso’s chanson “Suzanne un jour” was certainly known in Portugal, evidenced by the inclusion of
Lasso’s publications in the index of the music library of D. João IV. Coelho was also familiar with
the works of Cabezón, whose position Coelho inherited as the organist of the Lisbon court. Could
his compositional impetus for these pieces be the need to surpass his predecessor, both in
quantity and style? Coelho intentionally employed a wide variety of keyboard figurations, with
intricate rhythms that create an ornate texture around Lasso’s chanson, as if providing the naked
Suzanne with the fine attire required by her modesty. The aim of this paper is to demonstrate how
Coelho’s Susanas attest to his familiarity with Baroque aesthetics and how his versatility fit the
inventiveness of this new style, while remaining firmly grounded in Renaissance practices.

Mark Kroll, see p. xxx

Eva Kuhn
Observations on a Tablature in a Bononcini Manuscript
My paper discusses a 17th-century Italian manuscript in the Bibliothèque Nationale in Paris. This
small part book contains a collection of cantatas by a “Signor Bononcini” (one remembers that
there are four Bononcinis). It also contains several additional tablatures added later and clearly
written for an instrument with four strings. My paper asks the question: Were these tablatures
intended for a plucked or a bowed instrument?
One thinks first of the guitar. Common at the time for the accompaniment of the voice, the four-

course guitar was particularly popular in France. However, various marks and signs in the tablature
suggest a bowed instrument. Further, the key relationship to the following cantata becomes more
conventional with an instrument tuned in fifths, like the modern cello. Also, certain chords are
idiomatic to the ‘cello’. Using a pitch-level notation that numbers the (real or imaginary) frets, this
tablature allows notes to be written in higher positions, thus accommodating shifts more
comfortably. An Italian tablature using fingerings as indications for pitch, by contrast, limits the
performer to the first position. The transcription of the tablature is not without problems: The rhythm,
for example, is not as clearly conveyed as in some other contemporaneous tablatures.
I shall conclude by connecting the tablature to my ongoing research into music and performancepractice at the court of Francesco II of Modena.

Danielle M. Kuntz
“Che i raggi spanderà dal Tago à Roma”: Portuguese Self-Mythologizing in Roman Baroque
Musical Spectacle
On November 16th, 1721, the Portuguese Ambassador in Rome, André de Melo e Castro,
sponsored a performance of the pastorale La virtù negli'amori with music by Alessandro Scarlatti
and a libretto by Gaetano Lemer. Existing engravings reveal the sumptuous stage sets and
machinery designed for the performance by Francesco Galli-Bibiena, through which the characters
“Notte” and “Sole” guided the work to a grand climax: an apotheosis of the Portuguese King João V
and the newly-elected Pope Innocent XIII in Aurora's chariot of the sun. Plentiful in political
implications, this production Ð as well as numerous others sponsored by Portuguese patrons
around the same time Ð coincided precisely with what art historian Susan M. Dixon has called the
Portuguese “courtship” of Roman society in the 1720s. During that period, the Portuguese court
sought to accomplish a number of political goals through a series of carefully organized artistic and
cultural maneuvers, including the donation of the funds to purchase the Accademia degli Arcadi's
Bosco Parrasio. However, the contribution of musical spectacle to these goals remains
unexamined in the scholarly literature.
In this paper, I analyze the implied political objectives of the contemporary Portuguese-sponsored
musical productions in Rome, such as Scarlatti's pastorale, focusing especially on the symbols of
light/dark utilized in the allegorical representation of the Portuguese King and court. I posit that
such imagery in Portuguese musical spectacle worked simultaneously with the visual arts to
articulate a Portuguese ‘self-mythology’ Ð a growing myth of Portugal's cultural relevance, wealth,
and power in early 18th-century Portuguese-Roman politics.

Jeffrey Kurtzman / Licia Mari
Monteverdi and Sacred Music at Mantua: What the Evidence Tells (and Doesn’t Tell) Us – a
Response to Roger Bowers
In the August 2009 issue of Music & Letters, Roger Bowers published an article entitled “Claudio
Monteverdi and Sacred Music in the Household of the Gonzaga Dukes of Mantua, 1590Ð1612”. In
this article Bowers purported to establish a revised and more comprehensive view of Monteverdi’s
responsibilities and activities with respect to sacred music during his employment at the Gonzaga

court, especially with regard to the palace churches of Santa Croce and Santa Barbara. The article
is liberally footnoted and on the surface seems to make a convincing case for a substantive
revision of Monteverdi’s biography as well as our understanding of the venues for sacred music in
the palace during his tenure in Mantua.
Although the authors of this paper agree with the general conclusion that Monteverdi was more
active in providing sacred music for the Gonzaga court than has typically been discussed in the
Monteverdi literature (Kurtzman surveyed Monteverdi’s role in sacred music at the court in the
Cambridge Monteverdi Companion in 2007 and the Festschrift for Piotr Po niak in 2009), we do,
nevertheless, have significant questions about Bowers’s research methodology, use of available
evidence, manner of citation, mode of argumentation and central conclusions.
Appearing in as prominent a venue as Music & Letters, this article has been available to a large
musical readership and has already been quoted in the musicological literature. We therefore
consider it important to question Bowers’s account of the musical establishment at the Gonzaga
court, the role of the court church of Santa Croce, and the manner in which Monteverdi functioned
in Mantua in his capacity as a composer of sacred music. Our paper will not be able to cover all of
the issues of concern in Bowers’ article, but will discuss what the available documentation and
other evidence actually do and do not say regarding the questions we will discuss and what
legitimate conclusions we believe may be drawn from them.

Dominique Lauvernier
Virtual Restitution of the Baroque Operas Performed at “Theater auf der Cortina”, Vienna
1668ss
in the years 1667Ð1668, in order to celebrate Emperor Leopold’s wedding with Infant Marguerite
from Spain, the Habsburger Court ordered an opera from the transalpine composer Antonio Cesti,
after a libretto written by Francesco Sbarra, with Burnacini’s stage decorations and Schmelzer’s
ballets. The performance of Il Pomo d’oro became somewhat of myth in the history of Court Opera,
famed to be the longest and the most luxurious one. Despite a preserved score, as well as a full
sequence of etchings (both black and coloured) for the staging and the showroom called “Theater
auf der Cortina”, the masterwork is still a little studied one; was never staged since 1668, with a
single broadcast by the Austrian radio in 1989; and no commercial recording. Later works
performed at the Cortina are known by illustrated publications.
Based on these sources, Peter Fleischacker’s dissertation in 1962, and analogies with other stage
sets and machineries, we are building virtual 3d restitutions of the showroom, props and machinery
as well as the performance. This digital model, the first of its kind for this building and opera, leads
us to a better understanding of the aesthetic, scenographic and musical choices for the event. It
provides a new tool for a future study of the acoustics and of the ways the attendants in Vienna
looked at the spectacle and the political event.
The paper exposes the methodology used, the first attempts of modelisation, and the future of the
project Virtual Cortina/ Virtuelles Theater auf der Cortina.

Ester Lebedinski

Cultural Encounter as Cultural Capital: Samuel Pepys, Vincenzo Albrici, and Roman Vocal
Music in 1660s London
As a result of 17th-century travel and cultural exchange, musical listeners often found themselves
confronted with music that was alien to their ears. In February 1667 the English civil servant and
Royal Society member Samuel Pepys attended the only known performance by Vincenzo Albrici
and Charles II’s Italian ensemble outside the English court. Pepys’s expectations before the
concert were high: the group of musicians had been recruited to the court in 1663, bringing with
them a repertoire of Roman cantatas and motets highly esteemed on the continent but hitherto
never heard in England. Unfamiliar with the sound but aware of the social status of a repertoire
praised by scholars and aristocrats, Pepys’s expectations of the music clashed violently with his
actual experience of it.
Using Pepys’s Diary, my paper shows that Pepys actively learned to appreciate the Roman
repertoire, which helped his social status as much as his successful career at the Admiralty.
Through a discussion of Athanasius Kircher’s remarks on national musical styles in the Musurgia
Universalis (1650), my paper also elucidates 17th-century conceptions of taste as acquired through
long-time exposure rather than natural inclination. Kircher’s discussion suggests an early modern
educational ideal emphasising someone’s ability to overcome their cultural background to
recognise and accommodate items of superior culture. Such notions explain why a social climber
such as Pepys was uneasy at disliking the music of the elite, and can furthermore be linked to
other cultural encounters between early modern listeners and alien musics.

Michael Lee
From Venice to Dresden and beyond: The Translations of Alarico, rè de Goti and La
Gierusalemme Liberata, and the Dynamics of Cultural Transfer
The dramatic arrival of the celebrated soprano Margarita Salicola in Dresden in 1685 marked a
significant renewal of the Saxon capital’s investment in Italian culture. Only five years after the
newly-enthroned Elector Duke Johann Georg III had dismissed all the Italian musicians previously
appointed by his father, the presence of a new Italian opera troupe represented a clear shift in
cultural policy.
The first two operas performed by this company in Dresden, composed by Giovanni Battista
Bassani and Carlo Pallavicino, show signs of having been modified to suit their new, Saxon
audience. As such, the works partially reflect the broader cultural and symbolic exchange that
these performances enacted, with changes seen especially in the role of the ‘primadonna’ herself.
The narratives Ð opening, respectively, at the walls of 5th-century Rome and 11th-century Jerusalem
Ð present differing scenarios of inter-cultural conflict and resolution, with opportunities for the
display of military imagery with which Johann Georg III would have identified. Looking beyond the
courtly setting, however, a further dimension is added by Gottlieb Fiedler’s singing translation of La
Gierusalemme Liberata (renamed simply Armida) for the Hamburg opera in 1694.
Following an assessment of these adaptations, this paper will attempt to show how these
performances mapped onto the theatricality of early modern identity and political self-promotion,
drawing on discourses of cultural mobility and symbolic capital.

Raphaëlle Legrand
She Who Holds the Lyre: Allegories of Female Creativity in Rameau’s Opera
Love is the main subject of French opera in the 18th-century. It is often intermingled in ‘tragédie en
musique’ with other issues such as how to reach and legitimize supreme power. Different topics,
however, are to be found in ballet (opéra-ballet, acte de ballet, ballet bouffon). Artistic creativity is
one of those (Pygmalion, Les Fêtes d’Hébé). Oddly enough, even though women had a hard time
to gain recognition as professional musicians especially in the operatic circles, many characters in
Rameau’s ballets are female composers.
In this paper I want to consider how Sapho (Les Fêtes d’Hébé), Partenope, Uranie (Les Surprises
de l’Amour), Orie (Les Fêtes de l’Hymen et de l’Amour) and their ironic counterpart la Folie (Platée)
are shown as allegories of poetic and musical invention. These characters illustrate, each in a
different way, how poetry and music are made. Orie’s unaffected inspiration during a musical
contest differs from the great skill shown by Siren Partenope and Muse Uranie. La Folie, singing
incoherently, criticizes both French and Italian music and, in addition, raises the issue of
relationship between words and sounds.
The effects of music are also considered in Rameau’s opera. Uranie’s misadventure shows how
music can alter the mind of its very creator and Sapho’s opera within an opera relies strategically
on the power of a performance to win the king’s favor.
Finally, I will suggest a gendered approach of the ballet genre in comparison with tragédie en
musique.

Ulrich Leisinger
LECTURE RECITAL
From Keyboard Suite to Keyboard Sonata in the Mid-18th Century
Johann Mattheson’s bonmot “For some years composers have started now to write keyboard
sonatas with fair applause; they still lack the right form and rather want to be moved than to move,
i.e. they aim rather at moving the fingers than the hearts” (Vollkommener Capellmeister, Hamburg
1739, 2:13, § 138) shows that attentive observers remarked new tendencies in keyboard music of
the day, but were unable to predict the further development. Ten years later, around 1750, the ‘new’
sonata had already almost entirely superseded the ‘old’ keyboard suite.
In Germany and Austria, this rapid shift surprisingly took place almost simultaneously in all musical
centers (Berlin, Dresden, Norimberg, and Vienna). The paper will trace both modern trends in
keyboard suites from the late 1720s on (such as the ‘Scherzo’ in 2/4 and the ‘Aria’) as well as
conservative trends in keyboard sonatas up to the 1760s where not only the Minuet and
Polonoaise were cultivated, but also the Allemande and Gigue found a niche. The presentation will
focus on works of the sons and students of Johann Sebastian Bach. Particularly interesting
examples include keyboard works by J.G. Müthel that were published as sonatas in three
movements in 1756 which had, however, originally been conceived as multi-movement keyboard
suites. These findings support the view that we are rather witnesses of an unsually quick, but
gradual development than of a radical change of paradigm.

Erica Levenson
French Turn’d English: The English Musical Adaptation of Fuzelier’s Momus Fabuliste for
the London Stage
Scholarship on early 18th-century English opera has generally focused on the impact of Italian
operatic traditions on London theatrical life. While research on this connection with Italy is
undeniably important for an understanding of London culture, it has overshadowed evidence that
sheds light on English relations with another European neighbor Ð France. The London Stage
catalogue, for instance, lists numerous English musical adaptations and translations of French
plays that were produced on the London stage, especially during the first half of the 18th century.
Scholars have studied some of these English works in isolation, mentioning their French origins
only in passing. However, their interpretations remain incomplete unless the relations to the French
originals are more closely examined. Using Ebenezer Forrest’s 1729 musical adaptation of Louis
Fuzelier’s comedy Momus Fabuliste, ou Les noces de Vulcain (first performed at the Comédie
Française in 1719) as a case study, I will show how the English playwrights encountered and
absorbed French popular theater culture while still promoting these works as distinctively English.
Through the inclusion of a self-reflexive introduction, stock characters and plots, and recognizable
English tunes set to new text, this play among others uses the same techniques and content as the
French original, but reclaims them as suitable for “the present taste of the town” Ð namely, the taste
of the English theater-going public.

Katherina Lindekens
Words and Music in Restoration Opera: Albion and Albanius versus King Arthur
Musical drama for the English Restoration stage came in two main guises, generally described as
“all-sung opera” and “dramatick opera”, a hybrid form including spoken dialogue. Surprisingly little
attention has been paid to the word-books of these operatic types. In particular, many questions
regarding the structural characteristics of their verse await thorough consideration. Can recitative,
song and chorus lyrics be distinguished in terms of versification, metre and rhyme? What are the
differences between recitative poetry in all-sung opera and the spoken dialogue of dramatick opera?
And how did composers respond to the musico-poetic blueprints designed by their librettists?
These issues are addressed in the present case-study of Albion and Albanius (1685) and King
Arthur (1691). While the former work was conceived by John Dryden as a prologue to his King
Arthur, it was inflated into an independent, all-sung opera, set to music by Louis Grabu. King Arthur,
by contrast, became a dramatick opera with music by Henry Purcell. In his prefaces to these two
works, Dryden develops a tentative theory of libretto writing, by distinguishing between different
vocal styles and their respective diction, metre and rhyme. The confrontation of his theory with an
analysis of the word-books and their musical settings shows that both works are based on similar
textual foundations, while featuring poetic and musical differences that shed light on the literary
material of Restoration opera and on the creative dialogue between Dryden, Grabu and Purcell.

Joyce Lindorff

Poglietti’s Musical Legacy: The Compendium of 1676
Alessandro Poglietti's richly notated Compendium oder kurtzer Begriff, und Einführung zur Musica
(1676) offers a comprehensive sampling of the theoretical and practical skills required of a 17thcentury musician. Poglietti served as music master in the court of Leopold I, and his appointments
as Count of the Imperial court and Knight of the papal Order of the Golden Spur attest to the
recognition the composer awarded during his lifetime. Surprisingly, his Compendium has not yet
received the attention it warrants. Its explanations of rhythmic notation provide insight into tempo
determinations, and the examples of improvisation techniques illustrate practices that were not
generally notated, but that are now being recognized as essential to our understanding of
performance practice. The original manuscript is preserved in excellent condition at the Stift
Kremsmünster, where 20 years ago I had the opportunity to study it in preparation for making the
first complete recording of Poglietti’s Rossignolo (which also survives in an rare and ornate
presentation holograph). This 1677 masterpiece is in essence a musical creation that directly
followed and put into practice ideas presented in the Compendium, including its beautifully
calligraphed incipits and examples of national styles and musical vernacular. My Rossignolo
recording, originally released in 1996, is being reissued this season on the Viennese Paladino
label, hence this discussion of the Compendium, its relationship to Rossignolo, and generally to
Baroque performance practice.

Herbert Lindsberger
Il Segno – a Discussion of Different Manuscripts and Editions of Gavotte 2 from Suite 6
BWV 1012 for Violoncello
On the basis of a concrete example from Johann Sebastian Bach’s six suites for unaccompanied
cello I want to demonstrate problems caused by editions published a hundred years after the
original first print.
When in 1824 (?) the Parisian publishers Janet et Cotelle decided to write out the first part of
Gavotte 2 from Suite 6 instead of leading the musicians by setting the segno just as in all sources
before, he probably (and hopefully) did not expect, that a group of a hundred of editors would
unfortunately follow him...
In my approach I will compare the manuscript copies accomplished by Johann Peter Keller and
Anna Magdalena Bach, two anonymous copies and the first print.

John Lutterman
“Ob es rathsam sey in die composition manieren mit einzustreuen, und solche express
formulis zu annotiren?”: Johann Beer on the Value of Written-Out Ornamentation
In chapter 40 of his Musicalische Discurse, published posthumously in 1719, Johann Beer offers a
characteristically witty and acerbic assessment of the practice of including written-out
ornamentation in a composition. This was a hotly debated topic in late 17th- and early 18th-century
German-speaking lands, as is evident from Scheibe’s infamous critique of Bach’s practice. Like
Scheibe, Beer was critical of composers who made use of detailed written-out ornamentation, but

while Scheibe’s rather dismissive attitude is best understood as a product of his galant aesthetics,
Beer offers a more comprehensive list of reasons, both practical and aesthetic, in his critique of the
practice.
Much of Beer’s satirical writing was aimed at the compositions of incompetent German musicians
who, like Caraffa, the anti-hero of Kuhnau’s Die Musicalische-Quacksalber, had “been across the
creek and listened to some Italians”. Upon returning to their homeland, these German musicians
often affected profound knowledge of Italian manieren, but, according to Beer, most were such
poor performers that they could only express their ornamentation in writing. Beer’s critique may be
understood as a response to the growing popularity of the Italian style, as well as to the increasing
use of copper engraving for publishing music, a method that greatly facilitated the detailed notation
of florid ornamentation, but which also served to foster the pretensions of poorly trained musical
charlatans.

Alan Maddox
Musical Affect at the Intersection between the Sacred and Secular Realms: The ‘Storm’
Topos in Two Solo Bass Motets by Nicola Porpora
This paper discusses a pair of 18th-century manuscript solo motets held in the music archive of the
Biblioteca Antoniana, at the Basilica of St. Anthony of Padua. One is identified on the title page as
being by Nicola Porpora (1686Ð1768), and the other, although missing its title page, is in a closely
matching musical style and appears to be by the same composer. It is copied in the same hand,
sets a related Latin text and was until 2012 mis-catalogued as part of the first motet. While Porpora
was never employed at the Basilica of St. Anthony, he spent several periods of his career in nearby
Venice, where he composed motets featuring female voices for the famous musical ospedali of the
city. Yet these pieces are clearly not for the ospdali; if authentic, they stand out as exceptional in
Porpora’s sacred output as his only solo motets for bass voice, rather than the usual soprano or
alto. They are also notable because in their opening arias they unmistakably borrow the musical
and literary devices of the ‘storm’ topos, common in operatic arias of the period, here deployed to
evoke the passions of spiritual, rather than worldly torment. They thus provide interesting
comparisons with Porpora’s writing for bass voice in his operas and oratorios.

Paologiovanni Maione, see p. xxx

Michael Malkiewicz
“To the Corteous Reader”: Forewords of Music Prints as a Key for Historically Informed
Performance Practice
Musicians Ð even those who play a lot of Baroque music Ð hardly recognize a hemiola, a passus
duriusculus or an exclamatio within the music they perform. Generally they do not know very much
about rhetorics in music. Interpretation of Baroque music even by Baroque-musicians is more
focussed on technical features such as articulation, agogics, dynamics and intonation (playing in
tune) than on all the other humanistic features, which are provided within the theoretical treatises

and in the forewords of music prints.
In this paper, I shall focus on the forewords of some music prints from the late 16th and early 17th
century and the information which is useful for the re-creation of an individual but historically
informed interpretation of this music by (then) historically informed interpreters. These forewords
are mostly written by the composers themselves and give us a key for the performance practice of
their own music.
Experience leads me to the unanswered question: Why do musicians know so little about their own
art? A doctor knows more about the human body than musicians (often) do about the humanistic
features (such as rhetorics) of the compositions they perform.
Experience taught me that musicological input can change the interpretation of music ‘in the
moment’ and even help the musicians to master technical problems. Therefore, I plead for
individual musicological lectures for musicians as an input for an ‘informed practice’ at art
universities such as the University of Music and Dramatic Arts Mozarteum.

Bill Mann
The Ergasto Puzzle. Haymarket to Hofburg (London to Vienna: 1705–1711)
The inaugural piece for the newly built Haymarket theatre, London, 9 April 1705, was reputedly Gli
amori d’Ergasto, or The Loves of Ergasto. The existence of this piece occupies a twilight zone in
the annals of musicology, mainly because the only evidence for its existence is a libretto and a few
scattered references to the composer, Jacob Greber (1673Ð1731), who disappeared soon after the
putative performances. If there was a score or orchestral parts, they vanished along with the
composer. Whether a curtain-raiser, an afterpiece, or a mainpiece, nobody knows. Unusually, there
was no press notification at the time, and no record of singers or orchestra, odd in the opening of a
theatre that was much discussed, and even mocked, in the years of its construction (1704Ð05). In
biographies and articles on the arrival of Handel in London, the period 1705Ð11 is perceived as an
experimental stage for Italian opera leading to Handel’s Rinaldo in February 1711. In this sequence
of events Ergasto is recognised as the first all-sung, all-Italian opera, so it’s worth scrutinising its
authenticity. The purpose of this paper is firstly, to investigate the first week of the Haymarket
Theatre, 9Ð13 April 1705, when, on five successive nights, The London Stage records that Ergasto
was performed. Then, secondly, to follow Greber’s travels through Germany, and to examine a
performance of Ergasto that reputedly took place in Innsbruck in 1707, and possibly again in
Vienna in 1711. This is essentially a piece of detective work.

Licia Mari, see p. xxx

Michael Marissen
J.S. Bach’s Church Cantatas and ‘the Jews’ in the Gospel of John
The Gospel of John, unlike the other canonical gospels, continually rails explicitly against Jewish
unbelievers in Jesus, and so the obvious starting point in Bach’s music for looking into possible

engagement with anti-Judaism would be the St. John Passion, BWV 245. But, perhaps surprisingly,
the commentary movements within Bach’s settings of John’s passion narrative do not really
engage Jewish questions. For such inquiry, one has to turn to his church cantatas, particularly
those written for Quasimodogeniti and Exaudi. In ways that will not always be obvious to today’s
listeners, both the librettos and musical settings of these cantatas, taking their cues from the
distinctive language of Gospel of John, meditate forcefully upon early and ongoing alleged Jewish
or ‘Jewish’ violence against the Church, the mystical body of Christ. Serious religious polemic of
this sort raises challenging ethical questions for those who claim that in Bach’s music ‘beauty
trumps all’.

Michael Maul
Bach’s or Ernesti’s Sons? New Sources on Bach’s Prefects
In an application letter from 1751 a former prefect of the St. Thomas school claimed that he had to
conduct and perform the entire church music at the two Leipzig main churches for two full years in
place of the “Kapellmeister”. This remarkable (and apparently true) statement sheds new Ð and in
this consequence unexpected Ð light on J.S. Bach’s ‘work ethic’ during the 1740s or, to put it
diplomatically, the understanding of his office duties. However, the new document raises many
questions: Did the prefect act as a substitute of Bach and with his support? Or was he hired by
rector J.A. Ernesti or the Leipzig authorities? What could have been the reason for the latter:
illness of the Thomaskantor, jadedness from holding his office (as a result of his long lasting
conflict with rector Ernesti) or Bach’s legendary obstinacy (“Halsstarrigkeit”)? And last but not least:
Was this the only case where a student did not only serve as an assistant of the Cantor but in fact
as a temporary replacement? Some more hitherto unknown materials, including a list of all of the
choir prefects at St. Thomas school from 1670 to 1770, allow us to discuss all the questions
regarding Bach and his prefects.

Susan McCormick
The Multiple Bass Chorale Tradition: Purpose, Origin and Transmission
The recent rediscovery of a Choralbuch manuscript attributed to Johann Christian Kittel (1732Ð
1809) has instigated investigation into a hitherto unexamined area: Choralbücher with multiple
basses. In an article published in Understand Bach 8 the Kittel manuscript was introduced
alongside a number of other sources, most notably, a Choralbuch credited to Johann Philipp
Kirnberger (1721Ð1783) and a Choralbuch by Johann Sebastian Reinwald (dates unknown). Since
this article was published an important link has been observed between the Kirnberger source and
another extant anonymous manuscript currently housed in Hamburg (D-Hs, ND VI 2366 [Nr. 1Ð12]).
The present paper will examine and compare both manuscripts in the hope of creating a more
accurate picture of their origin and to discover their relationship to one another. The connection
between the two manuscripts has raised a number of questions, the answers to which may alter or
enhance our understanding of the multiple bass chorale tradition. For example, does the location of
the Hamburg manuscript suggest that the tradition was more widespread than previously
conjectured? Could the Hamburg manuscript have come from Bach’s circle, or from his pupils? If
so, can this establish Bach as a key figure in/facilitator of this tradition?

Paul McMahon
The Premiere of Alexander’s Feast and Cecilia, volgi un sguardo: Handel’s Vocal Writing for
Tenors John Beard and Carlo Arrigoni in 1736
The mid-1730s marked a turning point in the career of George Frideric Handel (1685Ð1759), as the
waning popularity of opera seria saw him look to English texts in a bid to restore the confidence of
London’s theatre-going public. The career of English tenor John Beard (c. 1716Ð1791) emerged at
this time. He eventually sang more music by Handel under the composer’s guidance than any
other vocalist. On 19 February 1736, Beard performed the tenor solos in the premiere of Handel’s
ode Alexander’s Feast. Owing to the concise nature of the poem, the composer incorporated other
works, including a concerto in which the Florentine Carlo Arrigoni (1697Ð1744) played the lute. A
word-book from the performance reports the inclusion of a substantial Italian cantata, Cecilia, volgi
un sguardo, and notes Arrigoni as the tenor soloist. The unusual circumstances presented by the
presence of two tenors Ð a voice type that became increasingly prominent in Handel’s output after
1736 Ð provide the impetus for this study.
Examining the respective autograph manuscripts, this paper presents a comparative study of
Handel’s vocal writing. It observes recitative and aria forms, tempo markings and time signatures,
and assesses relationships between the rhythmic character of the text and the melodic structures.
The findings highlight structural similarities in the treatment of recitativo semplice and the
placement of duets for the tenor and soprano voices, while commenting upon palpable connections
in the melodic compass and the rhythmic and melodic notation of coloratura passages. In addition,
Handel’s choice of aria forms, engagement of recitativo accompagnato and response to poetic
dimensions present subtle points of divergence between the two works.
While recent scholarship reports upon Beard’s vocal flexibility, martial zeal and capacity for
poignant introspection, this paper notes the demands Handel placed upon Arrigoni’s voice.
Furthermore, the command of protracted phrases, control of coloratura and extensive vocal and
expressive range required of both singers casts light upon Handel’s fluid conception of the tenor
voice at an historically significant point in his career.

Charles Medlam
Approaches to the Bach Violoncello Suites: The Purpose, Origins and Performance of the
“Suites a Violoncello Solo senza Basso composées pas Sr. J.S. Bach Maitre de Chapelle.”
An examination of Bach’s terms of reference for the composition of six suites for an instrument with
no solo literature. Did he write them for the education of his children and pupils, for the court at
Cöthen, or for himself?
We will examine the evolution of the dance suite for solo bass instrument in French bass viol suites
from Hotman to Marais. We will discuss the dissemination of French bass viol music and solo
suites into Saxony by Ernst Christian Hesse (1676Ð1762), who went to school in Eisenach and
was a student of both Marais and Forqueray. We will wonder at the quantity of solo bass viol suites
in France, the Netherlands and England, and investigate their function. Is it performance literature
for the maîtres de viole, their teaching material, or even repertoire for domestic dance practice?

We will look at the implications of De Machy’s 1685 collection (the only printed source for solo bass
viol suites) with its instructions for bowings, fingerings, ornaments and grammar.
We will wonder what ‘violoncello’ means in early 18th-century Saxony and discuss compelling
evidence from Walther, Mattheson and others that it is a large instrument held on the arm, a viola
da spalla. We will wonder which violoncello virtuoso in provincial Saxony could have attempted
suites which were technically so far ahead of their time and will conclude that Bach wrote the
suites for himself to play on a ‘viola da spalla’.

Lawrence Molinaro
LECTURE RECITAL
Exemplars from Johann Mattheson’s Grosse General-Bass-Schule (1731)
Johann Mattheson (1681Ð1764) is regarded as one of the most important writers on music of the
late Baroque. He probably is best known for Der Vollkommene Capellmeister, an encyclopedic
summation of 18th-century musical principles he believed critical for directors of music. Less well
known is Mattheson’s Grosse General-Bass-Schule (1731), a revised version of his Exemplarische
Organisten-Probe (1719). This volume contains forty-eight ‘test pieces’ Ð twenty-four easy and
twenty-four advanced exercises, in each of the major and minor tonalities.
These test pieces comprise a set of elaborate figured basses designed to provide an organist with
practice in keyboard improvisation. Each figured bass is followed by a detailed explanation of its
realization that, once applied, generates a composition similar in style to a fully written work. As
such, these test pieces fall within the ‘partimento’ tradition of musical instruction (an area that is
receiving an increasing amount of research). Mattheson’s detailed explanations are particularly
valuable as they attempt to codify approaches to melodic embellishment, figuration used within
harmonic sequences, and techniques of imitation.
The recital will feature five of the test pieces from Mattheson’s ‘advanced class’, chosen to
showcase the range of systematic guidance provided throughout the entire set of twenty-four. The
lecture will focus on the organization of the set and the categories of explanations. Together, the
recital and lecture will demonstrate how Mattheson’s Grosse General-Bass-Schule assists the
player in acquiring general skills of musical elaboration that can be broadly applied to
improvisational practice.

Estelle Murphy
“As Full of It pro modulo nostro as London Can Be”: Musical Relationships between
London and Dublin in the Early 18th Century
During the 17th and 18th centuries there existed a rich relationship of musical and cultural exchange
between the cities of London and Dublin. This shared musical heritage is perhaps most
prominently identifiable in the success of The Beggar’s Opera in both capitals and in Handel’s
premiere of Messiah in Dublin in 1742. The mobilization of music and its reception in London and
Dublin is a topic that raises important questions regarding their respective audiences. Crucially,
many successful London plays were poorly received when performed subsequently in Dublin, often

as a result of the major rewriting deemed necessary to make a work suitable for the Dublin
audience. The complex nature of the transformation of mobilized music for its recipient audiences
remains to be interrogated.
Building on my recent research on two odes incorrectly attributed to John Blow and now identified
as Dublin works from the pen of Richard Leveridge, this paper will investigate poetic subtleties and
creative choices in other works of the ‘Anglo-Irish’ genre performed in Dublin. In a time when
Dublin’s status as a city loyal to the crown was made complex by nascent ideals of colonial
nationalism, music and its texts emerge as politically infused media. By examining the musical
characterization of the ‘Stage Irishman’ and the subtleties of his reception by the London and
Dublin audiences, this paper will highlight important aspects of the different social and political
complexities there existed between these two cities.

Guido Olivieri
A New Source for the History of the Early Violoncello in 17th-Century Naples
Often overshadowed by the fame of vocal music, Neapolitan instrumental tradition has been
generally neglected by scholars; in particular, little is still known on the early history of the cello in
Naples.
Yet, the sudden appearance of a generation of cello virtuosi in the early years of the 18th century
(from the ‘incomparable’ Alborea, to Supriani and Lanzetti) would have been impossible without the
existence of a solid tradition.
Among the few testimonies of the early Neapolitan cello repertory is a large manuscript preserved
in the Abbey of Montecassino (RISM: 852.024.107). The manuscript includes Rocco Greco’s 28
Sonate à due viole (dated 1699) and Gaetano Francone’s 10 Passagagli per violoncello.
Both string teachers in the Neapolitan Conservatories, Rocco Greco (1650Ð1718), brother of the
famous Gaetano, and Francone (d. 1717), teacher of Francesco Durante, were also employed in
the Royal Chapel respectively as first cello and violinist. Greco’s sonatas are indeed works for two
cellos (still frequently called “viola” in Naples). They evidently aim at perfecting students’ technique
and offer precious information on the performance practices of the Neapolitans, particularly on the
practice of continuo realization at the cello. Francone’s passacaglias were instead probably used
as models for developing improvisatory skills. The use of this bass pattern, often encountered in
arias of the time, demonstrates a direct affiliation of the cello repertoire to operatic music. This
manuscript therefore represents a crucial source for a discussion on the technical achievements
and developments of the cello repertory in Naples.

Angel Manuel Olmos
Antonio Lotti’s La forza del sangue (1711): The Full Score Rediscovered
During cataloguing work conducted at the Library of Madrid’s Royal Palace now more than ten
years ago, under the Patrimonio Nacional’s Mvsica Inedita project, the full score of Antonio Lotti’s
opera La forza del sangue, thought to be lost, was rediscovered. This opera was premiered on
November 14th or 15th 1711 at S Giovanni Grisostomo Theater in Venice. Only a partial copy of the

printed libretto was preserved, as the copy sheltered in the Biblioteca del Liceo Musicale de
Bolonia has suffered the loss of many pages.
The manuscript is part of the rich collection of Italian Baroque operas belonging to the Royal
Palace, later shared with the Library of Madrid’s Royal Conservatory of Music. The importance of
this collection, both in quality and number of full scores and parts is still requiring a broad research
that would lead to a better understanding of Baroque Italian opera dissemination in Spain.
Lotti’s opera production was shared between Venice and Dresden. After having composed sixteen
operas before 1717, he took a leave for a year and travelled with his family, musicians and librettist
to Dresden, where he composed three operas. Despite their success, he returned to Venice and
never composed an opera again. This paper will analyze La forza del sangue, comparing it with
Lotti’s known operatic production, and will provide its full edition for free.

Michael O’Loghlin
Melodic, Harmonic and Structural Symbols in the Labyrinths of J.S. Bach and Marin Marais:
Who Was the More Cerebral Composer?
Depictions of the labyrinth are not uncommon in Baroque music, and those of J.S. Bach and Marin
Marais are among the most interesting. They are quite different in scale and construction: Bach’s
Kleines harmonisches Labyrinth (BWV 591) is a simple tripartite organ piece depicting an entry, a
central chamber and an exit, whereas Le Labyrinthe (1717) for viola da gamba and basso continuo
by Marais is three times as long, more complex, and open to a variety of symbolic and narrative
interpretations. Both composers use similar melodic and harmonic devices, including themes
constructed from seconds, especially semitones, and tritones. As the most distant relationship
between any two keys, the tritone also appears at the harmonic level in both works.
BWV 591 has been the subject of some attention casting doubt on its authenticity, and has been
analysed by Craig Wright. This paper accepts the attribution to Bach supported by Wright, Wolff
and Bartels, but proposes a different analysis from Wright’s.
As a successful composer of operas including Ariane et Bacchus (1696), Marais used overtly
narrative forms elsewhere in his instrumental music. Based on analysis and a hopefully appropriate
level of speculative imagination, this paper suggests that Le Labyrinthe closely retells the story of
Theseus’ conquest of the Minotaur, aided by Ariadne. The work also represents (and incites)
confusion by the remarkable use of irregular keys such as D sharp major and F double sharp minor.
The paper contrasts this work with Bach’s broader depiction of the labyrinth concept.

Matthew Olson
Manipulating Mythology in Opera: The Musical and Lingual Affectations in Georg Philipp
Telemann’s Die wunderbare Best ndigkeit der Liebe, oder Orpheus (1726)
Since the beginnings of the opera genre in the early Baroque period with Jacopo Peri’s Euridice
(1600), composers and librettists have enjoyed the bountiful subject matter of Greek mythology as
settings for their works. Yet despite the wide array of thematic materials to be found in Greek myths,
the story of Orpheus as told by poets like Ovid and Virgil is the unequivocal favourite of the era.

Strangely enough, neither Peri’s Euridice, nor the more famous settings of the myth during the
Baroque era like Claudio Monteverdi’s L’Orfeo (1607) or Georg Philipp Telemann’s esoteric Die
wunderbare Best ndigkeit der Liebe, oder Orpheus (1726) faithfully represent the early writings.
The latter example is the most intriguing: Telemann’s Orpheus setting is bizarre by any operatic
standards. His setting introduces new characters to the Orpheus myth and is written in three
different languages. One historical claim is that Telemann’s songs written in multiple languages are
reflective of the operatic national styles of those languages (Italian, French and German). This
assertion is clearly observed in the songs entirely created by Telemann (with lyrics not adopted
from pre-existing librettos), but as a whole creates a stylistically and linguistically confusing opera.
The multiple languages, styles, and peculiarities in a well-known myth make his contribution seem
like both a compositional experiment as well as a ground-breaking masterpiece. Telemann’s Die
wunderbare Best ndigkeit der Liebe, oder Orpheus is a strange evolution of the Orpheus myth in
opera, but still presents a strong example of the growing national operatic styles of the Baroque
period.

Samantha Owens
“The Incomparable Director”: J.S. Cousser at Hamburg’s Gänsemarkt Theatre, 1694–96
By 1694, following several years working at Braunschweig’s new public opera house (and in the
wake of a series of protracted disagreements with the Wolfenbüttel court poet F.C. Bressand), J.S.
Cousser had moved to Hamburg. Given the Gänsemarkt theatre’s renown within the Holy Roman
Empire, this was hardly a surprising choice. Indeed, after some initial difficulties with the theatre’s
manager, Jakob Kremberg Ð during which Cousser mounted a successful performance of his
opera Der Durch Groß-Muth und Tapferkeit besiegete Porus (Braunschweig 1693) in the refectory
of Hamburg cathedral Ð Cousser was appointed music director at the Gänsemarkt.
Over the course of the next two years, Cousser staged at least four of his own operas at the
theatre, together with works by Jean-Baptiste Lully, Antonio Giannettini and Agostino Steffani.
Drawing upon the extensive collection of librettos held by the Staats- und Universitäts-Bibliothek
Carl von Ossietzky in Hamburg, this paper will offer a reassessment of Cousser’s contribution to
the development of German-language opera, particularly in light of Johann Mattheson’s claim that
Cousser was responsible for introducing the Italian art of singing to the Gänsemarkt opera house
(Der musicalische Patriot, 1728, and Grundlage einer Ehrenpforte, 1740).

Žak Ozmo
LECTURE RECITAL
Vincenzo Galilei and the Well-Tempered Lute
Vincenzo Galilei (c. 1520 Ð 2 July 1591) was an Italian lutenist, composer, music theorist, and the
father of the famous astronomer and physicist Galileo Galilei. Vincenzo and his work were central
to the activities of Florentine Camerata and other leading Italian artistic and intellectual circles
which guided trends in the arts, especially music and drama. He was a seminal figure not only in
the development of the late Renaissance lute style, but of early Baroque music in general.
Among Vincenzo Galilei’s most important compositions is a complete cycle of dances for the lute

which are clearly related to twelve major and twelve minor keys (passamezzo moderno, followed
by a romanesca and saltarello, and then a passamezzo antico and its romanesca and saltarello)
and survives in his 1584 manuscript collection, circulated one hundred and thirty eight years before
J.S. Bach’s Well-Tempered Clavier. Albeit today almost completely unknown, this was one of the
most extraordinary and influential collections of instrumental music in the Renaissance.
In this lecture-recital the author will perform parts of this fascinating collection and discuss its
relation both to other ‘well-tempered’ collections of music for early plucked instruments and to
Bach’s Well-Tempered Clavier, which they all preceded. The author has recorded a world premiere
recording of Vincenzo Galilei’s ‘Well-Tempered Lute’, and the recording will be released on
Hyperion Records in 2014.

Jarmila Paclová
Historical Clavichords in Czech Collections
The topic of my paper is based on my study Historische Clavichorde in tschechischen
Sammlungen (Kunstuniversität Graz 2013). For centuries the clavichord ¯ourished in European
musical culture as a favoured means of expression for intimate music, as a beloved con®dant, and
as an irreplaceable guide in the study of all keyboard instruments. With its unique expressive
qualities it lived unrivalled until the fortepiano came to be its demise. In spite of the evolution that
clavichord construction underwent from its beginning in the 14th century to its ®nal form in the late
18th century and half of the 19th, the general structure and the mechanism of the instrument
remained nearly unchanged. The present paper aims to capture these oldest preserved stringed
keyboard instruments on the Czech territory to create an overall map of the distribution and
preservation of these historical musical treasures. This will be paramount to music historians,
organologists and restorers, as well as for performance practice and is intended partly for
interested people from abroad, who otherwise have essentially no way of gaining comprehensive
information about the situation in the Czech Republic. The focus lies in a detailed investigation and
documentation of 35 preserved historic clavichords (including 30 with fretted and 5 with unfretted
mechanic) from museums and private collections, their identification and condition, technical
parameters and possibility of future use in historical performance practice, including literature and
original repertoire for this instrument.

Szymon Paczkowski
J.Ph. Kirnberger and the Musical Patronage of Count Wacøaw Rzewuski in Podhorce
Johann Philipp Kirnberger (1721Ð1783), one of Bach’s most eminent pupils, spent over ten years
of his life in Poland during the period 1741Ð1751. In 1745 Kirnberger became a harpsichord player
at the residence in Podhorce (today Ukraine) of the prominent Polish aristocrat, Count Wacøaw
Piotr Rzewuski (1706Ð1779), Voivod of Podole (Podolya). The residence at Podhorce in Podolya
was not just any aristocratic seat. Count Rzewuski, himself a gifted poet and playwright, was one
of the most musically sophisticated magnates in Poland. At Podhorce he maintained a private
opera theatre and a sizeable orchestra that he took with him on his travels as far as the Turkish
border. He also made his musicians available for use at the royal court in Warsaw and he
maintained close ties to the Hofkapelle at Dresden court. Rzewuski was well-known for his love of
flute music and was himself a good flutist and violinist. He owned a valuable collection of

instruments, including some Stradivarius violins and modern flutes of the Buffardin system.
This paper will examine a broad range of archival materials and hitherto unknown sources that
illustrate not only that the count Rzewuski was a music lover and patron of arts, but also that his
palace in Podhorce was a fascinating place of cultural exchange in Eastern Europe for musicians
(including Bach pupils), musical instruments and musical repertory (including operas of J.B.
Pergolesi) in the middle of 18th century.

Szymon Paczkowski, see also p. xxx

Janet K. Page
A Happy Union of Nobility and Virtue: Music and Education in a Viennese Convent c. 1688
Entertainments of song, dance, and drama were performed by girls in schools and convents across
Europe in the late 17th century. The anonymous Sittenspiel (moral play) Beglückte Verbundtnüß
des Adels mit der Tugend (The happy union of nobility and virtue), performed by boarding-school
girls at the Augustinian convent of St. Laurenz in Vienna in 1688, is one surviving example. This
paper examines Beglückte Verbundtnüß for what it reveals about female education in Vienna in the
late 17th century, also comparing the work’s aims and expectations with those of entertainments
performed elsewhere by girls.
Vocal pieces in Beglückte Verbundtnüß range from simple songs to arias with obbligato
instrumental accompaniment, some florid passagework, and serious emotional content; noble girls
were expected to perform from a young age, and to gradually expand their skills. Dancing was
likewise an expected skill, and the work’s two dances have different meanings. One tempts the
hero’s resolution; in the second, harmony of sound and movement represent the harmony of
Habsburg rule. The plot equates a beautiful voice with virtue, revealing how highly prized music
was as a social skill and as representative of both personal character and political harmony. A
subplot warns of the bad effects of unsuitable marriage. The characters bear the Greek names for
the qualities they represent; the girls would have had to understand the allegory in order to present
it to their discerning audience. Beglückte Verbundtnüß reinforces the girls’ role in society and
displays their education in music, dance, manners, cultural literacy, and civics.

Vasiliki Papadopoulou
LECTURE RECITAL
Performance Practice Aspects of J.S. Bach’s Sei Solo for Violin as Reflected in Instructive
Editions
Instructive or performance editions were prior to the age of recordings the simplest medium Ð
among other written ones Ð for a performer or a teacher to convey their musical ideas and
preferences and bequeath them to future generations. Editions from the 19th and early 20th
centuries are of great significance, as editors tended to almost arrange works from older periods,
adding and changing articulation, bowings and other expression and tempo markings, dynamics,
fingerings, and accidentals or even notes, providing us with detailed sources for recreating the

contemporary performance practice.
In a lecture-recital various editions of Bach’s Sonatas and Partitas for solo violin (BWV 1001Ð1006)
from this period and by editors with different backgrounds will be presented and performed. The
basis of my observations builds a comparison of these editions Ð regarding the aforementioned
parameters Ð first of all with Bach’s autograph, secondly with other handwritten sources available
at that time to those editors, and finally between the editions themselves. The differences,
similarities, or sometimes even the need to surpass certain usances will be demonstrated through
the practical interpretation of significant segments from selected editions, leading to interesting
observations regarding certain notions not only within an edition, or a certain region, but also
towards an attempt to sketch a performance history of these works.

Agnese Pavanello
The Other Corelli: Sonatas Attributed to Corelli in English Sources
In this paper I will examine a few sonatas attributed to Arcangelo Corelli which are transmitted in
English sources, but were not printed in the six published collections of the composer. These
compositions open up interesting questions about attribution criteria and stylistic analysis
applicable to such ‘unauthorized’ repertory which reveal features in some ways not well
comparable to the compositions officially released by the composer. The partial reliability of the
English manuscript tradition is due to the close contacts that the English court entertained with the
papal city. To this effect the connections of the court of James II and Maria Beatrice d’Este with the
papacy and especially with the entourage around Christina of Sweden will be examined, given that
these circumstances triggered, among other things, a rich flow of Roman musical compositions to
England. The works most likely to bear Corelli’s authorship reveal interesting aspects of the
compositional development of the violinist, offering a cross-section of a ‘submerged’ sonata
repertoire that was to become the basis for later printed collections with music attributed to Corelli.

Rashid-S. Pegah
In Search of Settings and Occasions: Secular Cantatas at the Landgraviate Court of HesseDarmstadt
During the last three decades interest in the music at the Darmstadt court has been rekindled
again. Thus further interest has focussed on the sacred cantatas and the instrumental works of
Christoph Graupner (1683Ð1760), who served for half a century as Hofkapellmeister to two
landgraves of Hessen-Darmstadt. Some attention has also been given to the operas performed
within the decade 1709Ð19. However, the secular cantatas which Graupner composed and
performed during his extraordinary long tenure have been rather neglected. The present paper
undertakes to find answers to questions about the occasions for which these works were
composed and the settings in which they could have been performed. In search of solutions I shall
draw on comparable testimonies from other German courts, related to the Darmstadt court, and on
more general descriptions of settings for music-making, e.g. from 18th-century ‘Ceremonielliteratur’.

Katharina N. Piechocki
La Sincerità trionfante: Articulating Genre, Eroticizing Sterility in Early 17th-Century
Librettos
The aim of this paper is to reevaluate the Baroque opera libretto as a new genre within the context
of changing gender politics in Italy and France. The first half of the 17th century not only constitutes
a significant phase in the Franco-Italian elaboration of the libretto, but also marks a crucial
transformation in dynastic politics, a period when rising absolutism importantly impacted the
conception of sex and gender. I argue that the body natural of the monarch, his effective fertility as
the guarantor of the dynastic lineage, gained as much importance in the libretto as the body politic,
the politically charged symbolic representations of the prince. A paradigmatic figure at the
crossroads of the body politic and the body natural is the mythological figure of Hercules, who
figures as a protagonist in a wide range of opera librettos throughout the 17th century. However, his
significance is particularly relevant in the early phase of the constitution of the libretto, when the
rise of the new genre coincided with the consolidation of new dynastic politics. I focus on La
Sincerità trionfante overo l’erculeo ardire by librettist Ottaviano Castelli, written in 1638 and
performed in the same year at the French Embassy in Rome. Created for the birth of Louis XIV
after more than twenty years of the royal couple’s, Louis XIII’s and Anne of Austria’s, ‘sterility’, La
Sincerità trionfante is the first opera represented on French territory and a powerful example of
early opera’s multifaceted textual, sexual, and political articulations.

Pia Pircher
La basse de viole après la mort de Marais
The French viol school of playing deeply influenced the technique of the instrument through many
compositions and the well-known virtuosos of the viol like Marin Marais and Antoine Forqueray. But
after this so thoroughly researched period, the later decades of the 18th century till the Revolution
are barely recognized in research and by players. In my studies I focus on the solistic repertoire for
bass viol after the death of Marin Marais, when the instrument had already passed its climax in
France but was still an instrument of high reputation and very noble sponsors.
In the Bibliothèque Nationale de France manuscripts of this period are conserved allowing the high
technical level and stylistic innovation to be analysed. It is very interesting to see how technic and
expressivity of the instrument developed in the second half of the 18th century and how it
influenced the better-known German repertoire and players such as Hesse or Abel.
Further is remarkable that women became known as virtuoso players: The viol was (as a noble
instrument) played by women of blue blood always, but stayed an amateur instrument for a long
time. It is fascinating to see what a good reputation these women had won as professional players
and how rarely they are mentioned today.

John Pizer
French Baroque Pomp vs. German Enlightenment Inwardness: The Alcestis Operas of
Lully/Quinault and Schweitzer/Wieland

The French Baroque opera Alceste (1674), composed by Jean-Baptiste Lully with a libretto by
Philippe Quinault, has never been compared to the German Enlightenment Singspiel Alceste
(1773), composed by Anton Schweitzer with text by Christoph Martin Wieland, perhaps because
Christoph Gluck/Ranieri Calzabigi’s Alcestis opera (1767) likely stimulated Wieland’s interest in the
theme. However, a comparison of the French Baroque and German Enlightenment Alcestis operas
would be fruitful. The respective works constitute paradigmatic instances of their ages. The
Lully/Quinault Alceste was composed to glorify Louis XIV’s victory against Franche-Comté and
exemplifies, musically and poetically, the Baroque pomp of the Sun King’s court. The transfer of the
Alcestis operatic motif across the Alps to Weimar resulted in a radical orchestral reduction and a
switch from Baroque oratory to Enlightenment sentimentality. In essays connected to Alceste,
Wieland notes that he (and Schweitzer) strove for the improvement of ethics through the
purification of feelings, criticized Quinault’s humorous scenes (the Lully/Quinault Alceste contains a
Baroque mixture of “buffo interludes” with “acts of a serious drama or opera” [Jack Stein]), and
emphasizes that external plot and action must be sacrificed to the representation of “Empfindung
und innerer Gemüthsbewegung”. My paper would highlight the musical, theatrical, and literary
contrasts between the respective Alcestis operas to underscore how Euripides’ ancient motif
becomes radically altered as it moves across the Alps from France to Germany and across time
from the Baroque to the Enlightenment age.

John S. Powell
French Music and Musicians during the English Restoration
In the mid-17th century, the political and cultural paths of France and England became closely
intertwined as the years of France’s civil war (the Fronde) coincided with the overthrow and
execution of England’s Charles I and the rise of Cromwell. Princess Henrietta-Anna was sent to
live at the French court in 1646, and five years later her brother, the future Charles II, would join
her there. During his nine years residence at the court of Louis XIV Charles II would become
thoroughly francophile in his musical and theatrical tastes.
Upon his restoration to the English throne in 1660, Charles II returned with a fondness for French
music, ballet, and opera. In 1665 Louis Grabu, a student of Robert Cambert, was appointed Master
of the King’s Musick and put in charge of the Violons du Roi Ð an orchestra modeled after Louis
XIV’s Vingt-Quatre Violons du Roi. Cambert would immigrate to England in 1673 as part of the first
wave of French musicians and dancers who left France when Lully gained control of the royal
opera privilege (although there is some evidence that these musicians served as spies for Louis
XIV). While at the English court Cambert adapted his earlier pastoral operas (Ballet et Musique
[clearly related to the Pastorale d’Issy], Ariane, Pomone) for production at the newly constituted
Royal Academy of Music Ð an institution modeled after Lully’s Académie Royale de Musique.
A little-known musical manuscript from this time resides in the Westminster Abbey Chapter Library.
Entitled “Airs de different compositeurs”, it is in fact a collection of songs in French, English, Italian
and Spanish compiled by four different scribes. The 1678 date on the title page suggests that the
collection was assembled during this migration of French musicians, and airs by French
composers Ð some well-known, others quite obscure Ð are most numerous. Particularly noteworthy
is (1) a drinking song by Michel Richard de Lalande (his earliest-known composition), (2) an air
from Lully’s Isis (1677), and (3) the only music preserved from Cambert’s Ballet et Musique. This
anthology provides insight into the French music brought to England during the early years of the
Restoration.

Adrian Powney
A Time of Uncertainty: Marc-Antoine Charpentier’s Use of ¢ and 2
Recent literature has begun to address some aspects of performance practice in the works of the
17th-century French composer Marc-Antoine Charpentier. To date a full scale study of metre and
tempo indications has yet to be completed. Such a study is particularly necessary given the era in
which he worked. The gradual and confusing change from the mensural to the metrical system of
notating rhythm means Charpentier may have used either one or a combination of both of these
systems; thus time signatures may or may not have given some clue as to tempo.
One interesting aspect of my research on Charpentier’s metrical notation is his use of the time
signatures ¢ and 2. As existing studies of Charpentier’s method of notating and annotating his
scores show him to be idiosyncratic, it is dangerous to make assumptions about his choice of one
or other of these time signatures on the basis of his contemporaries’ practices. My research has,
therefore, involved a comprehensive examination of the contexts in which Charpentier uses these
two time signatures across the whole of his substantial output (some 550 works). This paper seeks
to illustrate some of my findings, focusing on the question of whether Charpentier intended any
difference between these time signatures and whether his choice of one or the other was indicative
of a faster or slower tempo.

Christoph Prendl
„Wie man soll die finger richten zu lehrnen schlagen“: Alessandro Poglietti and the
Teaching of Keyboard Technique in the Late 17th Century
Alessandro Poglietti, Viennese court organist under Leopold I from 1661 until 1683 and one of the
most prolific keyboard composers of his time, is the author of a manuscript treatise aiming to guide
beginners to the art of playing, composing and improvising. It includes sections on thorough bass,
music theory literature, organ registration and Ð pre-eminently Ð more than 100 fingered exercises
focusing on the development of keyboard technique. The latter part of Poglietti's treatise is not only
of the utmost historical importance concerning our knowledge of 17th-century keyboard pedagogy,
but also of great practical value for keyboard players nowadays, since it offers a historically
appropriate way to work on keyboard technique. Out of the manuals of the south German organ
school it is one of the very few writings to offer exercises isolating a single technical aspect and
putting them into sequential patterns. Moreover, it is the only one to originate from a renowned
composer at the time. The fact that not only these exercises, but also a noticeable amount of
keyboard pieces by Poglietti as well as documents from his teaching environments are still extant,
serves us with a unique insight in late 17th-century keyboard pedagogy. The paper focuses on the
historical context of Poglietti's writings and teaching methods, on the relation between the
exercises and his well-known collection of keyboard pieces Rossignolo (1677) and on their
implications for early keyboard players today.

Chris Price
As Thomas Was Cudgell’d One Day by His Wife: Rediscovering the Music of the Canterbury

Catch Club
By the middle of the 18th century most larger towns and cities in Britain boasted at least one formal
association of gentlemen who came together to sing the catches Ð and their more sophisticated
cousins, the glees Ð which had emerged in the late 16th century. While the better-documented
London clubs were constituted by and for the upper classes who were able to engage the services
of professional musicians, provincial catch clubs such as the one at Canterbury seem to have
opened their doors to a slightly more inclusive membership including amateur musicians as well as
those employed by the cathedral. Moreover, many of the provincial clubs came to offer public
concerts open to a wider public. This paper focuses on the significant archive of vocal music
collected by the Canterbury Catch Club. The paper not only reintroduces a somewhat neglected
repertoire but also investigates relationships with the literature of the period, which includes late
17th- and 18th-century drama and poetry. Although some of the repertoire is unique to Canterbury
and Kent, reference will be made to the dissemination of music throughout the country, and to the
lively artistic culture of provincial towns and cities whose music connects the late English Baroque
both with its antecedents and its descendants Ð the smaller-scale vocal repertoire of a later period
Ð suggesting that the Baroque legacy of catch club culture and music lived on well into the 19th
century.

Johannes Prominczel
Remarks on the Copyists of the Imperial Court in the First Half of the 18th Century
Several musicologists attempted to identify the main copyist of Johann Joseph Fux (1660Ð1741),
often without the examination of a representative number of manuscripts. Actually we are far away
from assigning hands to particular persons. We don’t even know the exact number of persons who
worked as copyists for the Imperial court chapel because of the similarities of different hands and
the differences in one hand over the years.
More than 500 manuscripts of liturgical music of the three probably most important composers of
the Viennese court in the first half of the 18th century, Marc’Antonio Ziani (c. 1652Ð1715), Johann
Joseph Fux and Antonio Caldara (1670Ð1736), have been preserved in Vienna. Based on the large
number of parts, the attempt will be made to distinguish between the most frequent hands and to
define their characteristic signs as well as their common features. Furthermore, the issue of the
difficulties of dating hands will be discussed.

Théodora Psychoyou
Ancients and Moderns, Italians and French: Status and Transformations of Ancient Greek
Models in 17th-Century Writings on Music
The idea of an antica musica ridotta alla moderna pratica, as proposed by Nicola Vicentino in 1555,
introduced an original project that marked the theoretical discourse of the transition towards a new
paradigm, displayed in Baroque music throughout the 17th century. However, the status of Antique
authorities changes at the beginning of the 17th century, in a gradual but radical mode, during the
‘scientific revolution’ that restructures the ‘Quadrivium’, and thus ‘Musica’ within the new order of
knowledge. French and Italians do not seem to deal with this change in a similar way.

The scope of this paper is to discuss, in a comparative way, the fortune of Antique models as part
of the discursive strategies of musicians and theorists, mainly in 17th-century French writings on
music, from Marin Mersenne’s output in 1620’s-30’s till the 1680’s Ancients and Moderns ‘querrelle’,
and the mutation of the latter to a ‘querrelle’ of French versus Italian music. Italian theorists use
quite often the Ancients/Moderns parallel but in a different way and with other perspectives. The
prospect deployed in France led to the quarrel between the Ancients and Moderns; it is clearly
linked to the monarchy project too, seeking to establish a French powerful and dominant Modernity.
The one deployed in Italy, notwithstanding a certain number of disputes on various points, led to a
more irenic vision, at least in its statement of intent, not of a conflictual duality but of an
assimilation of Ancient music canons into modern practice.

Robert Rawson
Gottfried Finger as Music Collector and Arranger
During his long and varied career, the Moravian-born composer and multi-instrumentalist Gottfried
Finger (c. 1655Ð1730) worked in many of the most important musical centres in Europe, including
Munich, London, Salzburg, Berlin and Mannheim to name just a few. He also crossed paths with
composers whose names are today much better known than his own, including Biber, Purcell,
Telemann and possibly Couperin. Starting in his early years in Moravia right through to his final
years in London before his return to the Continent (we don’t have enough surviving repertoire from
his later period to draw useful conclusions) Finger made a habit of collecting and arranging the
works of other composers. This paper examines the sources and circumstances for these
borrowings, ranging from early works in Moravia (from the Vienna-based Ignazio Albertini as well
as Lully Ð perhaps the earliest evidence of Lully’s music in the Czech lands) to his outright stealing
of several movements from Johann Casper Fischer’s Le journal du printemps (Augsburg 1695) for
one of his own theatre suites. Finally, I will also discuss the possible role of his own arrangements
for the public concert series at York Buildings with a reconstruction from surviving manuscript
sources of his instrumental arrangement of “How Happy the Lover” from Purcell’s King Arthur
(1691).

Barbara Reul
“Never Believe Anything You Read” – A Critical Examination of J.F. Fasch’s “Lebenslauf”
(1757)
A brief autobiographical essay by Johann Friedrich Fasch (1688Ð1758) appeared in volume 3 of
F.W. Marpurg’s Historisch-Kritische Beyträge zur Aufnahme der Musik. Published shortly before
Fasch’s death, it provides a first-person narrative primarily of his formative years and chosen
career path prior to accepting the position of Kapellmeister at the court of Anhalt-Zerbst in 1722.
Several pages later, we also find a detailed overview of the musical forces he had at his disposal
towards the end of his career.
Curiously, several events, locations and dates related in Fasch’s autobiographical essay as well as
some of the instruments played by his musicians are inaccurate. This raises multiple questions:
How could he have got these facts wrong? Why did Fasch not comment on any of his impressive
“Musicalien-Wechsel” activities between 1728 and 1755? Finally, how much (if any) input did

Marpurg have on Fasch’s approach to writing for posterity?
To answer these questions, it is necessary to view Fasch’s “Lebenslauf” through a much larger
lens. His essay amalgamates two types of life writing traditions from the mid-18th century. In
addition to offering a chronological account of his own ‘from rags to riches’ story, Fasch wove in a
‘traveller’s tale’. This paper argues that the Kapellmeister of Anhalt-Zerbst must have felt frustrated
in 1757 about not being able (or allowed) to include a description of, or at least commentary on, his
own difficult spiritual journey as a Lutheran Pietist. As a result, he ultimately opted in favour of
gently bending the truth instead.

Christoph Riedo
Collegia musica and the Development of the Public Concert in Switzerland
Although Zwingli did not explicitly forbid music in the church, the liturgical tradition of the Zwinglian
confession gave no significance to music. Consequently, music-making was largely pushed into
the private sphere. From about 1600 on, this cultural environment led to the founding of collegia
musica, for example in Zürich, Winterthur, St. Gallen, Bern, Basel, Aarau and Schaffhausen. These
collegia musica, either bourgeois or student-oriented, originally focused on singing psalms in a
private setting. Just as instrumental music was later to gain importance within Swiss society,
however, there was in these associations the seed of a new tradition: music-making as an
integrated and participatory aspect of urban life. While at first the members of the collegia musica
sang around a round table, this closed circle slowly opened up (as documented in iconographical
sources). The circle became a semicircle, open to the audience. Before the amateurs eventually
overcame their embarrassment and performed on a raised stage, the musicians Ð including women,
who were otherwise not tolerated Ð sometimes performed behind a curtain, in order to preserve
their anonymity. This paper will trace the development of musical performance in stages, from the
initial closed circle to a more accessible, semi-public setting, and finally to public performances in
churches, subscription concerts, and open-air performances by lakes or rivers. We will see that,
surprisingly, the old tradition of private music-making became a motor for the modern public
musical life of the Protestant cities of the Old Swiss Confederacy.

Christopher Roberts
Edward Finch, the Italian Style and Creativity in Early 18th-Century York
Edward Finch (1663Ð1738), a prebendary of York Minster, was a wealthy and well-connected
amateur musician. An active composer, arranger and flautist, his network of musical contacts
comprised a range of native and foreign professional musicians working in London and York,
including Henry Purcell, Gottfried Finger, the flautist John Loeillet, the cellist Lorenzo Bocchi and
the castrato Farinelli. Finch and his immediate circle of clergymen and musicians associated with
the Minster had strong interests in Italian music; all of them composed in the Italian style, basing
their music on works by fashionable Italian composers. Their collection of printed and manuscript
music allows us to examine the repertoire in circulation and the culture of collaboration and
creativity at the Minster in the early 18th century. Finch, in particular, copied sacred vocal music by
Agostino Steffani, orchestrated and transposed a number of solo sonatas by Arcangelo Corelli, and
composed a series of eleven Italianate solo sonatas of his own. It will be demonstrated how music

was created, recreated and adapted by Finch and his circle for use in domestic settings and at the
Minster.

Michael Robertson
“Reprinted to My Great Damage”: English Sources in Balthasar Christoph Wust’s Three
17th-Century Exercitium Collections of Dance Music
In 1655, John Playford issued his Court-Ayres in London. In 1660, Balthasar Christoph Wust
issued Exercitium musicum in Frankfurt am Main. Both editions were large-scale collections of
dance music brought together from a variety of sources. For Wust, one of these sources was
Court-Ayres; seven pieces from Playford’s collection are included with an often-incompetent
second treble part being added to the latter’s treble and bass. The editor of Wust’s edition is only
identified as “N.B.N”; I will argue that it may have been the publisher himself.
Both English and German publications must have been a commercial success; Wust followed with
Continuatio exercitii musici in 1666, this time in four instrumental parts and edited by Johann
Hector Beck. Playford’s Courtly Masquing Ayres was issued in 1662, still for treble and bass, but
with a preface complaining that the earlier Court-Ayres had “found so good acceptance both in this
Kingdome and beyond Seas, that there it was reprinted to my great damage”. If a direct reference
to Exercitium musicum, it had no effect. Continuatio exercitii musici plundered liberally from both
Court-Ayres and Courtly Masquing Ayres, as did the third volume of Wust’s series, the 1670
Continuatio exercitii musici secunda.
In this paper, I will detail the hitherto-unidentified borrowings from Playford in Wust’s 1666 and
1670 collections and, in the light of these, examine the additional inner parts and movement
ordering of the three often-misunderstood Exercitium publications. Finally, I will discuss the
implications of these borrowings for our understanding of the German consort suite of the 17th
century.

Graham Sadler
The Maga and the Shepherds: Marc-Antoine Charpentier’s Appropriation of a Poetic
Convention from Italian Opera in His Dramatic Motets
Studies of Charpentier’s oratorio-like dramatic motets have long acknowledged the composer’s
debt to the Latin oratorios of his mentor Giacomo Carissimi. Less well known is the fact that, in
many of these works, Charpentier also drew inspiration from Italian opera.
One well-defined convention of Venetian opera which is the focus of the present paper is the use of
versi sdruccioli. This distinctive metre, considered coarse and vulgar by 16th-century literary
theorists, came to be associated in 17th-century opera largely with invocation scenes and
references to the underworld. Thus it was surely a conscious decision by Charpentier and his
anonymous librettist to use the Latin equivalent of versi sdruccioli in Mors Saülis et Jonathae, H403,
during the crucial scene in which the Maga invokes the ghost of Samuel. As will be demonstrated,
this scene is clearly modelled on the genre of invocation established in Cavalli’s Giasone (1649),
not only in its succession of versi sdruccioli but in certain musical and structural characteristics.
Moreover, Charpentier evidently knew that this ‘uncouth’ Italian metre was also associated with

rustic comedy, since it forms the basis of the “inculto sed devoto carmine” (uncouth but devout
song) which the Bethlehem shepherds sing to the Infant Jesus in two of his best-known Christmas
cantica (H414 and H421). The identification of such hitherto unrecognized Italianisms in these
Latin-texted dramatic motets adds significantly to the emerging picture of Charpentier’s
extraordinary anticipation of what Couperin would later immortalize as “la réunion des goûts”.

Alberto Sanna
Arcangelo Corelli According to Giuseppe Ottavio Pitoni: The Theory and the Practice of the
Roman ‘Minute’ Styles
Between 1696 and 1713, Cardinal Pietro Ottoboni employed Arcangelo Corelli as concertmaster
and Giuseppe Ottavio Pitoni as choirmaster at the Palazzo della Cancelleria in Rome. During those
years, Corelli was active as a violinist, orchestral leader and composer of instrumental works;
Pitoni as an organist, choir director and composer of sacred vocal works. On several occasions the
two musicians performed together at events organised by the Cardinal. Moreover, while Corelli
published his Ops. 4 and 5 sonatas, and his Op. 6 concerti, Pitoni produced the most up-to-date
theoretical reflection on an issue, that of style variety, which for two centuries had been made the
basis of a great deal of speculation in some of the more vibrant musical confluences of northern
and central Italy.
In this paper I examine the relationship between the theory and the practice of the so-called
'minute' styles of late 17th-century Roman music as epitomised in the theoretical writings of Pitoni
and in the published compositions of Corelli. I argue that the notion of ‘minute’ styles bridged the
gap between composition and performance by grounding a new set of compositional norms in
current performing conventions Ð especially those pertaining to instrumental music. Through the
analysis of the seven excerpts from Corelli's works discussed in the first volume of Pitoni's
Harmonic Guide, I hope to demonstrate that this characteristic harmonic mentality reflected a kind
of musical empiricism that was peculiar to the specific socio-cultural milieu to which both Corelli
and Pitoni belonged.

Alon Schab
Purcell and the Modality of the Minor Key
According to Edward J. Dent, “it has often been remarked that Purcell in all his works shows a
peculiar leaning to the minor mode, offering in this respect a great contrast to Lulli, whose
employment of the minor mode is comparatively rare.” Without reference or explanation, Dent
offers that statement in his Foundations of English Opera (1928). Such incautious arguments are
quite impossible to find in modern scholarship, and yet Dent had no little truth in his claim, and it
still deserves attention.
My study investigates Purcell’s idiosyncratic use of the minor key. It will be shown that in a
substantial body of his minor-mode works Purcell uses melodic leaps and harmonic progressions
often identified with folk and folk-like music. Some of these idioms have been mentioned by
scholars (but only with relation to Purcell’s “Scotch Tunes”) and some were not analysed hitherto. It
will be shown that these idioms are fundamental to one’s understanding of the composer’s late

style.

Ingrid Schraffl
Venetian Opera buffa in Vienna: The Case of Galuppi’s Il marchese villano
In Vienna, opera buffa was so successful during the second half of the 18th century that it even
supplanted to a large extent the very popular opera seria. The main place of origin of such operas
was Venice, one of the most important Italian opera centres, from which opera buffa spread out all
over Europe. Based on results of the research project “Opera buffa in Vienna“ carried out at the
University of Vienna, which deals with the adaptation practice applied to the operas imported from
Italy, the example of Baldassarre Galuppi’s and Pietro Chiari’s Il marchese villano is used here to
thoroughly analyse not only the manifold relationships existing between Venice and Vienna, but
above all the conditions and mechanisms of the reworking of such imported operas for the
Viennese stages as a form of cultural transfer. The opera Il marchese villano, written for the
Venetian Teatro di San Moisè, underwent a particularly extensive treatment, entailing a great
number of changes, in view of its adaptation to the Viennese performance context. For this reason,
it represents a significant example of the music transfer current at that time from Italy to Vienna.

Yaël Sela-Teichler
This, Too, an Enlightenment Theory of Music: Moses Mendelssohn on the Sublime in Music
and Poetry
In Mendelssohn’s philosophical and critical writings, music is allocated a singular position not only
in his aesthetics but also in his seminal project of commentary and translation of the Hebrew Bible.
In light of the deep entrenchment of European musical culture in the theology and practices of
Christianity, on the one hand, and the lack of a music-philosophical tradition in Judaism, on the
other, Mendelssohn’s intense philosophical engagement with music from the mid-1750s onward
deserves particular attention, both within his aesthetic writings and, even more so, in the Bible
commentary and translation of biblical poetry.
Drawing on these two bodies of text Ð the aesthetics and the Bible commentary Ð in a composite
analysis, the paper explores Mendelssohn's conceptualization of music in relation to theories by
contemporary German writers, among them Johann Philipp Kirnberger and other proponents of the
Bach tradition. Focusing on Mendelssohn’s aesthetic of the Sublime, I explicate the place of music
in his philosophical writings on the arts, language, and religion as a divine art form that ultimately
articulates his particular enlightened concepts of divine revelation, redemption, and universality.
The paper suggests that Mendelssohn’s status as an icon of Enlightenment already during his
lifetime is reflected in musical works created by some of the foremost contemporary Prussian
composers who were inspired by Mendelssohn’s translation of biblical poetry and aesthetics of the
Sublime. These works represent an interreligious intellectual encounter, and some may have
constituted an attempt to make Jewish enlightenment, past and present, not only visible but also
audible.

Tatiana Shabalina
Bach’s Parody Process: Observations from the Early Leipzig Manuscripts
Although there is vast literature on Bach’s parody process, not all the corrections in parody
manuscripts have not been researched thoroughly and require new consideration. My recent study
of corrections in the manuscripts of BWV 34 and BWV 34 , for example, has raised a hitherto
unknown and radically new set of correlations in these works (see Bach-Jahrbuch 2010, pp. 95Ð
109).
The present paper will trace the peculiarities and characteristics of Bach’s parody process in his
manuscripts from the 1720s, with a focus on the growing role of the copyists in the procedure. It
seems from the study of corrections in the manuscripts Mus. ms. Bach St 73, St 62, P 74, P 613,
KUM Tokio (BWV 216) that the work of Bach’s copyists (Christian Gottlob Meißner and Johann
Heinrich Bach in particular) was significant and that some of the parodies in the period 1726Ð1728
were mainly made by them. The difference between parodies from this period and those of earlier
and later years will be presented in this paper, as well as the statistics of Bach’s parodies
according to their original manuscripts. The new findings and the composer’s changing attitude to
parody process during his life will be discussed. Recent discoveries of ‘Texte zur Music’ in St.
Petersburg confirm the standard chronology of Bach’s cantatas from 1724, but this is not entirely
the case for his cantatas after 1726. The new findings can contribute to a better understanding of
Bach’s parody process, and his work of the late 1720s.

Roderick Sharpe, see p. xxx

Robert Shay / Roderick Sharpe
A New Source of Restoration Cathedral Music in Illinois: Previously Unknown Works by
William Turner
In November 2010, the School of Music at Western Illinois University (WIU) received a manuscript
containing 17th-century English cathedral music, arriving in an envelope postmarked Scarborough,
Maine, with no return address. While the sender remains unknown, the manuscript once belonged
to John Bumpus (inscription: “E Libris Johannis Bumpus”), whose A History of English Cathedral
Music appeared in 1908. Listing the compositions of Henry Aldrich in his History, Bumpus includes
a “Service in F, of which the present writer possesses a score in the autograph of Dr. William
Turner”. This corresponds to the WIU manuscript: inscriptions state “Dr. Aldrich’s Service in F: and
two full anthems by Dr. Turner” and “In Dr. Turner’s handwriting”. In its original calf binding, all
evidence suggests that the manuscript came into existence as a bound book of music paper, with
an extant bookplate indicating John Playford sold it.
Examination of the manuscript since its arrival at WIU culminated in a March 2013 symposium,
where, joined by Nicholas Temperley and Bryan White, the present authors considered the
manuscript’s origins and contents. Aided by correspondence from several other scholars, these
exchanges led to the conclusion that the music is entirely by Turner, with the inscription to Aldrich
proving an 18th- or 19th-century mistake which Bumpus repeated uncritically. In this paper, we will
provide a detailed description of the manuscript and make the case for Turner’s authorship of the

contents, which include a previously unknown anthem and service, as well as another anthem
existing incomplete in other sources.

Petr Slouka
The Secular Dramatic Music of Johann Heinrich Schmelzer: A Contribution to the History of
Festive Serenatas in the 17th Century
Schmelzer’s secular dramatic music, also known as festive serenatas, constitutes a marginal part
of the composer’s work in comparison to his instrumental compositions. This fact, together with
shorter extent of serenatas and its specific compositional and formal simplicity, probably caused
insufficient reflection in musicological literature. Schmelzer’s preserved serenatas (L’Urno della
sorte, Le Veglie ossequiose) were composed for the celebration of Roman Emperor Leopold I’s
birthdays. For the engagement and birthday of Leopold’s daughter, archduchess Maria Antonia,
Hercules und Onfale, and Die sieben Alter were written. These works had been composed in the
last ten years of the author’s live. All of Schmelzer’s serenatas represent one act vocalinstrumental works with one main reason Ð to pay tribute to the honored person and express
congratulations. Interestingly, in some librettos for the serenatas for Leopold I, we can find
commentaries to actual political situations, likewise in the dramatic music of Antonio Draghi or the
prologues of Lully’s operas.
One of the aims of the lecture is to familiarize listeners with the present state of research in this
area, which can be covered only by selected works of Ji í Sehnal and Herbert Seifert. Attention will
be paid to preserved performing materials, as manuscript scores or parts and printed librettos, and
to formal aspect of the serenatas, their contents and the selection of the libretto language,
distinguishing Schmelzer’s works composed for the emperor from the serenatas for Maria Antonia.
In connection with the archduchess performing as the main singer in the serenata Hercules und
Onfale, the issue of child opera at the Habsburg imperial court during the second half of the 17th
century will also be mentioned.

Peter Smaill, see p. xxx

Beate Sorg
Graupner and the Use of Musical Borrowings
Heretofore, the immense quantity of Christoph Graupners vocal works has made it a daunting
scheme for scholars to survey the re-use of earlier music, either of his own or other composer’s
origin. It has been stated to date, that Graupner, who reworked a considerable number of his
ouverture suites to fit into his later symphonies, used to create new music in his cantatas as a
matter of principle, even if confronted with the same lyrics or textual templates.
However, there is evidence that Graupner used parody technique in various cases, on the one
hand in church cantatas when he re-used some of his previous chorale settings, on the other hand
when he achieved a fusion of old and new elements in certain secular cantatas.

In this paper, a detailed overview of re-used movements of selected cantatas shall be presented
for the first time, taking, in particular, into account the question of settings and conditions at the
Hessen-Darmstadt court that swayed the Hofkapellmeister to deviate from his usual principles of
composing new music.

Ana Stefanovic
Comparison of Narrative Structures in Lully’s and Rameau’s tragédie lyrique
The paper examines literary and musical narrativity in the operas of Lully and Rameau, starting
with the premise that the coherence of the genre field of ‘tragédie lyrique’, in all its duration from
the second half of the 17th through the first half of the 18th century, is indebted not only to genre,
dramaturgic and poetic conventions (which was shown by researches up to now), but also to
stability of narrative modes and structures. In a word, stability of the genre is not founded only in
the way in which dramatic action is presented Ð on mimesis, but also in the way in which the story
is told literarily and musically Ð on diegesis. The comparison of several Lully's and Rameau's
operas shows the repetition of specific narrative structures, regarding their content, as well as their
arrangement, from one work to another. On that level it is established that the repetition of literary
topoi, including rhetorical procedures, also conditions analogous musical expressive forms and
stylistic features. A particular accent is placed, within given narrative chain, on the examination of
the topos of pastorale, which forms a specific difference and central point of the ‘modernity’ of
‘tragédie lyrique’ in relation to its literary model. This specific difference can be explained, besides
on aesthetic and dramaturgic level, by its analogous, central position within the narrative chain.
The pastoral wide space of fantastic and gallant plot appears, namely, as crystallization of narrative
function within ‘tragédie lyrique’ and, on a wider plane, as a link which, through relief, loosening of
tension, mediates the movement from dramatic conflict to tragic outcome.

Russell Stinson
Richard Wagner and the Well-Tempered Clavier: A Closer Look
Richard Wagner hailed J.S. Bach as one of the greatest composers Ð German or otherwise Ð in
music history. In this paper, I will consider Wagner’s reception of Bach’s Well-Tempered Clavier,
the collection of forty-eight preludes and fugues that Wagner regarded as the essence of Bach’s art.
According to the diaries of Wagner’s wife Cosima, all forty-eight works were performed by the
pianist Joseph Rubinstein (who had come to Wagner to be cured of his Jewish ‘deficiencies’) in a
series of soirées at Wagner’s villa in Bayreuth, and Cosima dutifully recorded many of her
husband’s fascinating commentaries on the music. Despite the efforts of Martin Geck and Carl
Dahlhaus, these commentaries have not received much scholarly attention. Their subject matter
involves form, melody, harmony, counterpoint, and figuration (which for Wagner had programmatic
implications) as well as correspondences to operas by Wagner and Mozart.
In conjunction with my examination of Cosima’s diaries, I have also studied Wagner’s personal
copy of the Well-Tempered Clavier, housed today at the Richard-Wagner-Museum, Bayreuth. The
inscriptions found in this neglected source agree closely with Wagner’s commentaries and range
from general remarks on musical style to detailed performance instructions. One of the hands
represented is definitely that of Cosima’s daughter Daniela, who was given musical instruction in

Bayreuth not only by her mother but also by Wagner. The identification of the other hands, which
are presumably those of Rubinstein, Cosima, and Wagner himself, will require further research.

Andrej Šuba
Introductio in Generalem Bassum Johanis Franciscii
The paper analyses the theoretical work Introductio in Generalem Bassum written in Latin by
Johann Francisci (1691Ð1758), a little known organist and composer from what is today central
Slovakia (Banská Bystrica). His biography was published in Johann Mattheson’s Grundlage einer
Ehren-Pforte as a result of an exchange of letters, scores and books between Francisci and the
author. Comparative analysis of Francisci’s manuscript shows that his thorough-bass treatise is an
adaptation and translation of the first volume of the Musicalische Handleitung by Friedrich Erhard
Niedt. Francisci’s treatise thus becomes part of a textual tradition which includes works such as
Johann Sebastian Bach’s Vorschriften und Grundsätze zum Vierstimmigen Spielen des GeneralBass. Comparison of these sources, together with Francisci’s statement „Ich hatte das Glück, den
berühmten Hrn. Capellmeister Bach kennen zu lernen [...]“ demonstrate that this almost unknown
manuscript could be possibly a source of more than local interest.

Marjo Suominen
Tracking Performance Traditions of Handel’s Opera Giulio Cesare in Egitto
Handel’s Giulio Cesare in Egitto is one of his best known and most successful operas. Handel’s
melodic skill and creation of musical moods is unique. I will study Handel´s Giulio Cesare and its
three fairly recent performance versions via these three theoretical frameworks:
1)

geographic European musical rhetoric ideas: (Italian, beauty based; French, stressing
effectiveness and German, intellectual-oriented),

2)

Raymond Monelle’s (pastoral-epoque, hunting-protest, military-colonialist) musical tropes,
and

3)

Eero Tarast’s existential semiotic Z-model (as an application for an analysis of the social
[self; being-in-itself; SOI] and individual [ego; being-in-myself; MOI] characterizations of the
opera).

Classical oratorical-affectual (i.e. based on rhetoric-emotive) doctrines were in use in all arts during
the 18th century having an influence on the theory of music and its overall terminology.
In Giulio Cesare, the affect of love triumphs over that of revenge, and therefore I study how love is
defined in the work. This agential duality is modified as a counter-forcible embodiment of the main
theme. Thus, affects of love and revenge in the opera appear as a positive revenge (manifested by
Caesar) and as a negative revenge (by Ptolemy), and in another duality, as a positive love (by
Cleopatra), and as a negative love (by Ptolemy and Achilla). Cleopatra and Caesar are seen as
individuals making choices; even if within the framework of moral values set by societies. The
performance versions I have chosen to study represent these dualities and rhetoric ideas.

Jeanne R. Swack
“A Curse and Abomination to God and Men”: Erdmann Neumeister’s Anti-Jewish Writings
in the Context of Early 18th-Century Hamburg
In this paper, I provide an account of the relationship between some of Hamburg’s key musical
figures, whether as composers, writers, or librettists, with the Hamburg Jewish community and
Jews in general in the first half of the 18th century. While I have treated two aspects of this
relationship in past works (in Keiser’s Singspiele and Telemann’s setting of an anti-Jewish text by
the pastor/librettist Heinrich Tobias Schubart), my focus here is the developer of the “operatic” type
cantata libretto, Erdmann Neumeister. I assess an early virulently anti-Jewish sermon that he
preached on the 25th Sunday after Trinity, 1713 in his previous position at the court of Erdmann von
Promnitz in Sorau, Poland and published in both the Sorau and Hamburg editions of his sermon
collection Priesterliche Lippen in Bewahrung der Lehre, a collection otherwise aimed squarely at
Pietism. This sermon shows Neumeister’s early reading of Eisenmenger’s notorious Endecktes
Judenthum (1711), a book to which he returned as his focus in another sermon (likewise published)
for Judica Sunday, 1719 and most likely in the non-extant sermon delivered in coordination with the
other Hamburg principal Lutheran clergy in August 1730, resulting in the populace rioting against
the Jewish population.
Further, I can show that Neumeister was the likely author of the unsigned article “Juden” in
Zedler’s Grosses vollständiges Universallexicon (Leipzig, 1731ff.). The article, which footnotes
Priesterliche Lippen, consists largely of an anti-Jewish rant, presenting nearly verbatim the central
section of the sermon, altered to make it look like an encyclopedia article.

John Swadley
“Plainchant So That an Eight Year Old Girl Could Understand It”: The Pepusch Student
Ricardo de la Main in Mexico City, 1747
In colonial Mexico City of 1747, Don Ricardo de la Main published a twelve page
index/advertisement for his forthcoming music method which was to be entitled Exposition of
Ecclesiastical Music, and Relief for Succentors, with a second title Exposition of Ancient Music,
and of Viadanian Music, or the Art of Modern Accompaniment. This book, which the author had
developed for a girl’s music school, promised a method “so radical, that in a term of six months one
can understand the entire Art of Music without fatiguing the memory”. Copies of the index were
sent to Rome, Paris, Montpellier, Salamanca, Alcalá, Toledo and Seville for the opinions of the
“best and most outstanding maestros” of Europe. Inside de la Main’s index, we learn the surprising
detail that he had been a student of “Don Juan Christopher Pepusch, in the palace of the most
excellent gentleman, the Duke of Chandos in London”. De la Main received a conservative musical
indoctrination from Pepusch at Cannons, beginning with Zarlino, then progressing to the hoary
bible of Spanish musicians, Pietro Cerone’s El melopeo y maestro, with Guido d’Arezzo, the
Venerable Bede and Boethius visited along the way. Despite this conservative musical genealogy,
de la Main opposed the still prevalent hexachordal thought of his fellow Spaniards and his former
maestro, Pepusch. The present paper explores this and other Spanish musical controversies of the
day.

Zoltán Szabó
An Exceedingly Careless Scribe? – J.P. Kellner’s Copy of the Bach String Solo Works
Johann Peter Kellner has long since been recognised as one of the most prolific copyists of J.S.
Bach’s works. Copies of at least forty-six Bach compositions survive in Kellner’s hand, while many
more have been lost. Most of his surviving copies were of organ and clavier compositions of
Johann Sebastian, although there are some notable non-keyboard works amongst his copies as
well. The best known of these are the two sets for solo string instruments: the six Cello Suites and
the Violin Partitas and Sonatas. Kellner was a skilled organist and cantor, but without prominent
expertise in playing a string instrument; therefore the reasons behind his endeavour to make these
copies are intriguing. According to handwriting studies, both sets of copies stem from the same
period, yet internal evidence suggests that they seem to have been based on models of very
different calibre. As neither of those models survived, any evidence pointing to what authorial script
Kellner actually copied can only be circumstantial. Kellner’s dependability as a scribe has often
been questioned in the past because of his obvious copying mistakes. However, a re-evaluation of
the evidence suggests that the problem may have been not his copying but the quality of the
exemplars he was working from. If that is true, then the authority of his copies may need to be
significantly reassessed. This paper will take a fresh look at his work as mirrored in his copies of
the Violin and Cellos Solos.

Ruth Tatlow
Metaphor or Reality: Harmonic Proportions, Canons and Compositions in Heaven
The writings of many of J.S. Bach’s Lutheran contemporaries show a common belief in the nature
of music in eternity. Because of the use of images and metaphors, modern scholars have tended to
classify descriptions of eternal music as symbolic, or alchemical, rather than as part of an active
theological doctrine. Sources show, however, that belief in the eternal nature of music informed the
behavioural practice of many Lutheran musicians and composers: it was an integral part of a
theology of music prevalent in the Thuringian area c. 1700Ð1720. The Erfurt organist, J.H. Buttstett,
for example, used his understanding of proportion, canons and the trias harmonica to demonstrate
that specific music composed on earth would survive the catastrophes of the end of time, and be
heard in heaven. This argument was harshly refuted and ridiculed by the Hamburg-based J.
Mattheson, who, although living outside the Thuringian region, developed his own views on
heavenly music throughout his lifetime, publishing a final statement in 1754.
The purpose of this exploration into the metaphor or reality of heavenly music is to gain a fuller
understanding of the significance of J.S. Bach’s compositional use of proportional parallelism. In
order to set Bach’s practice in a larger context, the numerical structures of compositions by many
of his immediate predecessors and his successors have been examined for evidence of largescale parallel proportions. The results raise many questions. For how long did belief in the
harmonic perfection of God-created harmony last into the 18th century? How widespread was the
belief that proportionally perfected compositions would survive in heaven? Was the use of parallel
proportions always motivated by theological beliefs, or had they become part of a traditional
compositional technique with no extra-musical significance? In addressing these questions,
evidence and illustrations will be taken from works by Pachelbel, Kuhnau, Mattheson, Muffat, and

several of Bach’s sons.

Ruth Tatlow, see also p. xxx

Shirley Thompson
How the Earth Moved for Charpentier: A Misunderstood Notation in Baroque France
Music by Lully, Charpentier, Lalande and their French successors contains a form of notation which,
to judge from recent performances and recordings, remains largely misunderstood in practice. It
takes the form of repeated notes (usually crotchets or quavers) marked with slurs or wavy lines. In
performance, string players tend to accept this notation at face value, reading the slurs as an
indication of portato, while in some instances it has been interpreted as some form of tremolando.
This paper confirms that neither interpretation was intended. Building on the foundations of
previous scholarship, it will focus on the adoption of this device in France, and in particular on its
use by Marc-Antoine Charpentier. I will reappraise the evidence in French sources which provides
some insight into the intended manner of performance. As the notation invariably occurs at points
of heightened emotion and/or cataclysmic activity, the findings presented here, illustrated with
specially recorded musical examples, should lead to a reconsideration of the way in which these
passages are performed and perceived.

Janette Tilley
An Uneasy Eros: Secularization and the Changing Musical Expression of Mystical Love in
Early Modern Germany
Throughout the pre-modern era, mystical love between Christ and the Church or the individual
faithful soul was easily expressed using metaphors of physical love, particularly as formulated in
the canonical book the Song of Songs. The physical and the spiritual were easily enmeshed and
rooted deeply in medieval metaphysics. At some point the two cease their entanglement and
Western Christianity, particularly Protestantism, became uneasy mixing what would become more
solidly a metaphoric eros with worldly physical love. For composers of sacred music, the rich body
of biblical erotic imagery became increasingly off limits as the split between the secular and the
sacred was more clearly defined.
Where do the roots of this split lie? While a virtual ‘fad’ for musical settings of the Song of Songs
and mystical eroticism takes hold in German-speaking Europe in the decades immediately after the
Thirty Years War, as quickly as this interest took hold, so too it receded. Stirrings of unease, at
least in German speaking lands, appear around the turn of the 18th century, nearly half a century
later than has been argued for Protestant England. This paper looks at the musical expression of
sacred eros in the late 17th and early 18th centuries and positions it amid larger cultural and
religious crises Ð the rise of the novel, Pietism, and new theories of secularization Ð in order to
trace the development and expression of decidedly modern notions about the self, gender
difference, and the nature of love that emerged in Germany before the Enlightenment.

Yo Tomita
Revisiting Altnickol’s 1744 Copy of the Well-Tempered Clavier, Book II
Johann Christoph Altnickol (1720Ð1759) is considered to have been one of the most important
copyists associated with Bach’s late years. One of Altnickol’s earliest copies, and arguably the
most important, is the second book of The Well-Tempered Clavier (D-B, Mus. ms. Bach P 430),
which bears an inscription including the year “1744” in his hand at the end of the last fugue. This is
the year in which Altnickol matriculated from the Leipzig University. Presently Bach scholarship
accepts that this fair copy is one of the primary sources of the celebrated work, positioned at the
forefront of one of its two source traditions. It is assumed that Altnickol copied from the now-lost
Bach’s autograph manuscript set that was kept separately from another set, commonly known as
the ‘London autograph’ (GB-Lbl, Add. MS. 35021). This paper examines a broad range of
evidence, from the replaced title-page to the subsequent alterations of the musical text, to suggest
that it was Bach himself who asked Altnickol to prepare this fair copy, that it remained in Bach’s
possession after Altnickol had left Leipzig in 1748, and that it was indeed Bach’s most important
reference copy.

Yo Tomita, see also p. xxx

Nicola Usula
The Crumbs of the Emperor: Aria Collections from Italy in the Schlafkammer-Bibliothek of
Leopold I
During the fifth decade of the 17th century, Venetian public opera enjoyed great success across the
Italian peninsula and beyond the Alps. The closest major musical center was Habsburg Vienna,
where the emperors soon became fond of Italian operatic music, and the entire court “musical
machine” was updated to bring the newborn musical attraction to the capital of the Holy Roman
Empire.
For Leopold I (emperor from 1658 to 1705) the new Viennese opera productions were not meant to
substitute for the original ones: he hired Italian musicians and librettists and produced operas in
Italian for his entire life, nevertheless he kept collecting secular vocal music from Italy for his
Schlafkammer-Bibliothek until his death. He wanted to keep alive his connection to the original
Italian opera world, that is why, in addition to full opera scores, he gathered every aria, every
cantata, every fragment of music he could from Italy, binding them together in heterogeneous
volumes.
In my paper I will outline my new catalogue of the corpus of Italian arias in Leopold I’s music
collection (now in the Musiksammlung of the Österreichische Nationalbibliothek in Vienna), tracing
the provenance and describing the contents and physical features of some of the emperor’s
volumes of Italian music. Beyond discovering the identity of more than one hundred pieces of 17thcentury Italian music, my analysis of the entire corpus sheds light on the reception of Venetian and,
more broadly, Italian opera across the Alps, highlighting new connections between the heart of the

Baroque Holy Roman Empire and the variegated Italian operatic world.

Alejandro Vera
The Circulation of Baroque Guitar Music between Spain and the New World: New
Contributions from Sources Preserved in Madrid, Mexico and Lima
The five-course guitar, also known today as Baroque guitar, was an instrument widely cultivated
during the 17th and 18th centuries, by both high and popular culture. Even though it emerged
around 1600 as an accompanying instrument, it soon developed a solo repertoire combining
plucked and strummed styles. The printing of this repertoire, along with its constant transmission in
manuscript form, enabled a wide circulation of Baroque guitar music through the Atlantic, as
Rogerio Budasz has shown for the Luso-Brazilian area.
This paper deals with the circulation of Baroque guitar music between Spain and the New World,
focusing in Madrid, Mexico and Lima as main urban centres.
Through an analysis of musical and documentary sources preserved in these cities, we intend to
show that: 1) the Baroque guitar music composed and copied in Madrid was partly intended to be
commercialized in Latin America; 2) Mexico and Lima were frequently envisioned as recipients for
such a music; 3) its cultivation in the New World spread for a long time, even until the beginning of
the 19th century, coexisting with classical music by composers such as Johann Christian Bach,
Luigi Boccherini, Carl Friedrich Abel and Johann Christian Cannabich (whose presence in Lima
has been documented around 1779); and 4) in light of this, a linear and evolutionary view of music
history, according to which the new repertoires replace the older, should be reconsidered.

Peter Walls
Ornamented Versions of Corelli’s Opus 5: Coincidence or Connectedness?
The new Bärenreiter edition of Corelli’s Sonate a violino e violone o cimbalo Op. 5, edited by
Christopher Hogwood and Ryan Mark, is invaluable for the way it brings together all the known
examples of Opus 5 embellishments specifically for violin. Neal Zaslaw’s 1996 Early Music article
on “Ornaments for Corelli Violin Sonatas” lists a number of further sources of written-out decoration
for instruments other than the violin.
The geographical distribution of these sources raises questions about the reception of these
sonatas (questions that also have implications for historical performance practice). Almost all
embellished exemplars come from Great Britain and a significant number emanate from musicians
who had some connection with Francesco Geminiani and thus belong to a circle noted for its
interest in supplying performance information considered unnecessary (and even demeaning) by
those outside it. Utilizing the concept of Schenkerian layering suggested by Nicholas Cook, this
paper notes the recurrence in various embellished versions of gestures that belong only to the
graced surface (rather than to the foreground proper) where we would most expect to encounter
the autonomous fantasy of individual interpreters. It seems unlikely that these recurring features
are coincidental. They suggest, rather, that some sets of embellishments may incorporate
memories of others. It seems clear, in any case, that several are by musicians who knew the Roger
graces well.

Instead of an apparent multitidue of independent sources, we may have a cluster of interconnected
exemplars. These, nevertheless, enrich our sense of how 18th-century musicians approached free
‘improvised’ embellishment.

Peter Walls, see also p. xxx

Andrew H. Weaver
Musical Diplomacy at the End of the Thirty Years’ War: Negotiating the Emperor’s Power in
Andreas Rauch’s Currus triumphalis musicus (1648)
In 1648 Andreas Rauch, an Austrian composer living in Sopron, Hungary, published the Currus
triumphalis musicus, a collection of thirteen motets, each dedicated to one of the Habsburg Holy
Roman Emperors throughout history. With its sumptuous paratexts (including a frontispiece
depicting the current emperor, Ferdinand III) and its impressive musical scope (three to five choirs
with instruments and trumpets), this “triumphal musical chariot” was not a commercial commodity
and instead asserted Habsburg power at the end of the Thirty Years’ War. While it is easy to read
the print as an obsequious encomium, one circumstance complicates this interpretation: as a
Lutheran, Rauch had been exiled from Lower Austria by imperial edicts purging Protestants in the
1620s. This phenomenon of a musical panegyric produced by a composer with a troubled
relationship to the honoree allows us to read the print as an act of diplomacy, in which the
composer not only acknowledges the emperor’s power but also subtly admonishes the Habsburgs
in the wake of the Peace of Westphalia. Through close readings of the paratexts (including the
frontispiece and the dedication to Ferdinand III) and the texts of the musical works (many of which
are compilations of psalm verses) against a political and theological backdrop, this paper argues
that the print served important diplomatic functions for both Ferdinand III and the town of Sopron.
In addition to shedding light on a fascinating cultural artifact, this paper offers a fresh perspective
on the diplomatic potential of printed music in early modern Europe.

Bryan White
Lost in Translation? Grabu’s and Dryden’s Albion and Albanius
Louis Grabu’s setting of John Dryden’s Albion and Albanius is an unprecedented and unimitated
experiment in English musical drama. Grabu returned to London to compose “something at least
like an opera” when Thomas Betterton failed to import the real thing Ð a full-blown French opera Ð
on his trip to Paris in 1683. Grabu’s debt to Lullian opera has long been acknowledged, and his
setting of English frequently criticised. However, the difficulty he faced in setting Dryden’s text has
been too little acknowledged. The libretto did not conform to any English precedent, much less the
librettos of Quinault that formed the template for Grabu’s conception of opera. This paper analyzes
Grabu’s attempt to set an English text constructed on an unfamiliar dramaturgical design with
music using the style, form and aesthetic of Lullian opera. An examination of the Act II dialogue
between Albion and Albanius reveals the way in which he developed a style of recitative unlike any
English precedent. Although he did not always grasp idiomatic English accentuation, Grabu
developed a flexible metrical technique suited to Dryden's recitative style, which is marked by

irregular line lengths and stress patterns. The examination also reveals disparate concepts of
opera held by the composer and librettist, in particular Dryden's lack of understanding of the
hierarchies of musical style required in French opera. The result is an uneasy compromise in which
Grabu is nevertheless able to partially transcend the restraints of the libretto, creating an
unexpected moment of tenderness between Albion and Albanius.

Janine Wiesecke
Music Listening behind Closed Doors: And What Pepys, Evelyn and Wood Had to Say about
It
Late 17th-century London offered music lovers diverse opportunities to listen to and engage in
music, both in public and private. Diarists like Anthony à Wood, John Evelyn and Samuel Pepys tell
us vivid stories about it. Their accounts shed light on the specific listening situations and their
circumstances. They tell us how people listened and how the music affected them. Furthermore,
they reveal what caught their attention and what was ultimately important enough to them to be
incorporated into their recollections. They also show what impact the venue had on listening
conditions as well as on the perception and evaluation of the music and its performance.
Despite the fact that scholars have already consulted these diaries to answer many different
questions about the music and culture of this period, they have yet to be systematically analyzed
with a focus on music listening from the individual perspective of the listener. Therefore, this paper
will examine how listening experiences made in private homes are reflected in the accounts of
Anthony Wood, John Evelyn and Samuel Pepys. To that end, the sources have been compared to
uncover the criteria the authors applied when describing and evaluating their listening experience
in writing.

Bruce Wood
Purcell’s Revisions
In his early years Purcell was a habitual reviser. For example, he comprehensively reworked the
Funeral Sentences; recast the symphony anthem My beloved spake, giving the opening symphony
a completely new opening strain; made lesser changes in several other anthems; produced two
radically different versions of a movement in one of the trio sonatas; worried away, perhaps for
years, at the Service in B flat major (making at least three versions of some passages); produced
at least three workings also of one of his symphony songs, Hark, Damon, hark!; and subjected
several other symphony songs to a process of polishing which was careful but occasionally fallible.
In many of these works, layers of revision can be uncovered almost as an onion can be peeled.
Such laborious crafting and re-crafting was not, however, confined to early works. In 1687, when
Purcell was approaching the height of his powers, he extensively re-scored the last of his odes for
the court of James II, Sound the trumpet! beat the drum!, adding to some of the choruses
independent instrumental parts which were not present in the first draft of the work; and as late as
1692, when preparing movements from The Fairy Queen for publication, so as to allow sale in the
theatre during the first run of the show, he overhauled some of them in minute detail. Although
certain of these revisions, such as those to the Funeral Sentences, have been closely studied and
analysed, there has been no systematic overview of them all. What Ð or who Ð prompted Purcell to

be such an assiduous reviser? And did his revisions display any consistency of approach? This
paper seeks to answer these questions.

Andrew Woolley
The Latin Correspondence of John Clerk of Penicuik: Further Light on Clerk’s Relationship
with Italian Music and Musicians and on His Status as an Amateur
The extensive Latin correspondence of the 18th-century Scottish politician and lawyer Sir John
Clerk of Penicuik (1676Ð1755), forming part of the Penicuik papers in the National Records of
Scotland, remains in many ways an enigmatic group of documents, and presents a number of
interpretative challenges. This paper considers those that relate to music partly dating from the
period of Clerk’s residence in Rome from September 1698 to December 1699. I draw attention to
several letters that have been overlooked, written from his Dutch friend Hugh (or Hugo) du Bois, in
addition to a set of autograph file-copies of replies to various correspondents, which have not
previously been studied in detail. Clerk’s correspondence complements the picture of his activities
as a significant Scottish amateur musician and composer, and his description of Corelli (from
whom he recalled having received “3 lessons a week” during his Roman period), which are known
widely from his published memoirs. Considered as a group, these letters Ð referring to the prepublished circulation of Corelli's Op. 5 violin sonatas, the music of Pasquini, Bassani and Torelli,
Carl Rosier and Kremberg Ð shed valuable light on the fascination for Italian music and musicians,
and its dissemination north of the Alps, which had reached a full bloom around 1700. In addition,
the correspondence with du Bois, and that with a Dutchman residing in Paris, Joanni Van Campen,
illustrate with unusual clarity the social expectations and musical horizons of amateurs at the time.

Celestino Yáñez Navarro
Musical Sources of Domenico Scarlatti in the Music Archive of the Cathedrals of Zaragoza:
An Important Contribution to International Markets for Study
The existence in Saragossa (Spain) of 222 sonatas by the Neapolitan maestro Domenico Scarlatti,
is a prime witness to reconsider its musical production for the keyboard, its meaning and diffusion.
The study of the papers used, watermarks, paper and calligraphic features of the copyists, along
with the presence of four compositions so far not reflected in the main specialized catalogs (Longo,
Kirkpatrick, Pestelli), some really interesting dating (1752 and perhaps even before) , and
‘everyday’ professional relations (interchange?) between Scarlatti and José de Nebra at the Madrid
court, appeal for the need of a restatement of the related studies, in which the Saragossa collection
would stand to the same level of those considered ‘authoritative sources’ (Venice, Parma).

Francis Yapp
Les prétentions du violoncelle: French Cello Sonatas in the Pre-Berteau Era
The cello experienced a growing popularity in Paris in the 1730s and 1740s. Previously considered
an inarticulate, foreign rival to the viola da gamba, it was embraced by Parisians caught up in the
craze for Italianate music in the mid-18th century. This popularity is reflected in the rapid increase in

cello sonatas published in Paris in these years, by French as well as foreign composers. Of the
French, the most significant are Jean Barrière (1707Ð1747), François Martin (c. 1727Ð1757), and
Jean-Baptiste Masse (c. 1700 Ð c. 1757). The sonatas of all these pre-date the set published in
1748 by Martin Berteau, the supposed ‘founder’ of the French cello school. They are stylistically
distinct not only from Berteau’s sonatas, but also from the Italian cello sonatas published in Paris at
this time.
A close study of these French cello sonatas of the pre-Berteau era reveals a previously overlooked
pattern of common characteristics, suggestive of a school which embodies other aspects of French
aesthetics. These include a focus on virtuosity in the lower and middle registers (including
extensive double stopping), and the interplay of textural contrasts resulting from the frequent
‘releasing’ of the continuo cello to play an inner line.

Andrea Zedler
“A la louange de Son Altesse Serenissime”: The Significance of Early Modern Travel
Journals for Music-Historical Research
In the field of music-historical research travel diaries of the Grand Tour have become an important
source, especially over the last two decades. Based on the information of such sources
compositions have been dated, the provenience of music manuscripts has been clarified, the
context of music performances has been studied, and questions of cultural transfer have been
debated. In this context the tour of the Bavarian Electoral Prince Karl Albrecht is of particular
importance, because it has been regarded as a fruitful source for music research (e.g. by Strohm,
Riepe, Biesold, Scharrer, Rainer / Brandhuber).
Karl Albrecht visited the Italian peninsula from December 1715 to August 1716. The main stages of
the journey correspond with itineraries of several other (especially catholic) travellers during that
period. Therefore, via Salzburg and Innsbruck Karl Albrecht visited Verona, Venice, Bologna, Rome,
Naples, Florence and Milan. The music performed for the prince in these cities was documented in
four different diaries, as quite recently turned out. In any case, not only the vast number of entries
concerning music is remarkable, but also the multi-perspective reports of different diaries are Ð as
far as I see Ð unique.
The aim of the lecture is to revise previous research findings on the basis of all four diaries and to
present the possibilities as well as the limits of these journals as a source for music research. In
form of a case study the decidedly political message implemented in music Ð above all in Roman
secular cantatas Ð dedicated to the Prince will be clarified thanks to the extant diary entries.

Rodolfo Zitellini, see p. xxx

Steven Zohn
Morality, German Cultural Identity, and Telemann’s Faithful Music Master
Telemann’s Der getreue Music-Meister (Hamburg 1728/29), the first German periodical consisting

entirely of music, has been linked to the moral weeklies that proliferated across Western and
Central Europe on English models. In fact, the composer himself explicitly drew such a comparison.
Yet little consideration has been given to how the Faithful Music Master managed to “benefit and
entertain” his readers in ways strikingly similar to those of his literary counterparts.
In this paper I suggest that the journal participated in a project initiated by such moral weeklies as
Hamburg’s Der Patriot (1724Ð26) and Leipzig’s Die vernünfftigen Tadlerinnen (1725Ð26) to elevate
native culture and advance German as a literary language. Telemann’s synthesis of various
national styles promoted a distinctly German musical idiom, and his shift from Gothic script to a
Latin font put the German language on at least a visual par with French, English, and Italian.
Moreover, the journal’s foregrounding of accessibility, varied and flexible scorings, and humor was
in keeping with the weeklies’ non-learned, common-sensical, and satirical approach to social
criticism. And just as readers of moral journals participated in the discourse by writing letters, the
Faithful Music Master invited his readers to help construct the journal’s text by contributing music
or completing contrapuntal exercises.
Particularly interesting is Telemann’s apparent endorsement of the efforts of Die vernünfftigen
Tadlerinnen toward educating women. This journal Ð ostensibly written entirely by women, but
whose editors and contributors were mostly males concealed behind female pseudonyms Ð sought
to establish a common, national culture through the agency of women. Thus the Faithful Music
Master appealed to and promoted women through a suite portraying admirable females whose
names closely mimic the pseudonyms of Die vernünfftigen Tadlerinnen; a secular cantata to a
libretto by Christiane Mariane von Ziegler, a contributor to Die vernünfftigen Tadlerinnen; and a
violin duet based on Gulliver’s Travels, a nod to both English culture and the popularity of novels
among women.

Judit Zsovár
LECTURE RECITAL
Handel’s Exception – Anna Maria Strada: The Dramatic Lyricism of a prima donna Crossing
the Alps and the Borders of Voice Type
Anna Maria Strada del Pò, Handel’s faithful soprano, started her career in Italy as a singer with an
agile, high voice and with a larger range. During the 1720s, besides complex and variable
coloratura arias, a richness of andante movements was getting significant in her repertoire,
gradually changing the shape of her vocal profile.
Later, from 1729 on, Strada was found singing on the far side of the Alps, for Handel in London,
who took keen interest in shifting and expanding the prima donna’s spheres of action. In this
process of transformation Strada embodied both Francesca Cuzzoni and Faustina Bordoni’s
former roles Ð uniting their diverse skills Ð, as well as presented castrato arias in Italian pasticci,
going in a sense beyond her own gender.
Furthermore, the musical material dedicated to her unfolds an increase of lyric yet coloratura
demanding movements connected with a weightier dramaticism, indicating an exceptional, entirely
di petto voice production Ð in the way mentioned by Pier Francesco Tosi. The unique alternating
inspiration between Strada and Handel reached its culmination in the affecting musical description
of Alcina’s fallen character. That determinative moment of opera history demonstrates a prototype

of the rare kind of soprano sfogato, a voce assoluta in all its splendor.
This lecture-recital follows the development of Strada’s dramatic coloratura voice through the
course of three andante arias: Domenico Sarro’s “Se veglia, se dorme” (Tito Sempronio Gracco,
1725) from her Neapolitan era, George Frideric Handel’s “Io ti levo l’impero dell’armi” (Partenope,
1730) and “Ombre pallide” (Alcina, 1735) from the 2nd Royal Academy period.

